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CHAFTER I
THE BOARD OF EXAMINEES AS A
MONTANA EXECUTIVE AGENCY

The >^ont#aa Board of Examlaere hat baen jottly da*
acrlbed at the **mott powerful executive and adminlttratlve
agency of the ttate.**^ The Constitutional Convention of
1889 ettablithed the Board, providing that $^
Sec. 20. The governor, secretary of state and at
torney general.*.shall constitute a Board of Exam
iners, with power to examine all claims against
the State, except salaries or compensation of offi
cers fixed by law, and perform such other duties as
may be prescribed by law. And no claim against the
State except for salaries and compensation of offi
cers fixed by law, shall be passed upon by the
Legislative Assembly without first having been con
sidered and acted upon by said board. The Legis
lative Assembly may provide for the temporary sus
pension of the State Treasurer by the Governor, when
the Board of Examiners deems such action necessary
for the protection of the moneys of the State.
The three officers on the Board are elected simultaneously
for four-year terms, with elections being in the same years
as presidential elections.

Appendix A lists the officials

1. Carl McFarland, **Administratlon in State Government in
the United States with Special Reference to the Adminis
tration of the Central Government of the State of Montana**
(unpublished Master's thesis, Montana State University,
1929) p. 44.
2.

Montana, Constitution. Art. VII, sec. 20.
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who have served on the Board of Lxairilners*
Since 1889 the powers of the Board have been greatly
expanded by statute*

In addition to exavcinins end approving

claims against the state, the Board has been given the power
to fix the number» compensation, term and tenure of office
of employee# of executive agencies»^ to authorize the
printing of official reports,^ and to construct buildings.
The Board has the power to authorize es^endltures of funds
appropriated for a succeeding year »^ to fix the amount of
bond for state officers if it is not specifically designated
by the legislature,^ and to authorize out«of*state travel
by state employees.^
Ttie Board acts as Board of Supplies and l'urnishing
Board,^ f.nd has the responsibility for the care of the state
Capitol^ and for the allocation of offices in the Capitol*®

1, Montana, Revised Codes <1947), sec. 39*901.
cited in this chapter as Codes*
2*
3.

Codes. sec. 59.703.
sec. 82-1146.

4.

Codes. sec. 6-102.

5.

Codes. sec* 25-508,

6*

Codes. sec. 82-1126.

7,

Hereafter

sec* 78-102.

3 * Ç.2f?SÆ* see* 73-104.
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The leglsletux^e ueually authorleee the Board of Examiner#
to l#«u« bond# for the mtete.

The Beard aupervltes and eon«

trol# the ^tontana State Tuberculoal# Sanltarlian* ^ Prom 1919
to 1951 the Board prepared the State*# budget*

Early In

the state*# history the Board of Examiner# exercised the
power of reducing or eliminating appropriation# voted by
the legislature. This power was later abated by a Supreme
2
Court ruling.
The consolidation of these power# Into one
agmacy has made the Board of Examiner# extremely powerful.
In addition, the same three officers act also a# the Board
of Cosmalssioners for th% Insane, Board of State Prison Cota*
missloners, and the Carey Land Act Board.
This thesis will examine the administration of the
construction of public building# by the Board of Examiners.
Consideration is first given to the organisation of the
executive department of state government, the origin of the
Board of Examiners and opinion about the Board.

The other

state agencies authorised to construct public buildings are
then briefly examined and the manner In which the Board of
Examiner# has received power to construct building# Is
considered.

1.
2.

The procedures and methods employed by the

Codes* sec. 80*203.
V. lEisàSSa, 75 Mont. 429, 244
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BoArd in the eonetruetlon of buildings in the lest few years
are related In detail.

Finally, a detailed case study Is

presented of a state»wlde dispute. Involving the Board,
over the allocation of construction funds.

The ease study

Includes the actions of the Board and its adversaries, the
Board's response to public opinion, and the effect on the
construction of buildings.

Crganlzatlon of the Executive
Branch of State Government
The reader should be familiar with the organisation of
Montana state government, and especially the organizetIon
of the executive department, to comprehend the position and
Influence of the Board of Examiners.

The Montana consti

tution provides that the supreme executive power of the
state Is vested In the Governor, who shall see that the laws
are faithfully executed,^

However, like the Governors of

many other states, the Ck>verix>r of Montana holds limited
executive power.

Much of the executive power of the state

has been given by statute to the Board of Examiners.

Two

other Institutions, the long ballot (election of many ex
ecutive officials), and the use of boards and commissions,

1*

Montana, Constitution. Art. VII, sec. 5*
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h&ve r«<kteed the power* of the Governor# of Montana and of
other ctate#.

The Long Jgallot
In the 1830*# Jaekeonlan democracy preiented a new mode
of political thought» decreeing that government would he more
responsible if more of the officials were elected by the
people themselves.

Previously» administrative officials had

often been appointed by the legislature#
in and secured control of patronage.

Bosses had stepped

The long ballot was

advocated as a method of eliminating boss control#

All of

the important state officials were to be elected by the
people.^
By the time of the 1889 Montana Constitutional Con*
vention» the long ballot was well*accepted#

At the same

time the economy was undergoing change» and there was demasui
for expanding and strengthening of state activities*

The

constitutional conventions» believing that they represented
the wishes of the p«>ple more truly than the legislatures
which would succeed them» established commissioners» boards»
and bureaus to protect the rights of the people.

These

I. Lesl^ Lipson»
Sfi,
Lead^ (Chicago, Illinois* University of Chicago Press»
1939)pp. 14*24. Lipson gives an excellent resume of the
development of gubernatorial powers.
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conatltutlonal board», usually part of the long ballot, were
to be reeponslble to the people and outside the corrupting
influence of the three normal branches of government.^
An excellent Illustration of the prevailing desire for
elected rather than appointed officials is provided by the
address of Governor Joseph K. Toole to the legislature in
1903*

Governor Toole, who had been a member of the consti*

tutional convention, recommended that the following offices
be elective rather than appointive3

State Examiner, State

Inspector of Hines, State Coal Mine Inspector, State Boiler
Inspector, Commissioner of Agriculture and Labor, State
Veterinarian, Register of the State Land Office, State Land
Agent, and Game Warden.

Toole argued that these were all

offices of high rank, having to do with most Important parts
of the public service.

He stated that the system of ex

ecutive appointmenta was reprehensible, an attempt to fuse
together disagreeing elements of a democracy and a

monarchy. 2

1. John D« Hicks, The Gomgtitutlonjg^jof the .borthweet_._5tates
(**The University Studies of the University of Nebraska,**
Vol. XXIII, No. It Lincoln, Nebraska * University of Nebraska
Press, 1924) pp. 31, 152-153.
2.

Meg#atea of J3overnpr Joseoh K. Toole to the Eighth

i9o3 (Helena. Montana t btate Publisikine Co.. 1903 J. p. 42.
Toole, surrounded by state officials of his own, the Demo
cratic party, also recommended that if any new offices were
created and a vacancy was to bê filled, the legislature
should assume responsibility by designating by name the
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His suggestion# were not adopted but the long ballot Is a
part of Montams political llfe.^
Arguments presented for the retention of the long bal»
lot Include the possibility of dictatorship from concen
trating power in one office, the ability of numerous of
ficials to act as a curb on the excesses of one improper of
ficial, and the desirability of keeping government demo
cratic by keeping it close to the people.

Opponents of the

long ballot point out that divided power curbs good as well
as evil, and that the attempt to keep government democratic
is often ineffective because voters rarely know the qualifi
cations of the candidates for lesser office*

The long bal

lot also obstructs responsible party government by encouraging
the growth of personal political machines.

person to bold the temporary office. Two years later in
1905 Toole changed his tune when the Republicans %K>n com
plete legislative control and all of the executive offices
except Toole's gubernatorial office and the Lieutenant
Governorship. In that session Toole vetoed a Railroad
Commission bill, with his first reason being that the legis
lature had invaded the province of the executive in assuming
to name the commissioners. EcgS8.se._Qf..,
<:^vernor Joreph K.
Toole, to the Tenth teglsl^stiveLJissemblY of _t.he_gtate
Montana. January, 1907 (Helena. MontanaiState lublishing
Co.,190^), p. 12. Messages of the Governors hereafter are
cited as CQvemor'a. Hes.gaj?.e by year.
1. A study at the University of Missouri found in 1943 that
only nine states had more constitutional offices and agencies
than Montana. (This study, however, includes appointive as
well as elective agencies.)
the Mi ggQUri^-gQ.ngtltutional Convention otJLMl (Columbia. Mlssoarii University of Missouri, n.d.) cited by University of
Cklatwaa Government Department Administrative Ortanisation
in Oklahoma ("Constitutional Studies,** Ko.3; bklaWma city,
Oklahoma: Oklahoma State Legislative Council, 1947), p. 2.
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m 4 ..

A second Institution reducing the power of the governor
Is the use of m board or commission to head an adminis
trative agency#

Several arguments are advanced for the

establishment of boards and commissions.

It is argued that

the use of boards to head agencies# by reducing the control
of elected officials# keeps politics out of the adminis
tration of the agencies#

This reduction of political con

trol allows the establlstsnmst of professional staffs «uid
asserts#

If members have long# overlapping terms# con

tinuity is provided#

The use of multi-member boards allows

representation of various interest groups or representation
of localities or sections#

A final advantage claimed for

boards and commissions is that many heads are better than
one#
Political scientists have found many faults with boards
and commissions in operation#

They argue that the use of

boards does not necessarily keep politics out# but rather
may Introduce political pressures# as members are forced to
trade voces and patronage#

Members who represent various

groups or localities are forced to assume political atti
tudes#

The use of long# overlapping terms allows a defeated

political party to retain control over administration long
after it is out of office#
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Thome people who argue against eommlssiona may that
beoaume the memberm are usually free

removal once they

have been appointed* the boards are not responsible to the
people* to the Governor* or to the legislature* and in e£*
feet become a fourth branch of government.

Policy is de*

aided not by officials who were elected by the people and
are responsible to them* but rather by officials respon
sible to no one.

&>atdm do provide continuity* W t too of

ten it is a continuity of ineffectiveness.

Members are

able to shirk responsibility by pointing out that they have
only one vote.

The problems of modern government are often

too complex for proper consideration by a part-time lay
board.

Boards do not always employ coaqpetumt experts and

professional staffs; board members may be as subject to
the t«sptations of patronage as governors.

It is alleged

that boards and conmnissions are often slow to act.

Lastly*

it is argued that the independ<mce of the boards results
in a lack of coordination among departments and a failure
to subordinate the departmental requests to the overall
needs of g^emment.^

I. Discussions of boards and cotmnlssions are included ins
Council of State Governments* KeorranigIng 5tate_._Goverrmen11
A Report on Administrative Management
(Chicago* Illinois:
Council of State Governments* 1950}* pp. 14-161 Austin F.
MacDonald* marican State Government and ^ministration (4th
ed.* New Torks Thomas Y. Crowell Co.* 1950)* pp. 343-351}
Lip son* pp. 132-189; and Col^aan B. Ransone* Jr. The Office
of Governor in the United State^ (University* Alabama: Univarsity of Alabama Press* 1950)* pp. 380-38/.
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|:s.jgfflclQ boftirdÆ
Cxic of th« toott coundly berated board* is the ex of*
flelo board oa which the members serve as a result of
holding soma other office.
Is an ex officio board).

(The Montana Board of Examiners
Reasons urged for establishing ex

officio boards Include the savings from not hiring other
officers# the desire to give all factions a voice in ad*
ministration# and the desire to place responsibility with
elected officials rather than %rith appointed officials#
(altlxaugh these boards may and often do include appointed
officials).

It is claimed that the use of ex officio boards

forces the Governor to keep himself advised of board ac*
tivities if he is appointed to the board.

The designation

of influential officials to an ex officio board lends an
air of importance and distinction to the agency.

The as*

sociation with popular officials may bring public support
to an agency.

Designation as an ex officio member increases

the importance of a minor official; the Secretary of State
of Montana would have little power were it not for hi* po*
sition on ex officio boards.
Arguments against the use of ex officio boards include
the factors of time and efficiency.

It is argued that board

members are usually busy with their own Important duties#
while the matters considered by the board may be minor in
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Il
character*

Thu* Important official# arc forced to concam

thamaalva# with trivia*

hvxmy officer# may give only casual

or perfunctory attention to board duties# or If they con*
sclentloualy perform their board duties# they may have to
neglect their basic responsibilities*

Generally the board

is forced to hire an executive director# losing the desired
fiscal savings# and the real guidance Is left to the dlrec*
tor.

Rarely is efficiency achieved by an ex officio board*

the members are not chosen because they have special ablll*
ties to handle the problems of the agency# but because they
have been selected to hold some other official position.
Executive officials are able to avoid responsibility and to
hide behind the actions of the board.

It is claimed that

often the members approach their duties with a view to pro*
mating their own political advantage*

The governor# sup*

posedly the chief executive# may be a minority of one# forced
to logroll with minor officials in order to secure his pro*
gram.

Minor officials often desire to achieve recognition

themselves rather than add to the success of the ^avemor* s
administration*

If a governor or any other busy member ab*

sente himself free* ex officio board meetings because of the
press of time# he loses his voice in administration of the
agency*

Requiring members to give attention to a wide variety

of unrelated activities does not add to the general efficiency
»f the administrative process.

Generally ex officio boards
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have established poor administrative records.^

The desire to eentrallee authority and responsibility
has led to campaigns in many states for the reorgani eation
of the executive departments of state govemm^mt.
campaigns have been generally unsuccessful.

These

The first

general wave of studies of state government came at the close
of World War I* following the adoption of an administrative
code In Illinois.

The second extensive group of surveys

came in the decade of the thirties, when emphasis was laid
on practices of financial management,

the third group of

surveys, by what were eomaonly called **Little Hoover Com
missions," followed World War II and concentrated on struc
tural reorganization.

The surveys have been made by outside

firms of management consultants, by legislative investi
gating committees, and by citizen commissions appointed by
the governor.

However, the weak governor and poor adminis

trative structure provided in most constitutions have per
sisted over the years because the popular suspicion of a

1. Discussions of ex officio boards are Included in* Council
of State Governments, Eeoy^anizint_^State_j:ovt.mmtîitjL_,A^.Renort on AdWinirtretive Mena.^cTcnt in ...the stetee, and .a_^eview
of Recent trends in heorzenization. pp. 17-20* Oliver P. field.
1res sly S. Sikes, and John £. Stoner, Bites.._and...Jield;s |tste
Govgr^ent (3rd ed., hew York* Harper and Brothers, 1^49), .
p. 323Î Austin F* MacDonald, p. 355j National Municipal League,
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«trong govcrrwr never died out, except In a very few states.
The significance of the office of governor has grown mainly
as a result of the personal characteristics and influence of
the governors elected*
Montana has had a reorganisation study during each of
the three national waves and has used each of the three
types of stwiy groups.

The first study was conducted in

1919 by the three»man Efficiency and Trade Cornaission. This
cltlxen body was established by the legislature and charged
with the investigation of financial and business policies
of state government* for the purpose of making recommendation#
for consolidation of agencies and efficient administration
of government.

The Commission was also instructed to in*

vestigate wholesale and retail prices and unfair trade prac
tices.^

The Commission submitted a reorganlratlon report to

Model State Institution with Exi?lanstorv Articles * A Ke*
port prepared bv the_Co?rmi^tee on ^tate C^vergmei^t (5th
ed*, New York:National Municipal League, 1950), p. 35;
University of Oklahoma Covemment Department, pp. 10*11;
and Kirk H* Porter, State Administration (New York: F.
S. Crofts and Company, 1933), p. 29.
1* W. Brooke Craves, ^Some New Approaches to State Admin*
istrative ^r|<mlMtlonj«^
2.

iaws.m.. Re.eolutians end Ke^rials.,.o.f theState.of. .yentena

Assembly. Held at iiclena. the Seet of_._(k>Ycrnment._jof Said

state*
January 6."
(Helena, Montana ; State Publishing Co., n.d.) c. 184.
Hereafter cited as Montana Session lew# by year.
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th# speeiai see#ion of 1919.

Thoir principal racoimaendation

waa th« creation of a Board of Administrât ion, which would
relieve the Board of Examiners of nearly all the duties
assigned to it*

The three members of the Board of Adminis

tration were to be appointed by the governor.

The proposal

would have centralised the control of the state government,
for the board ta>uld have had control over the audit of
claims against the state, the purchase of supplies, the erec«
ticm of buildings, the preparation of the budget, and the
charitable and penal institutions of the state.^
passed the Senate 29 to 0

9

The bill

and the llouse 66 to 19,

*9

but as

a Constitutional amendment was rejected by more than a
20,000 vote margin, 51,072 to 72,870.
In 1941 the legislature authorised the Governor, with
the aid of an advisory coosnlttee and consultants, to study
A
the organization and structure of state government.
Criffenhagen and Associates of Chicago were hired to conduct
the study.

Fifty-nine separate reports were made covering

the various aspects of state government and the state

1

Woujre_^nd^nete ..Journals of the Extraordinary Ses

of

(kelena, Vioatanas Btate Publishing Co., n.d.), p. 22 (Senate Journal).
Hereafter cited as House Journal or Serui.te,„.jQurnal by year.
Also see below p. 27.
2.
4.

Ibid.. p. 67 (Senate Journal)

3. Ibid.. p. 145 (House Journal

^^tganlgation Report Submitted to

the ywe.n.t.y*ti^.Æ.Le&i»lative Assem^Iv bv Governor'!^am
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IS
Institutions.

À fairly compléta réorganisât ion of state

government was proposed.

Crlffenhagen and Associates

recommended that the constitution be amended to abolish all
ex officio boards except the Board of Fardons.

It was sug«

gasted that the state provide for an appointed l^ard of
Finance in place of the Board of Examiners.^

Only minor

recoomtendatlons were adopted by the legislature.^
The "Little Hoover" Commission, a reorganisation com
mission composed entirely of legislators, was created by
the 1951 legislature.

The Commission noted that the people

of Montana hold the Governor responsible for state adminis
tration, but that the Governor*s position had been weakened
<1) by failure to give the Governor general powers of direc
tion and supervision over state administration, (2) by the
granting of powers to a mu It1-headed executive, the Board
of Examiners, (3) by the growth In the number of state
agencies, and (4) by the use of boards and commissions with

Ç* Ford January 4. I M l (Helena, Montana;
Co#, n.d. ), p. 3.

ïcaegele Printing

1« State of Montana Governor*a Committee on Reorganisation
and Economy, "General State Organisation" (Report no. 53
by Crlffenhagen and Associates, January 26, 1942), p. 94.
(Mimeographed) •
2.

Governor *s Me agage. 1947, p. 4.
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long, overlapping terme.

The Commimelon recommended that

various powers be transferred from the Board of Examinera
to the Governor, such as the power to let contracts for
Wildings, to employ architects, to approve purclxases,
and to approve printing of official reports,^
the powers were transferred, however,

None of

A personnel com#

mission was established but was scuttled by the succeeding
legislature, and the Board of Examiners retains legal con#
trol ever the establishment of positions and the compen#
sation of personnel.

The Commission submitted fifty#one

bills to the 1953 session and all but seven were adopted*
Little was accomplished in reorganisation.

executive branch
Despite three reorganisation commissions and repeated
gubernatorial pleas for reorganisation,* liontana* s govern#
ment is far from centralised,

the long ballot is in effect

and voters elect ten executive officials, including the

1.

Report..of_the..CoTi;niissiom on
(butte,

MontanasMcKee Printing Co.,[19^2?], pp. 2*4.
2, Every Governor since 1916 has re<(uested that the
legislature provide for some reorganisation of state
government. The intensity and authenticity of the requests
has varied, of course.
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governor, lieutenant governor, attorney general, «ecrctary
of etate, treasurer, superintendent of public Instruction,
auditor, and three railroad and public service commlssloners.
There la an extensive use of boards and commissions.
In 1953 David W. Smith, Fontana State University political
science instructor, found that Montana* s executive branch
had expanded from a total of twenty offices, commissions,
and boards in 1890 to a total of 133 such agencies.^

Dr,

Boland R. Renne, president of Montana State College, re*
ported In 1953 that six boards and one commission are charged
with duties that are primarily financial,

IVenty*one boards

and commissions are engaged in various ways In carrying out
some phase of educating the youth and eltIrens of the state.
Twenty boards and commissions are charged with developing,
maintaining, and improving the state's natural resources,^
As will be pointed out later, thirteen agencies have the
power to construct buildings,
Montana Is embarasslngly rich In Its number of ex

1, David W, Smith, "An Outline of the Development and
Growth of State Administration In Montana 1990-1953" (Depart*
ment of Political Science, Montana State University, Septem
ber 1, 1953), p. 2. (Mimeographed),
2, Roland R, Rexme, The Government and Administration of
Mpntana. Vol, XXIV of American Commonwealth Series, ed,
W, Brooke Graves (^«w York: Thomas Y, Crowell, 1953),
p, 10b.
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officio boards.

Flva *ueh boards ware set up by the con»

etltution end eight more had been added by statute by
1895.^

Today there are so many that counting is difficult*
2

David &nith listed eleven in 1953^ while the Montana Tax*
payers* Association chart of the units of the executive
branch listed twenty*four ex officio boards in 1953*^

Ap*

pendlx B is a list of the ex officio boards on which the
state*s elective officers sit.
l'iontaim has consistently followed national trends in
the OTganitation of its executive branch.

As was cottsaon

in the nineteenth century, Fontana established an executive
branch which emphasised the long ballot and many boards
and ccKmilssions,

Fontana participated in each of the

national waves of reorganization and, like most other
states, ac<xxaplished little.

The state has so many agencies,

both constitutional and statutory, that a governor could
not exercise effective control even if all the agencies
were directly responsible to him.

1.

^Ith, table No. 1.

2.

Ibid.. Table No. 10.

As It is, few are*

3. biontana taxpayers* Association, “Units of Executive
Branch Montana state Government“ (Montana taxpayers* As*
sociation, Helena, (Montana, April, 1958), chart* (Himeo*
graphed.)
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A Board of lücamirera ha« been established not only In
Fontana, but also In four other Western states, California,
Fovada, Idaho, and Utah*

So far ms is known to the author, the first Board of
Examiners, consisting of the Governor, Attorney General and
Secretary of State, was established in California in IB56
by legislative enactment, in a law entitled "An Act for the
Better Protection of the State Treasury,"

The law gave the

Govenu»r, Secretary of State, and Attorney General pm^er to
examine tbm books of the Controller and the Treasurer and to
count the money in the treasury.

An affidavit of the money

in the treasury was to be published each month.

The Board

was to «ramine and approve or disapprove all claims against
the state. Including claims for which appropriations had
been made.^
The law was clarified and strengthened in 1857 and 1858,
An additional clause was added: no claim was to be enter*
tained hf the legislature unless recommended by the Board
of Examiners or upon appeal from the action of the Board,^
1. the Statutes of California Passed at the Sewnth .Segglon
>f the :
on the..Seventh....DaY._.pf.January,...Cne
housand Eiabt^mmdred and Elfty*six^„aM.Jknded-£>iL-.the .J^^ty.
Pav._o£Aprii,,.lCne,...lhmëan4...£iÆ^^^
At the City of j^cramento (Sacramento* James Alien, 1858> c, 85,
2,

The Statutes of California Passed at the t^inth Session of
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.

Con stltwttoaml

Th# Kevada Oonetttutloml Convention met In 1864.
Thirty-four of the thirty-six dele^^tcs had lived in Cali
fornia, averaging more than nine years there.^

The con

vention established a Goard of EKamtners, employing phrases
vhleh i9ouId later be copied word for word by Idaho, Mon
tana, and Utah.

The section establishing the &)ard of

Examiners also provided for a Board of State Frison Com
missioners, which was a constitutional board in California.
In the debate on the section, a question was raised as to
the meaning of the phrase requiring all claims against the
state to be examined by the Board of Dcamlners before being
passed upon by the legislature.

It was explained that

California bad established such a board by statute, with a
tacit understanding that the legislature would not consider
claims unless previously considered by the Board.

Sometimes,

however, individuals, rather than going to the Board of

the ■législature,. 1358.... BMonday._the^_Fpurth...BaT of
.

Apr11 (^cramento% John 0»Hmara, State Printer, 1838),
c. 257.
pfflclaX Kei^ort of_the Bobetea end Fmc.eedlna.s..o,f..the
at Carson Cltv
Franciscos

Frank Eastman, Frinter, 1866), p. xvl.
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Examinervould secure legislative approval of claims "by
means of lobby influence." This constitutional provlslim
was to protect the Nevada legislature from such temptation.
One delegate questioned the inclusion of the Attorney
Gweral# who might not be a resident at the eapltol, sug#
gestlng that the Controller, who would always be at the
eapltol, be named to the Board. The president of the con
vention took the floor to point out that meetings would be
held at stated times, and that eveai if the Attorney General
were absent, a quorum would still be present for the trans
action of business. Neither the Cc^ntroller nor the treasurer
would be proper members of the Board, for the Board would
be passing upon their accounts. The Controller would have
to issue and the Treasurer would have to pay the warrants
drawn by the Board.^ la 1863 the Nevada legislature passed
an act defining the powers of the Board of Examiners. Much
of the act was copied word for word from the California law
of 1858.^
In 1872 California recodified its laws. By then the
Board of Examiners had been given Increased power, including

1. Ibid.» p. 161.
2. StatutcjLOf the State oiJevftda.,Tassed,jit JtheJflrat
Session ql the UittgUture 1864-5 Bepun December I2th.
1S64. and....Wed barch llth. 1865 (Carson City. Nevada*
John Church, State Printer, n.d««) c. 32.
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the power to appoint a printing expert vho would check up
on the state printer, end the power to invest proceeds from
the sales of school lands,^
Idaho Ceitstltutiosftl Convention
In 1SS9 the Idaho Constitutional Convmtion adopted
without change the section of the Kevmde omstitutlon es*
tabll^lng the Board of Examiners, the chairman of the
committee on judiciary objected to the inclusion of this
section on the grounds that the section on the judiciary had
given the Bopttme Court original jurisdiction to hear claims
against the state and make recommendations to the legis
lature, The Chairman of the Comittee on the Executive
O^rtment took the floor to ea^laln that the Governor, At
torney %nerol, and Secretary of State were to act like a
board of claims. If the claims were rejected by the Board
of ExBcainers, the claimant mild go Ijoto court end press his
suit. Thus the chairman proved there was no conflict, al
though the objection had been to duplication. The delegates
sided with the executive committee chairman, and the objection

Sacramento %
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warn dropped. 1

The Kontana Constitutional Convention, meeting at the
same time as the Idaho convention, copied into the consti
tution the provision for the Board of E^mlners vhlch had
originally appeared In t W 1884 proposed constitution for
^kmtana, having been copied word for word from the gievada
constitution.*

In committee of the tdxola, the only dis

cussion of the section revolved around a proposed addltory
amen&aent to allow the Governor to suspend the state
Treasurer upon recommendation of the Board of Examiners.
The amendment was passed.^
The law prescribing the duties of the Board of Examiners
was enacted In 1891 at the second legislative session, (the
first session had been unable to <x>nduct business because
of the dispute over the election of the U. S* Senator).

1# frgceedtaas and Debates ,of the. Cons
vent ion of Idaho, IsggT ed« and annotated by 1. W. hart
{calSeli, Idalio5 Caxton Printers, 1912), II, 1427*29.
2.

See above, p.i, for the constitutional provision.

<sntioa...iie

9

ing Company, 1921), pp. 436-440*
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law va» «fiffentlally a detailed directive Implementimg the
eon»tltutlo»al provleloa*

The Board va» given power to

examine claim»^ »u|>poena vltnesaes^ prohibit the Treaaurer
from paying warrant»» examine the book» of the atate
Editor and Treacurer, and coimt the ow)ney la the treasury*^
Many section» were taken word for word from the California
Code of 1372*
Idaho mlso a«k>pted an implementing law in 1891.

%e

Idaho law was very tliort and general» differing in wording
from both the Kevada and California codes#^

Ctah_Congt.lmtlenal_
The Utah Constitutional Convention met in 1895 and
adopted a provision establishing a Board of Examiners.

The

wording was the same as ^lat of the Nevada and Idaho const!*
tutlons*

(The Montana constitution differed in providing

for the suspension of the Treasurer) #

floor discussion

centered around three sections establishing ex officio

1.

Montana,.Scg8ion iawm. 1891» p. 183.

2#

,CeneTal,_tgwÆ_o.f the,..gtate. o.f...ldJLM..J,a.,&se.d.iLt._the_Flmt
Session of__ihe State .le#»lature_a>nvcn#d_on_
■Day of■■■■■i^.ecembcr...A# .»# 189Q..._.and_AdJoumfd..,cm...:.thc-„FQur.tn5rLth

bay ofrEarchZA
1ÈM,a
t
"
Statemnan Printing Co.» 1891)» p. 43#

(Soise City# Idaho*
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boards, one of which was the Board of Examiners.

Protests

were made that the provision* were legislatioR and that
lay people should be on some boards#

Everyone agreed that

the work load of the state official* would not keep them
occupied.

The chairman of the executive committee argued

that the system of ex officio boards was working satis*
factorily in Idaho# &tontana, and other states#

This ays*

tmi re<|uired the state officials to perform extra duties
without any Increase in salary.

He argued that since state

officials knew the financial situation they were better
able to supervise the institutions# such a* the insane
asylum and the prison#

Finally It was agreed to include

the provision **until otherwise provided by law#** so that
the legislature could change the system if need be.^
In Montana in the same year# IS95# the legislature
gave the Board of Examiners the duties of the Board of
Supplies and Furnishing Board# ^ I c h furnished rooms and
supplies to state officials and to the legislature#^

I#

The

-Officla.l,_R.epprt of.the .Proceedings and pebates..,.pf.the

D5Î2U1017.
2. # e Cod#^_and St.atut,e.g.....of...Montana, in Jgerce July I.
ISjr. (Butte, Montanaj Inter*!iountain Publishing Co.#
ÎSf3># I# secs# 702#04.
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next year, 1896* the Utah legleleture* meeting t« it# flr»t
sesaioa* copied elmoet word for word the lïoatana codes per*
telAlng to the Board of Examiner#* going so far a# to give
the Utah Board the powers of the Board of Supplies and
Furnishing Board. ^
In 1911 California abolished Its Board of Examiner#*
establishing Instead a State Board of Control consisting of
three members who were to serve at the pleasure of the
Governor.

The Board was given broad financial powers.^

This board was abolished In 1927 and a Departm^mt of Finance
%MLS created.^
Fublic Assessment of Horttena
During its seventy years of existence the Board of
Examiners has served as an Important part of f^k>ntana state

1.

laws of the State of Utah Passed at the Special and

Utah.
.Held .et._.Salt...,Xske.Jlity.. the .btat.a..Xapit81..in Janu61%,. . f f b r y ( S a l t
Lake City:
Deseret kews Publishing Co.* l&wo), c# 35, Two minor pro
visions of the Fontana code were omitted*
2. The Statutes of California and Amendments to the Codes
Pasted at the Thirty-ninth Session of the Legislature. 1911.
Begun on Monday. January, Second, and Adioumed og hondav.
March Twenty-seventh, nineteen Hundred and Eleven Q’
SBcramentos W, W. shannon* Superintendent State'Printing,
1911). c. 349.
3. statutes of California 19^7 <SacramentoJ California
State Printing Office* 1927)* c. 251.
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goverrceent*

Aa aruch it has rscelve<! Its share of criticism*

The State Efficiency and Trade Commission of 1919 was
one of the first critics of the Board.

The Commission

found that the Board was required to examine 1200 to 1400
claims per month and that, since a personal audit of the
claims was out of the question, the work was delegated to
a clerk, who had neither the time nor facilities for ascer*
talning whether the money was being judiciously spent.

The

Commission stated simply that the mssnbers of the Board were
physically unable to perform many of their duties.^

As a

substitute for the Board of Examiners, the Commission pro#
posed a &)ard of Administration.

In detailing the advantages

of the proposed board, the Commission rather severely criti#
clxed the Board of Examiners, albeit in an oblique manner.
The Commission claimed that the proposed board would promote
efficiency and result in the saving of large sums of money.^
Greater supervision over fiscal affairs would be obtained
and the business of the State %muld be handled in a more
efficient and business*llke manner.^
1. biontana Efficiency and Trade Commission, .Final. Reogrt
of the..State.
1919. p. 4 (on microfilm at i'Sontana State University Lib#
rary.) Also see above, pp. 13-14.
2.

Senate_JgrjmaI Extra.ordinary_Set.slon. .1919. p. 22.

3.

Montana Efficiency and Trade Commission, p. 4.
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A #p€ci#l

committee w e appointed to investi*

gate the Board of Examinera In 1923. Ihla committee criti*
cited the Board sharply for laxneaa of duty. The Senators
said that the Board had no system of accounts, that months
elapsed before claims were approved, that claims were lost
in the Board's office and never found again, that the Board
was not following statutory requirements, and that Board
minutes were not written up for months at a time.^ The
State Examiner had not examined the Board's books for tw
years because they were so p3orly kept they did not make
sense. The Committee charged that the Board had allowed
improper claims, had lost interest money by falling to
Invest funds, end had answered practically none of its
correspondence.^
The Little Hoover Commission reported in 1953 tlmt the
Governor bore the public responsibility for administration
of legislative policies, yet the authority to fulfill that
responsibility bad been given to the Board of Examiners.
The Commission declared that the other two members of the
Board of Examiners— the Attorney General and Secretary of

1. Senste Journal. 1923, pp. 294*96.
2. Ibid.. pp. 563*71#
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State— ttad little If any reeponeiblllty In the public mind
for admlnletratloA of et&te affaire, but nonetheless, poa-*
fiesaed the manages^ent authority*^
A coamlttee appointed from the 1959 house of Repre-»
aentatlves to Investigate the construction of the Governor*a
Mansion stated that the project got beyond the control of
the Board of Examiners, and that the Board failed to take
decisive steps to force the architect to bring the cost of
the proposed building Into a realistic range.

The committee

declared that no satisfactory explanation had been given as
to why the Board had approved expenditures so far In excess
of the amount Intended by the legislature.
Despite the crltlclmi from Investigating groups, the
Board has had Its advocates, often including the Oovermr.
One of the first to praise the Board was the Northwest
Magazine of St, Paul, Minnesota,

The magazine commented

in 1895 that the Board was really appreciated by the people
of bkmtana, for It reduced legislative appropriations after
the end of each session.

This Board checked the natural

disposition of legislatures to spend more money than the

1.

Report, of the.....CoCTmLgii^a....on RcogiEmlgal-ioik of...Jtate.

2, ♦'Resport of Special Committee to Investigate the Gov*
emer*s Mansion,** Montana Special Bouse Committee of the
36th Legislative Assmably, 1959, pp, 1*2, (MimiW)graphed, )
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tsKpAyers desired to have spent.^
Governors have asked that the Beard be given varions
powers.

Governor Rickards in 1S95 asked that the powers o£

the State Furnishing Board be transferred to the Board of
Exarainer».^ Governor Smith in 1897 recommended that the
Board of Examiners be allowed to fix the limits on salaries
of deputies end the number of deputies to be ^ployed by
3
any official.
K« also recommended that the Board be given
the outWrity to direct and superintend printing for the
state,^ and he renewed this request In 1899.^

In 1901

Governor Toole asked that the Board be given the power to
direct and regulate the amount and cost of printing.^
Governor Korris la 1909 strongly urged that direct control
of the financial management of all educational institutions
be given to the Board of Examiners.

The authority was

1. «An Effective Brake,« %he ^ort^fest llazmMs. ( St.
Paul, Minnesota, my, 1895), copy of clipping In author*s
possession. The Board no longer has the power to reduce
appropriations•
2.

Governor*s Message.1895,

p. 26.

3#

Ibid.. 1897, p. 11.

4* ,lbjLÉ*>P*

5.

Ibid.. 1899, p. 51.

6. JMÂ»* 1^901, p. 26.

7.

Ibid.. 1909, pp. 17-U.
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granted and two year# later he recommended that this
authority be extended over the Soldier»# Home and the State
Falr.^

Governor Ford recommended In 1943 that $30,000 be

appropriated for the use of the Board of Examiner# for
architectural and engineering service# for the state
buildings program*^

No Governor has ever spoken a word

against the Board of Examiner# per #e in hi# opting me#*
sage to the legislature.
In October 1956 Governor Aronson stated that the
CovemoT had sufficient executive power and that he didn't
think that the Board of Examiners had been givcm too much
executive power.

However, the Governor said in the same

breath that under no circumstance# should the Governor be
a minority member of the Board. ^ Evidently the Governor
favored the use of the Board so long as he was able to
control it.
Attorney General Arnold H, Olsen, after eight years
on the Board, whcai campaigning for Governor in 1956 stated
that he saw no need for a change in the Board of Examiners.

1.

Ibid.. 1911, pp. 21*22.

2.

governor»s Fesamae._1945. p. S.

3. "Querying the Candidates,” Montana Opinion. I (October,
1936), pp. 1*2.
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He stated that the Board of Dcaminera had little power over
goverm»<mtal policy and its main function was to pay bills
Incurred by the state government.^

1# Ibid.* p. 2.
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CHAPTER II
STATE CONSTRUCTION AGENCIES
To understand the importance of the state building
prograta in tîontana, one tsust have a concept of its sire.
State-ovned public buildings are located at the six units
of the University system, and at the ten eleemosynary and
correctional institutions maintained by the state. Buildings
Wusing the operating agencies of state government are lo
cated throughout Fontana.
A complete list of buildings o%med by the state is
maintained by the Board of Examiners in connection with the
state’s fire and damage insurance. This list includes the
appraisals for insurance purposes, lest compiled in 1937.
The appraisal is based upon expected replacement cost; ex
cluded from the replacement cost figures are numerous items
whWi the state does not consider insurable.^

I, These items or exclusions includes land values, lawns
and landscaping, architects* fees for plans and specifi
cations, excavations, grading, filling, foundations and
piers below the level of basement floors, concrete and steel
bridges, outside water mains end fire hydrants, and burled
conduits.
33
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Appendix C contains a list of the state institutions
and building groups, the total nusber and total insurance
value of buildings at these Institutions, and names of tlit
najor buildings and their insurance value at each insti#
tution. These figures are based on the Board of Examiners*
appraisal list, the only readily available value estimate
of the state's buildings.
îhe replacement value of the buildings owned by the
state on August 23, 1959, was $91,744,500. The state owns
approximately 1,600 buildings.^
The Board of Examiners has constructed some or all
of the buildings at most of the state Institutions. All
of the buildings at the I^ontana State Tuberculosis Sanl*
tarivBB at Galen, and at the lîoœe for Senile Ken and Women
at Lewistown were constructed by the Board of Examiners.
All of the Employment Service offices of the Unemployment
Compensation Commission were constructed by the Board.
$%*e of the buildings in the following institutions were
constructed by the Boardt State Capitol group, Helenaj
School for the Deaf and Blind, Great Falls; Montana State

I. l%t insured by the state arc all buildings located at
the State Fair Grounds at Helena, the stone and masonry
yard walls at the State Prison, underground tunnels at the
state Capitol, State Hospital, School of Mines, and Montana
State University, end sand bins and other storage conteineri
owned by the Highway Commission. Specific insurance is
carried on Jumbo Dormitory at Montana State University,
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Training School and Hospital» Boulder; Montana State Orphans'
Home» Twin Bridges; Maontana State Hospital, Warm Springs;
Montana Soldiers* Home, Columbia falls; Vocational School
for Girls, Helena; Montana State Industrial School, Miles
City; Montana State Prison, Deer Lodge; Montana State Uni
versity, Missoula; Montana State College, Boteman; Western
Montana College of Education, Dillon; i^iontana School of
Mines, Butte; Eastern Montana College of Education, Billings;
and Korthem Montana College, Havre* The Board has also
constructed some of the state armories, at least one
building for the Forestry Department, some of the buildings
at the state parks, the grain inspection laboratory at
Great Falls, and the petroleum field station at Billings*

Authorities Which Construct Building:#
Several other agencies have the power to construct
buildings for the state* To comprehend the position of
the Board of Examiners, the power of these other boards
must be understood*
Board of Education
Except for the Board of Examiners the most important
construction authority is the Board of Education,

The

power of the Board of Education comes especially from
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Lection 75-201 of the ilontana Rgvlsed Codes, which allows
the Board to construct cclf-financing buildings at state
institutions of higher education under its control.

In

1929 the Board of Education was authorized to erect selffinancing residence halls,^ and since then the power has
been extended to include dining rooms or halls, refectories,
commons, health service buildings, student unions, armories,
gymnasiums, auditoriums or theatres, field houses, game
and entertainment properties, classroom or laboratory
buildings, libraries, shops, storage buildings, and live
stock or other arenas, or display or exhibition areas, or
2
pavilions. Kost of these extensions have been granted by
the legislature since 1951. This power has become espe
cially important in recent years because the Board of Ed
ucation has turned to revenue bonds and student fees to
finance expansion programs,
HjgS'fY Co^ynisglon
The Highway Commission is authorized to spend up to

I. Lews. Resolutions end :enorlpls of tha btate of /ontana
Fs5aed bŸ, the Twenty-Èirst." Lemislative A s m b l a r
"egglon Held at Helena, the oeat of Covernnient of ^aid Etate.
Commencin^_la.nuarY 7th. 1929 and
Farch'VthIl929
(Helena, iiontanal Ëtate lubli&ning Co., n.d.) c. 94. Here
after cited as I'ontzra Session laws by year.
2. L^ntana, Revised Codes (1947), sec. 75-201.
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8 per cent ot Ita revenuee (gas and road Caxes) for a&nin*
iatratlon. The Supreme Court ha« ruled that the highway
Contnlsaion has sufflelent authority to use these funds for
the construction of buildings,^ Acting on this ruling
the Highway Commission has constructed numerous buildings.
At present the Highway Commission, after deciding to con
struct a building, advises the Board of Examiners that it
intends to employ an architect and requests approval.

ïhe

Highway Comission also requests approval of the payments
made to architects. At times the Board of Examiners has
demanded the right to approve the architect’s plans, but
2

this Is evidently not done now,

Ag ex officio members of

the itate Park Commission, the members of the Highway Com
mission have control over the state parks, where tourist
facilities occasionally must be constructed.
State amories
At the time of Montana’s admission Into the Union, the
state had two buildings, th^ penitentiary and the state

1. Culllot V. Stste Ki^hi.''ay CçTnrîlcelO-S» 102, Mont. 149.
56 f T ^ r W z (1936)
2, interview with Arnold Olsen, August 8, 1953,
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«naory la Halena.^ î'h« ar&ory was destroyed In the 1935
earthquake.

In 1939 the Montana Araory Board was estab

lished as a body corporate end politic for the purpose of
constructing armories with federal aid.^ The Loard con
structed only three armories, at Helena, Bozeman, and loplar
In 1943 the legislature required that the contracts of the
Amory Board and the employees hired by the Arriory Board
be approved by the Board of Examiners.^ In 1953 the legis
lature appropriated money to redeem outstanding bond» of
the Armory Hoard, dissolved the Board, and provided for the
disposal of the buildings,^ The Poplar armory was to be
given to the city of Poplar, which had paid more than onethird of the cost of construction. The Supr^e Court ruled
that such a gift was unconstitutional}^ consequently the

2.

Montana SessionLaws, 1939, c, 161.

3.

Motltana gestion Laws,., 1143 ,c . 204.

4.

Montana SessionLaws. 1953, pp. 651-53,

5. Ltate of Montana, er. rel. Arnold H. Olsen. Attorney
General v Montana Arnorv Board, ct el.. 12iJ Montana
W Î

275 p.'Sd ®

ri95îr
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Loard ot examiners directly administers this building.
In 1935 the legislature declared that a shortage of
ariMries existed and authorized the Adjutant General to act
as "contracting officer" for the state in the construction
of armories.^
government.

Financial assistance is provided by the Federal
Since the contracts are subject to the approval

of the Board of Lxamincrs the Board appoints architects and
exercises some control.
Miscellaneous Boards
The State Fish and Came Commission was authorized in
1921 to procure plans and specifications for buildings, and
to let contracts to erect the buildings.^

In 1937 the Com

mis aion was specifically given power to construct an office
building at the Capitol, "upon the approval of the Board
of e x a m i ne r s. I n recent years the Commission, after re
ceiving bids for construction, has sent the bids to the
Board of Examiners, asking that the Board approve a recom
mended bid.
The Water Conservation Board, established in 1933, was
Sfuthorlzed to construct any public work «rithin its scope,

1.

I‘ontisna... ggsIcn lev-s. 193.3» c. 163.

2.

n t . s s i o n Laws.,..1911. c. 193.

3.

anA.Seasion laws. 1937. c. 52.
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financing to be by revenue bonds.

Tha purpose of the Board

vas to construct and operate irrigation and water conser
vation projects,^

Ilia Board has constructed several graall

buildings, but in contrast with their apparent authority,
has on at least one occasion ashed the Board of f-Kanlners
for permission to make payraent In full to a contractor on
a completed project.^
In 1937 the ttete Board of Public Welfare vas given
the power to acquire by purchase, lease, or gift any land
or property needed to achieve Its objectives*^

The Poard

owns one building in Helena.
The Board of Managers of the Soldiers* Home has stat
utory power to let contracts for the erection of buildings.^
Nevertheless, the Board of Examiners has constructed all
buildings which have been erected at the Home in recent
years*
The Unemployment Compensation Commission is allowed
to purchase equipment and real property, subject to the ap
proval of the Board of Examiners*^

The Board of Examiners

1.

k'ontera Session W w s . Eytraordlnerv .Se.ssion..._M33_-_3.4, c. 35.

2.

Board ol Examinera Minutes, January 28, 1950.

3.

Montana Besmlon Laws. 1937. e. 82.

4.

Montana, Eevised Cedes. (1947), secs. 60-304, 80-319.

5.

Ibid.. sec. 87-130.
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give# It# approval to purehasa# eo long a# it is allowed to
construct any buildings on the land.

The Montana liquor

Control Board Is authorIred to lease and eq»jip any btiilding#
or land needed and to buy or lease all plant or eruipr*ent
necessary.^

When the liquor Control Board recently con

sidered erecting a new warehouse in Helena, its membera
asked the Board of Examiners for

a p p r o v a l , ^

The 1939 legislature provided that the moneys col
lected for the care and maintenance of patients could be
used for the construction of buildings at the bt&te Training
School and at the State Hospital*

In each case the act

specifically provided that the funds were to be expended
by the superintendent of the institution, who was to select
and eapioy the architect and let the contracts*
SummerV
While there are thirteen^ agencies which have soma
building powers, power has been concentrated In the Board

1.

Ibid.. sec, 4-112*

2,

Board of Examiners minutes, May 16, 1937.

3,

;>or>tara Se^sinn £awg. 1959.

pp.

1179, 1180-1131.

4. These thirteen would be the Eoard of Examiners, the Board
of Education, the Highway Commission, the State Park Commis
sion, the Adjutant General, the Fish and Game Commiseicn, the
Water Conservation. Board, the Board of Publie Welfare, the
Board of Managers of the Soldiers* Mome, tha Une-'iployment
Compensation Commission, the ^Iontana Liquor Control Board,
the superintendent of the Etate Training Sc’'Col, and the
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of Examinera «xeept for the significant authority retained
by the Soard of Education and the lZlg!-n<ray Cc^mlssion.

The

latter two agencies have had extensive buildl.%' progr^na In
recent years, so that in actuality the power to construct
buildings Is lodged In three different boards.
expected, each board Jealously guards its power.

As might be
The high

way Commission supervises its o%m construction, but the
Board of Education, which does not have a construction
staff, delegates supervision to the unit presidents and to
the architects,

Since the Board of Education meets only

monthly, it asks the Board of Examiners to perform some
routine tasks such as the opening of bids.
The construction of state-owned buildings is big busi
ness,

The state has about 1,600 buildings valued at more

than $90,000,000»

In value the largest percentage of the

state's buildings has been constructed under the authority
of the Board of Examiners.

The next chapter will discuss

the development of the fxjwer of the Board of Examiners to
construct buildings.

superintendent of the State ilospltal. In a number of these
cases the power possessed is the power to purchase real
property, which may have the same effect as construction
and can be Interpreted as being the power to construct.
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CHAPTER III
DEVELOPMENT OF THE BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
PWERS OF THE BOARD OF EXAMINERS
The eonstitueionel provlsiezi which eetahliahed the
Board of ExamlAor# provided that the Board should have the
power to examine all claims against the stated and to per*
form such other duties as might be prescribed by law.

The

legislature has utilised this latter phrase extensively,
establishing, by statute, many and varying duties for the
Board.

One of the w»st Is^rtant of these statutory duties

has be«a the construction of buildings.
The constitutional section which established the
Board of Examiners also provided that the same three officers
should act as a Board of Prison Commissioners.

When Montana

attained statehood the Board of Prison Commissioners received
from the federal government the buildings of the territorial
prison at Deer Lodge.

In 1S92 this Board announced that it

1. The Supreme Court has declared that the constitutional
powsrr to approve claims applies only to unliquidated claims
and not to those the amounts of which have been fixed spa*
cifically by contract or by any department of the govern*
ment having the authority to fix them. Those **flxed spe*
cifically" would include all purchases by state depart*
mmats. %gte ex, rel*_^phn^^
v.
39 Mont.
165, 101 F.9&2 (1909)7 Howe^r, the legislature has by
statute given the Board power to examine all claims against
the government.
43
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had already eon atrueted at the prlmon a tier of wooden celle
(with a capacity of 42)* a brick building for the kitchen*
a email log building for the prison physician* a milk house,
and a root cellar,^

These were probably the first buildings

constructed by the members of the Board of Examiners*

Statutoryrowers
The legislature has given building construction powers
to the Board of Examiners
of years*

various statutes over a period

In 1893 the legislature authorised the Board of

Prison Coaxalssloners to construct an Eastern State Prison
at Billings.^

After an expenditure of about $83*000* the

project failed and the legislature authorised the removal
of the ucnble materials for construction at the Western
State Prison at Deer Lodge*^
In 1891 the legislature established the Board of Com
missioners for the Insane* consisting of the Governor* Sec
retary of State* and Attorney General * This board was

(Helenat

L:OR#encin.9p
armarv 2n
Pd..,todlng.March
2
__
ttontanai
State Publishing Co** 1893) pp* 1*4-98* Hereafter cited as
Mem tana Session. Laws by year, or Laws, where Ibid., would or*
dinarily be used*
3. Laws. 1897* p« 237*
,

I

I

.

m

L

,

—

r

r

v

-
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authorised to award contract# for the keeping and custody
of the insane* hut the contractor was required to have a
secure and suitable building.^

The contract for the care

of the Insane was awarded to Doctors Mitchell and Mussigbred*
%dio ran a health spa at Ware Springs.

2

In 1$95 the Board of Examiners was designated as the
Board of Supplies and Furnishing Board* %diich previously
had been composed of the Governor* lieutenant Governor, and
Speaker of the Rouse of Representatives.

The Furnishing

Board %Ms given the power to rent and furnish all offices
for the state and to rent and furnish rooms for the Legls»
lative Assembly.^

In 1901 the Furnishing Board was given

$60*000 to complete* equip* and furnish the Capitol*^ which
had been constructed by a building commission.
The Board of Examiners per se had no power to construct
a building* but did have power to stop the construction of
buildings.

In 1893 the Board disallowed building appro»

prlatlons of $13*000 each for the State University* State

1.

Lews. 1891. pp. 202—05,

2. Me8gage...of Governor. Joseph K^._Toole-£A..thiL^tcomdteitls.->
lative Assembly of the State of Kontana. Je
(Helena* Montana: State Publishing Co.* 1891)* p. 20.
3. Tbe-^iie-g-8.nd statutes of Montgra inJror^
1895
(Butte* Montana* Inter-Mountain Publishing Co.* 1893) secs.
702-04. Hereafter referred to as Montana Codes. 1895.
4.

Montana Session Laws. 19^1. p. 184.
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Collegtt» Horoal School* and School of

Bulldlmg#

at tho various stata lAstltuClona vara being eonitruetad
local building coaamissiona and axeeutiva boards with
generally unsatisfactory results*

The Capitol building was

constructed by a lay Capitol Building Commission. ^ Con*
struetion of the Capitol and soma of the buildings at the
institutions was tainted with corruption.^
In 1909 definite statutory powers of construction were
given to the Board of examiners*

The Board was given super#

vision and control of all expenditures of money at the units
controlled by the Board of Education* including the University

1* Lincoln J. Aikins* "The Montana System* am Experiment
in Integrated Higher Education" (unpublished Ed.D* thesis*
Montana State College* 1958) p. 83.
2. The Board of Examiners had little control over the con
struction of any of these buildings. After the Board had
disallowed the legislative appropriation for construction of
buildings at the University units* the legislature had author
ised the financing of these buildings with receipts from the
land grants. The Supreme Court declared that the Board of
Examiners had no autwrity to pass upon the claims of the
Capitol building fund State ex. re 1 Bickford v. Coph 17
Mont. 529* 43 P.923 (1896) or upon the claims of the Uhlverslty building fund fetate p: rel. Mldlne v.
21
Mont. 448). In 1395 the legislature increased the Board of
Examiners* power slightly by providing specifically that the
Board should audit the claims for the construction of buildings
at the School of Mines. (Montana. Codes. 1895. I* sec. 1597).
3. See Dorothy w. Johnson (ed*)* "The Graft That Failed*"
Montana. The Masaeine_of Wester Hlg.toyy. IX (October* 1959).
Z-11. This article was dra%m from the journals of Fred
Whiteside* onetime state legislator*
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ëy»tem, thm Orphan#* Bom#, th# Kontan# School fer th# D#«£
and Blind at Boulder, and th# State Reform School (now th#
State Induetrlal School).

Later th# Vocational School for

Girl# at Helena and the School for th# Deaf and Blind at
C^eat fall# war# added to th# Hat.

With thla power wmat

the power to award all contract#, to approve bonds for any
and all building# (bonds had previously been Issued by the
Board of Land Commissioners), and to audit all claims.^
The same legislature authorised the Board of Examiners to
issue a total of $500,000 in bonds to build the wings of
the Capitol.

The Board was empowered to select the arehi«»

tect and to award <xmtracts.^

The Board of Examiners found

it Impossible to complete the wings for the ailoted amount
and still use Montana atone, so a special session of the
legislature was called.

This session provided for additional

bonds of $150,000 for purchase of the Montana stone.^
The Board of Examiners was given complete control of
the Montana State Tuberculosis Sanitarium when it was estab#
lished in 1911.

The legislature authorised the Board to

construct and e<piip all necessary buildings for the Insti*
tution. ^
1.

Montmn.&_se$s.ion Laws. 1909. c. 73.

2. Laws. 1909, c. 43.

3.

Laws._f%t%&ordinarv Session. 1909. c. 2.

4.

4aws 191-1. e* 125.
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Th# marne legislative session authorised the Board of
Examiners to purchase the property of Doctors Mitchell and
Hussigbrod at Wana Springs for not more than $650,000,^
and to pass upon claims for the construction of a fish
hatchery in Flathead County by the Montana State Fish Com*
2
mission.
The Furnishing Board was authorised to purchase
an executive residence for the Governor in 1913.

The ap

propriation was $30*000.^
A bill* providing for bonds totaling $250*000 for con

struction of a state terminal-grain elevator at Qreat Falls
passed the Legislative Assembly in 1917.^

The referendum

required was approved by the people* but the Board of
Examiners was evidently unable to find buyers for the bonds
so that the elevator was never constructed.^

The legislature

1. Laws. 1911. c. 143. The bond issue ptovided by chapter
144 was approved by the people in 1912. The location of the
insane asylum has since plagued the state. The use of base
ments is almost out of the question and the soil is too
alkaline to produce crops for the institution. A 1943 legis
lative investigating committee stated* "Had a thorough search
beforehand been made from end to end of this great state for
the express purpose of finding the poorest piece of soil...
that particular farm close to Warm springs would undoubtedly
have been chosen as the place sought." liouse Jouipal of the
Twentv-ejghth. Legi#la^ivg_AÆSemblv_@jLtb^Ætat@_j3f_j±^nmhA.
mencinx. January 4th. 1943. and Ending Kiarch 4th 1943 CHclena.
Montanat State Publishing Co.* n.d.)* p. 380.
2. Montana_J_esslon Laws. 1911. c. 13.

3.

Lawa.,_191?. c. 51.

4. laws. 1917. c. 130.
5. Interview with Sam C. Ford, March 24* 1959.
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appropriated $18,000 for a combinatloo dormitory, library,
and aaaembly hall at the Soldiers* Home, with construction
to be by the Home*a Board of Managers, but approval of all
accounts to be by the Board of Examiners.^

In 1919 the

Board was empowered to construct an annex to the Capitol
for the Board of Health.^
In 1920 the people approved an Initiative providing
$5,000,000 for buildings at the state Institutions under
the control of the Board of Education.

The Initiative pro-»

vlded that the Board of Education should determine the
necessity for the Issuance of the bonds but that the Board
of Examiners should Issue the bonds#

Since there was no

specific delegation of construction authority, the Board of
Examiners had the power to construct under the 1909 law.^
The law establishing procedures to be followed in the
awarding of contracts for the construction of buildings
was passed In 1927.

Under this law the Board of Examiners,

or any other agency constructing buildings, was required to
advertise for bids If contracts %fere let for construction
involving more than $500.

At least two bids were required

1.

Montana. 8esslon Laws. 1917. pp. 533-534.

2#

MSSLa»1212s t. 194.

3.

Laws. 1921. pp. 701-04.
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If the contract wa# for more than $2,000,
tracts were declared votd.^

Coet-plua con»

An appropriation of $50,000

was made to the State Beard of Entomology to erect a labora
tory In which could be conducted research on the control
and eradication of Rocky Mountain spotted fever.

The con

tract was to be let by the Board of Examiners on plans and
specifications approved by the Board of Entomology,^
The twenty-first Legislative Assembly in 1929 authorized
the Board of Examiners to construct a show b a m at the State
fair Grounds at Helena,^

A bill providing for the construc

tion of a state historical library by the Board of Examiners
4
was passed,
but it was to be years before the building would
be constructed.

The Board of Examiners found that the revenue

from the Capitol land grant vas insufficient for the issuance
of the bonds for the library,^
In 1931 the Board of Examinera was autWrized to sell
to the federal government the State Board of Entomology

1.

JLÜ7*

3,

Lave..,..m i .
Lew.8^

4.

sm.

2.

5.

c# 149
PP* 559
c, 99,
c, 30,
Pm 641,
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Laboratory at Hamilton. ^

The Legislative Ass^bly allocated

th# proceeds of a voter-approved §3,000,000 bond Issue for
buildings at the state's institutions*

The Board of Exam

iners was authorised to transfer funds If buildings could
be constructed at any institution for less than planned.
Largest allocations were made to the Prison and the State
Hospital*

Constructing authority was not specifically desig

nated, so the Board of Examiners had the authority to con
struct the buildings by virtue of previous laws.^
A special session of the legislature in 1933-34 gave
the Board of Examiners §615,000 to construct buildings at
Warm Springs and at G a l e n T h e federal government created
a l^îontaxia Civil Works Board, and one of Its projects was
the r^air of the Capitol,

The state contributed §55,147

to this project, requiring that the money appropriated for
equlpawmt and supplies be disbursed by the Board of Examiners*^
In 1939 the legislature authorised the Board of Exam
iners to issue, after voter approval, $503,000 in bonds for
construction of buildings at Warm Springs.^

2.

The bond issue

1#

Laws. 1931. c. 92.

MKSA-ini* c, 186.

3*

Laws. Extraordinary Session^ 1913-M. cc* 17, 22.

4.

Laws^ Extraordinary Session. 1933-34. p. 175-76.

5.

MSfixJLÎâi* e* 16$.
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vas approved by the people In 1940.

The 1943 legislature

authorised the Unemployment Compensation Consnlsslon to pur»
chase real property, but required Board of Examiners* ap»
proval,^ a power the Examiners were to use in later years
to control the construction of buildings.
In 1945 the Board of Examiners was authorized to wa»
ploy an architect to prepare plans for an office building
at the Capitol# 2

The Postwar Planning and Construction

Commission^ and the State Laboratory Commission^ were es
tablished by the 1945 Legislative Assembly to prepare plans
for buildings which were eventually constructed by the
Board of Examiners#

The Board of Examiners was authorized

to construct the Montana Veterans and Pioneers Memorial
Building,^ which Included the state historical library.
I W 1947 legislature appropriated s&ore than $4,000,000
from the Postwar Plaxmlng and Construction Reserve Fund for
buildings at every state institution except the State

1
2

.■faSS.ilJUiJUL2Ï*» w#
Law*. A M I . C# 2#

3

.Lav*.._ m 3 . e# 143

4

Laws#_.1945# e# 78#

Law*....1.^41, c# 204
For a history of the Veterans*
Pi
rial
History of the B%»ntana Veterans* end Pioneers* Memorial
Library,** lh,e._Ptentana Kazazlne...pf ■■plstorv. 1 (January, 1951),
15-21
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Hoepltal,

The Board of Examinere was authorized to con

struct the buildings*^

For the State Hospital at Warm

Springs the people had approved a $2,000>000 bond issue for
buildings*

2

The Board of Exmalners was authorized to con

struct an office building at the Capitol^ and also to
construct the State Laboratory Building. ^
In 1949 the Board of Exscnlners was authorized to Issue
$5,000,000 in bonds for the University units and to con
struct the buildings at the units.^

The Board also allo

cated the money to the units, precipitating a struggle with
the Board of Education which is described in Chapters V and
VI,

The legislature appropriated $900,000 for the con

struction of a Home for Senile Men and Women.

The Board

of Examiners was authorized to pick the site and to construct
the building.® An appropriation of $600,000 was made to
aid In the building of federally financed construction at
the Tuberculosis Sanitarium.
construct the building.^

% e Board of Examiners was to

By these measures taken between

1945 and 1951, Montana established a vast postwar construction

1,

Montana Session Lawa._194%. pp. 636-89.

2.

Laws ,19.4.7a. c 98*

3.

.Laws.*..-.1.94^* c* 59.

4.

IsâHEfcJLMI» c. 258.

5.

1949^ c. 83.

6.

Laws._19M. c. 206.

7.

.

.

Lews, 1949. p. 535.
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program, giving th# Board of Examinera th# power to con*»
•truet almomt every Wilding.
In 1951 aome power# were taken from the Board, par
tially a# a result of the two year fight with the Board of
Education.

To the Board of Education were transferred the

power to determine the need for all expenditures and the
power to control th# purposes for which all funds should
be spfmt at th# Institutions It supervised.^

The Board of

Examiners was given authority that year to construct a
grain inspection laboratory at Great Falls*

The 1953

legislature autborlred the Board of Examiners to construct
a Governor*# Mansion^ and to repair the Capitol.^
In 1955 the legislature authorized another $50,000
in bonds for the construction of the Goverm>r*s Solansion, ^
and authorized th# Eaoaminers to issue $173,400 in bonds for
buying land around the Capitol, aircondltloning the labor
atory building, excavating rock and equipping the Board of
Biealth Laboratory.^

The Board was authorized to issue

$750,000 in bonds for renovation of the Capitol,^ $2,000,000

1.

laws. 1951.c. 82.

2. Iaws. 1951-c. 195.

3*

laws. 1953.c. 77.

4. law#« 19$3. c, 7.

5.

Laws. 1955.pp. 753-61.

6. Lews.

7. Laws. 1953. e. 273.
not issued.

1953.c. 279.

Evidently this group of bonds was
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tn bonds for construction of buildings at the s>tate Hospital,^
and $1*500,000 in bonds for the construction of buildings at
the State Training School,^ with all construction to be by
the Board of Examiners.

The legislature authorized the

Adjutant General to contract for the construction of armories,
but required that all contracta be approved by the Board of
Examiners.^
The 1957 legislature authorised the Board of Examiners
to issue $1,000,CCD in bonds for Capitol renovation*^

The

legislature also appropriated $47,500 to the Board of Ex
aminers, rather than to the Board of Education, for the im
mediate renovation and repair of the heating system at
Western b^Iontana College of Education.

e

The Fish and Game

Commission was authorized to erect or purchase a building
at the seat of state government, subject to the approval of
the Board of Examiners.^
The 1959 legislature authorized the Board of Examiners
to construct a diagnostic laboratory at Bozeman for the
Livestock Sanitary Board,^ and an office building at Helena

1. Laws^1955. pp. 941-44.

2,

Laws. 1955. pp. 944-43,

3# Laws. 1955. c. 168.

4.

Laws. 1^937. c. 248*

5. Laws^1957. p. 632.

3#

laws «^19.57, c. 52*

7# f^ws. 1959. c. 262.
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for the Une3iplo)m€nt Compensation Co%niselon.^

However,

the legislature, dissatisfied with the building procedures
followed by the Board of Examiners,^ authorized specific
buildings at the State Training School and at the State
Hospital, but provided that the superintendent of the
institution should select the architect, and let the con3
tracts.
In summary, the Board of Examiners per se had no
statutory powers to construct buildings before 1309, al
though the Board did use its other powers to prevent the
construction of buildings.

As the Board of irison Com

missioners, the three members constructed several buildings.
In 1909 the legislature transferred construction powers
from local executive boards to the Board of Examiners.
Since then the Board of Examiners and the Board of Education
have stiruggled for the power to construct building» at the
units which were under Board of Education supervision.
Generally the Board of Examiners has exercised more powers,
but since the 1949 fight over the $3,000,000 allocation, the
legislature has tended to transfer powers to the Board of

1.

^ w s . 1939. c. 196.

2. Interview with Representatives Dorothy Page and Clyde
Havdcs, members custodial institutions subcommittee of Ap
propriations Committee of House of Representatives, March
3.

Mentana_^s»lon Laws. 1959. pp. 1178, 1180-1181.
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Education.

The Board of Examiners exercised 1mediate

supervision over the Tuberculosis Sanitarium and constructed
all buildings there.

As the Board of Commissioners for the

Insane, the three members constructed all buildings at the
State lîospltal after 1912.

The people have approved bond

Issues giving a total of $3,394,500 to the State Hospital
for buildings since 1911.

The legislature gave the Board

of Examiners a general grant of power in 1909 and since
then has delegated to the Board the power to construct
individual buildings.

Ton-Statutory Powers

At various times the powers of the Board of Examiners
to construct have been Influenced by non<*statutory events.
Decisions of the Supreme Court have affected the powers of
the Board of Examiners.

The Court has declared that the

Board*8 claim approval power applies only to unliquidated
claims^ and that the Board has no power to pass upon the
claims for buildings being constructed from land grant
funds at the Capitol^ or the State University.^

The Court

has ruled that the Board of Education rather than the

1. State ex, rel. Schneider v. Çutminfiham.39 Mont. 165,
101 ~F. S62 (1909)
2.

State ex rel. Bickford v . Cook.17 Kont. 529, 43 P. 928 (1896)

3. ^S^at^^ex^rel. Dlldine v. Collins. 21 Mont. 448, 53
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Board of Ilxaiainers has power over the revenue fro i the
agricultural college land grants.^

The Board of Hxa^.lners
2
has been restrained from reducing appropriations, a power
once used to stop the construction of buildings by other
agencies *
Generally the Board of examiners has sought to secure
and keep the power of construction.

The Board has used Its

other powers to acquire construction powers.

For example,

the ITneraployment Compensation Commission is allowed to
secure necessary real property, subject to the approval of
the Board of Examiners.^

Hie Board of Lxaminers has re

fused to give its approval to the purchase of real estate
until the unemployment Compensation Commission has agreed
to allow the Board to select architects and to construct
any buildings to be situated on the property.^

In other

cases boards and commissions turn to the Board of Examiners
for assistance in construction because the Board of Exam
iners is familiar with construction procedure and has at

1*

State ex rel. Koch v. Barrett. 26 Mont. 62, 66 B. 504 (1901)

2. State ex. reX. Jones v. Erickeon et al. 75 Mont. 429.
244 vJ 1^1 d i U ) .
3.

Montana, Revised Codes (1947), sec. 87-130.

4. Special legislation was passed for the UCG office
building in Helena, authorizing the Board of Examiners to
construct the building. Montana Session Laws. 1959. c. 196.
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least a pVeleton staff to supervise the construction,

Thua

the hoard cf mc.na;;er« of the Co Idlers* ho'tir la authorised
to construct buildings, but the managers ash the Dcsrd of
hxeminers to supervise construction at the home.

The Toard

of Education occasionally asks the Board cf Examiners to
inspect buildings at the University units, since the Board
of Education has no staff.
By administrative directive the Board of Examiners
has extended its power over construction.

In 1957 the

Board members unanimously approved a motion directing the
heads of all institutions and state departments that,
no matter where they are or under what circumstances,
they must first get approval of the Board of Examiners
before employing an architect or engineer, whether
it be to prepare preliiilnaxy or final plans or spéci
fications for public buildings,^
ÎContana* s emphasis on ex officio boards gives the
Board of Examiners additional control, for the Board of
Examiners* members are three of the four members of the
State Board of Land Commissioners, which controls the
Forestry Department,

As such, the Board of Examinera has

taken charge of the construction program cf the Forestry
Department,

1.
Board of Examiners Minutes, July 29, 1S57,
below, pp. 84-85,

Also see
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The power of the Poard of Tyrastiinere to corstmet ha#
corae frors the lerrtsleture.

The tffi^>ortant law aprroved by

the 19C9 legislative ^gsembly has been buttreiaed time and
again as the legislature has given the Board of Examiners
power to construct various individual buildings.

Intermit*

tently the legislature has transferred some of these power#
to other groups.

The Board of Examiner# has also attempted

to extend its powers by non-statutory mean*, so that today
the Board of Examiners controls the construction of
buildings for several departments end agencies over which
it has no statutory power.
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CHAPTER IV
THE AI^lINISTkATIOH OF COIsSXaUCTIOH
BY THE BOAED CF EXAMINERS
Xh« procedures used by the Board of Examiners vary
vlth the membership of the Board; each member brings his
particular talents and methods to the Board*

bource ma'#

terial for this chapter Includes a detailed study of the
Board of Examiners minutes since 1954» Interviews with
several past and present Board members and with present em
ployees of the Board» and personal attendance at various
Board of Examiners meetings between December 1953» and
llarch 1959,

The discussion of procedures will deal es

sentially with the procedures of the Board from 1954 to August
1959» and may or may not be applicable to previous or suc
ceeding Boards*

During this period the Board had one gover

nor» two attorneys-general, and three secretaries of state.
The members in 1959 were Governor J* Hugo Aronson» Attorney
General Forrest Anderson, and Secretary of State Frank
urray.
Procedure and Staff

The Board of Examiners is required by law to meet on
the third ^londay of each month.

In practice the Board meets

61
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much more often, usually at least once or twice a week#

The

present Board meets each Wednesday morning for regular meet
ings.

The three members gather in the office of the Board

of Examiners, sitting behind an oblong, glass-topped table,
with the Governor in the center, the Attorney General on
his left, and the Secretary of State on his right.

Facing

the elected officials are employees of the Board, including
the clerk, assistant clerk, and stenographer• Three or four
chairs are placed at the side for the use of visitors or
the press.

Usually there are few visitors, but the Board

rarely goes into executive session, so visitors are always
welcome.
Frequently matters are presented to the Board orally
by its staff or visitors but on the other hand much of the
material presented to the Board is in the form of letters.
The procedure followed by the present Board is to refer
controversial matters to the Attorney General* e office for
a legal opinion.

Only routine matters are acted upon if the

Attorney General is absent from the meeting.

Previous Boards

have been more inclined to take action on controversial mat
ters when they arose.
The Board has a staff of ten employees, three in the
engineering division and seven in the auditing and insurance
division.

B oard employees evidently are hired as a result

of a personal acquaintance with a Board member or with a
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friend of a Board rae.aber» but the positions are not r e ^ r d e d
a* political pluükS to be changed with each new Board memberfihip*

william Fitreiasaon# and Garnet Bryant each worked

for the Board for more than thirty years^ serving under many
different Board m ^ b e r s .
The Clerk of the Board is William ncZnany*^

He was

hired as assistant clerk on Way 27, 1957, by the present
Board of Governor Aronson, Attorney General Anderson, and
Secretary of State iiurray.
Deputy State Auditor,
sltlon

KcLnany'a previous position was

He was originally offered the po<*

of assistant clerk by the Board of Governor Aron*

son. Attorney General Cl sen, and Secretary of btate Mitchell,
and was offered the position again by the Board of Aronson,
Olsen, azd Secretary of State Arnold.^

He was promoted to

clerk when Garnet Bryant retired in the summer of 1959,
Assistant clerk is Dan McCarthy, who was hired on
July 8, 1959, after McEnany had been promoted.

He was hired

as a World War II veteran with more than twenty years of .
business experience.^

Before being oiaployed by the Board

of Examiners, he worked for the Adjusted Compensation Division

1. The staff of the Board is described as it was August 23,
1959.
2.

Interview with William McEnany, August 23, 1959*

3. Board of Examiners Minutes, July 8, 1959.
ferred to as Examiners by date.

Hereafter re*
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of tho «tat* govanunent*

McCarthy eupcrvistta th* office

routine and aids In the bookkeeping.
tester Hansen* the Board*s Insurance clerk* began
working for the Board in 1946 as a disabled veteran under
an on*the«Job training program,

Hansen supervises the Board *s

insurance policies* appraisals* and adjustments for losses.
Five clerical employees serve the Board* four on the
auditing staff and one in the engineering division.

Mrs.

Jane Carlson serves as the stenographer for the Board.
duties include the preparation of the Board minutes.

Her
Mrs.

Agnes Taylor and Mrs. Edith Lon^aald serve as account clerks*
handling t W flow of claims which the Board must approve.
Their responsibilities include auditing* approval and re
cording.

Any unusual claims are brought to the attention

of the Board members.
tionist for the Board.

Mrs* Beverly Kain serves as recep
Hiss Doris Shepherd is stenographer

for the «nglneering division of the Board and also handles
the duties of the consolidated boards*^ keeping the records
of the inmates at the Frison and State Hospital.
Supervising engineer for the Board of Examiners is
Martin Kelly.

Kelly supervises all construction projects*

1. Board of Frison Commissioners and Board of Commissioners
for the Insane, which have the same membership as the Board
of Examiners.
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mnd inspects and approves all plans and spec ifications.
Mr# Kelly* an elderly man in ill health* is a licensed
civil engineer* having graduated from Montana State College#
Previously Kelly %ras employed by the federal government as
supervisor for the Public Works Administration and for
government war projects.

He was hired by the Board of Ex

aminers in 1949#^
Henry Evans serves as state building inspector.

As

such* his duties include the supervision of construction*
including periodic inspections of construction and of physieal plants*

2

Evans was hired in June 1955* by Governor

Aronson and Attorney General Olsen. ^ Evans owned a construc
tion <x»mpany for twenty years before being employed by the
Board of Examiners*

Minutes of the Board of Examiners show

that Evans was awarded several state construction contracts*
indicating that he is familiar writh public building pro
cedures both from the standpoint of the contractor and of
the state.
Attorney General Forrest Anderson feels that the Board
seriously needs professional advice on construction but has

1#

Examiners* June 3* 1949.

2.

Interview with William McEnany* . August 28, 1959,

3*

Examiners* Junë 13* 1955.
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not been given sufficient appropriations to employ pro
fessional people.

Anderson admitted, however, that during

his term of office the Board had not asked either Legis
lative Assembly <1957 or 1959) for an Increased appropri
ation.^

Governor Aronson recommends that the Board hire

qualified engineers and architects to help supervise conStruetion.^

However, the minutes of the Board between 1954

and August 1959 Indicate no att^pt by the Governor to hire
any personnel other than those presently employed. The
Board did Interview architects In 1950,^ but the successful
candidate decided to enter private practice and no subse
quent Board has made any effort to hire an architect.

loT Bulldln&s
There has been little emphasis in the past on long
range planning for buildings except for the planning done by
the presidents of the state institutions.

An exception oc

curred In 1946, when the Board of Examiners hired John Paul
Jones, a Seattle architect, to draw long range plans for

1. Interview with Attorney General Forrest Anderson, June
12, 1959.
2.

Interview with Governor

3.

Examiners, April 21, 1950.

Aronson, March 24, 1959.
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four of the educational institutions*^

Otherwise» impetus

cam# mainly from individuals or institution beads.
More long range planning is being done now as the
result of financial loans from the federal government.

In

1950 the Board of Examiners applied to the Department of
General Services Administrative Community Facilities Ser«
vice for a loan of $48*000 for planning the State Labora<*
tory Building.^

The federal government program has since

been transferred to the Federal Housing and Home Finance
Agency which* under Public Law 560* 83rd Congress* is author*
ired to make advances to public bodies to aid in financing
the cost of preparations for the construction of public
works.

Under this program the Board of Examiners has re*»

quested funds for long range planning for the Capitol area?
Prison*^ the State Orphans' Eome*^ the State Hospital*^

1.

Great Falls Tribune. April 9* 1949.

2.

Examiners*

February 20* 1950.

3.

Examiner#*

January20* 1959.

4.
Examiners* May 29*1958. This
applicationwasmade
after the action was requested by the Legislative Council.
5.
Examiners. May 29*1958. This
applicationwasmade
after the action was requested by the superintendent of
the Horae.
6.

Examiners* October 9* 1958.
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th« Vocational School for G i r l s a n d Western Montana Col*
lege of Education. 2

The Board has also re<%u$sted funds

for planning an administration building for the Board of
«
Health.^ At one time the state had submitted so many re
quests for advance planning that the Housing and Home Finance
Agency objected, stating that requests were evidently far
in excess of the amount of money that the 1959 legislature
would appropriate for construction.

The agency was properly

anxious, for if the buildings are never constructed, the
loan need not be repaid.

Attorney General Anderson replied

that hie interpretation of the building program was that
the Board of Examiners should hire architects to make plans
which would be presented to the legislature.

Having the

plans, the legislature being the policy agency, would decide
Wiich buildings should be constructed.

The federal agency

agreed to this interpretation on the condition that the
Board of Examiners recommend to the legislature the con
struction of all buildings which had been planned.^

. Examiners, January 13,

1L.

1939.

2t.

Examiners, December 15, 1958.

J.
3.

Examiners, November 19, 1938.

4.

Examiners, Gehober 9, 1933.
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Such advance planning has definitely strengthened
legislative power.

When presented with plans for a new

office building for the Unemployment Compensation Com
mission, the 1959 legislature changed the Board of CxamIners-designated site of the building and faced the building
north Instead of south.^

Previously it had been only co

incidence when the legislature could examine plans for new
buildings.^

Arrenclna for Finances

The legislature usually designates the source of the
funds for financing buildings.

Various sources may be used,

including legislative appropriation, bond issues against a
general property tax, bond issues against revenues, ear*
marked funds, and funds from the federal government.

The

simplest method of financing is the legislative appropriation
of sufficient funds from general tax revenues.

1.

The Montana

Examiners, March 23, 1959.

2. For example. In 1953 a legislative investigating com*
mittee viewed plans for a building at the State Industrial
School and recommended that architect J. G. Link and Company
eliminate a basement and bowling alley. The high water
table and alkilinity of the soil made basements impractical
at Miles City. House JourrtaI_o_£ the Thirty*third
tlye
Assembly of the ^tate of Montana... Meld_mt Eelcna, the gcat
of Governme^of ÿeId fetate. Commenclnft January 5, 19,53,..jEsd
Ending March 5._1953 {Helena^ Montana : State Publishing Co.,
n.d.), pp* 310, 311. Hereafter referred to as House Journal
by year.
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leglslAtur« ha» not favored this policy except for the no*table exception of the expenditure of fund» from the general
fund aurplu» after World War II.
The bond issue» which are financed by general property
tax must be submitted to the people for approval.

Ten

building bond Issues have been submitted to the people, and
seven of these have been approved.

Two Initiatives for

building bonds have been proposed, with one being approved
and one being defeated.^

In 1958 state property taxpayers

were paying two and one*hal£ mills for the redemption of
state building bonds, one mill being for university buildings,
one mill for the state hospital, and one-half mill for the
State training sctwol.

2

The legislature may authorise bonds to be issued against
revenue, such as the revenue from land grants or the revenue
expected from the building itself.

The federal government

gave to the state of Montana several grants totalling
668,080 acres of land for the State University, the Agricul
tural College, the School of Mines, the State Formal School,
the State Reform School, public buildings at the state

1. Ellis L. Waldron, mntana FoIit^cs Since 1 8 # (Missoula,
Montana; Montana State University Press, 19387, passim.
2. Montana State University, The Montana Almanac (1959-60
editionI Missoula, Montana : Montana state University Press,
1958), p. 151.
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capital, and the Deaf and Dumb Asylum.

Unlike many states,

>k>ntana has kept much of this land, so that on June 30,
1953, the state still had 446,185,75 acres from these land
grants in addition to a permanent fund of $4,820,703,22.^
Tb redeem bonds used to finance the construction of build
ings the state may pledge the income from the land grant
or the Interest from the permanent fund established from
sales of land.

Unfortunately, portions of these land grants

have not been properly preserved*

Cf the 72,000 acres of

timber land given to finance the construction of capital
buildings, 62,000 acres have been stripped so completely
that very little, if any, timber has grown back,^
The capltol land grant fund has had in recent times an
occasional surplus for It has been impossible to sell bonds
against the irregular income.

Since the Board of Examiners

has been given power by the legislature to spend borrowed
money but not cash on hand, the board has Invented a pro
cedure of selling bonds to the State Board of Land Commis
sioners In order to utilise the cash.

The bonds are Immediately

1. Montana Legislative Council, **A Study of the Tax-exempt
Public Grant Lands Owned by the State of ïîontana, and Their
Effect on Counties and Local Taxpayers," (Montana Legis
lative Council, Helena, 1959), p. 20. (Mimeographed.>
2.

Examiners, March 1, 1957.
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retired, without Incurring an Interest charge.^
Certain earmarked tax funds and receipts may be used
to construct building®.

The Highway Commission 1® author

ized to use 3 per cent of Its tax revenues for adminis
tration, Including the construction of buildings.^

The

receipts from patients at the Training School and State
Hospital were earmarked for building construction by the
1959 legislature.^
*k>ntana has constructed many buildings using federal
funds.

During the 1930*» the federal government contributed

funds for public buildings under the Public >*orks Adminis
tration,

Federal "Reed Act" funds have been used by the

state for the construction of Employment Service offices
in Billings, Butte, Fallspell, Miles City, Bozeman, Havre,
and Shelby,

These funds will also be used for the con

struction of the building In Helena, which will house the
office of the Unemployment Compensation Commission,^

Many

1. Examiners, March 28, 1955, and April 11, 1955, give an
example of such a sale.
2.

See above, p, 36.

3.

See above, p. 56.

4.

î-îontana. Unemployment Compensation Commission, Twentysecond Annual Renort to the Governor of Montana the Honorable
(HelenasMcKee Print, 1953), p. 14,
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of the buildings constructed by the Forestry Department have
been financed from the funde which the federal government
gives the state to encourage fire protection*

These funds

are given as a percentage of the amount spent by the state
for fire protection*^

The federal government has contributed

75 per cent of the funds necessary for the construction of
state armories^ at Whitefish, Hamilton,^ Billings, Flentywood, Chinook, Miles City, Sidney, Glendive, and Kallspell*

rurchage _Ql Build ioj^s

Once the Board of Examiners has secured funds for
buildings it may, depending upon policy and legislative in
structions, either purchase or construct the necessary
buildings*
residences*

The state has purchased some buildings generally
In 1913 the Furnishing Board (Board of Examiners)

purchased the old Governor* s Mansion*

The 1911 Legislative

Assembly authorised the Board of Examiners to purchase the
holdings of Doctors Mitchell and Musslgbrod at Warm Springs
for use as the state Insane asylum*^

In 1937 the Board of

1. Interview with Otha Isaacs, Assistant State Forester,
August 25, 1959.
2»

Examiners, July 29, 1957*

3*

See above, p* 48.
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Examinera authorized the baslnese si^na^er of the locate
Hospital to bid on five buildings containing eighteen resi
dential units ovmed by the Housing Authority of Anaconda#^
The Trlaon has received numeroua buildings as it purchased
various ranches.

The State University has evidently pur-

chased at least seven residences.

Construction with Resident I#her
If the Board of Examiners decides not to purchase» but
rather to build» t W constzructlon may be by a contractor
or by resident laborers.

Two types of resident labor may

be employed» maintenance crews or inmate labor.
Maintenance crews
Use of maintenance crews for construction work has
been fairly common.

Because of money slwrtages institution

presidents have turned to maintenance crews for construction
work» thus eliminating architects' fees and contractors'
profits.

In 1954 the Board of Examiners Instructed Its

engineering department to prepare plans and specifications
for the conversion of a loading ramp area at the Veterans'
1.

Examiners» August 8, 1957.

2. Insurance list» compiled by Board of Examiners» July I,
1957.
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end Pioneers* îîerr.orlal Building into an interior roora*^
yjf. Eric Wilson, a laerober of the staff at the experiment
station, prepared plans and specifications for an experi
mental dairy center at the State College*

The building was

estimated to cost between $105,000 and $120,000.^
The Board of Examiners approved a request in 1953 from
Dr. Weatwell, superintendent of the State Training School,
for permission to procure day labor to complete small pro
jects "without resorting to costly contract-letting and
architectes services."

Two projects that Dr. Westwell

wanted to start on immediately were a refrigeration plant
and some employees* quarters.

He estimated that these

projects would show savings comparable to those he had
achieved with an equipment garage which cost $6,000 Instead
of $30,000.3
The State Hospital received permission in 1956 to
construct several buildings, using their maintenance department plus temporarily employed craftsmen, and purchasing
material through the state purchasing department or using
government surplus material.

Projects approved included

1.

Examiners, February 26, 1954.

2.

Examiners, July 29, 1957.

3.

Examiners, b-tay 23, 1955.
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$10,000 worth of hog farrowing houses and feeding and housing
facilities for the hog ranch, $7,500 worth of steel garages,
and a $10,000 steel building to house state motor vehicles*
The Forestry Department has constructed twentythree
buildings, using departmental personnel during the offseason* 2
The colleges have also utilised maintenance personnel
when possible*

Dr. Steele, president of Western f^ntana

College of Education, received permission to employ main
tenance crews and union labor for a $23,000 renovation for a
men*8 dormitory.^

In 1957 when the low bid of $13,763 for

nurses training facilities at Korthem Montana College was
about $1,000 more than the funds available, the Board re
jected all bids.

President Brockman

was allowed to use

his maintenance crew plus skilled labor to finish the Cowan
Hall project.^

The Board also approved the finishing of

the west wing of Cowan Rail through the use of campus

labor*5

Pi seppTOval J>y union^ and
contrgctora

The use of maintenance labor for construction work,
while possibly providing a saving for Institutions, also

1*

Examiners, July 10, 1956,

2* Interview with Ctha Isaacs, Assistant State Forester,
August 23, 1959*
3*

Examiners, June 6, 1937,

3.

Examiners, June 6, 1937.

4.

Examiners, August 1, 1937.
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eliminates profits for private businsas, so it is not sur
prising that contractors and unions have protested strongly
against the use of naintenence crews at the institutions*
After it had approved the use of maintenance crows at
Northern Montana College, the Board received a letter from
John H. Risken, attorney, representing the National Elec
trical Contractors Association, the Associated Plumbing
end Heating Contractors, and the Associated General Con
tractors of Montana regarding the use of maintenance per
sonnel at the College.

The letter was referred to the of

fice of the Attorney General
mendations*"^

for further study and recom

The contractors took their case to court but

failed to get a legal prohibition against the use of main
tenance personnel*^

After permission was granted in 1955 to Westwell to
complete his projects at Boulder, the Eoard received a pro
test from the Plumbers* Union, Local Number 41 of Butte,
because union labor was not being used on new construction
work.

The Board informed the union that all new plumbing

was being Installed by union plumbers employed by Eeber
Plumbing and Heating Company and that all carpenters were
union cai^enters*

A local of the Structural Iron Workers also

1*

Examiners, December 23, 1957.

2.

Helena Independent-Record* May 28, I960.
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protested, asking for union workers on reinforcing steel
for the refrl[deration plant at 2oulder,

The Board asked the

union agent to Infor^r» Dr. ’/'estvell where a local or nearby
supply of union Iron workers could be secured when needed
for this work.^
The Butte Local T'kimber 41 of the Plumbers Union also
protested against plumbing work and repair work on plumbing
being done at the State Orphans* Home*

They protested

against the use of maintenance men and the institution^
engineer for the installation of a pump In the new well
at the Home.

It was explained that the budget of the

Crphans* Home %vould not permit the cost of hiring plumbers
to come all the way from Butte for a few hours work.^
The I'ontana Trade Council of Carpenters objected to
the use of Forestry Department fire fighters for construc
tion work.

The Forestry Department was using these men

during the off season to construct an office building In
Falispell, costing approximately $10*000.

The representa

tive of the carpenters claimed that this was in violation
of a state statute requiring that construction over $300 be
advertised for bids#

The Board directed Gareth Moon, State

1.

Examiners, September 1, 1953.

2.

Examiners, March 6, 1953 and March 20, 1953.
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Forester, to work out with the rcpresentetive of the car
penters an equitable solution for completion of the building
with union supervisor®.^

At this point the building was

more than half completed.

Eventually an architect was

hired to prepare plans, bids were called for, and the
building, which had been expected to cost §10,000, was
finished for slightly less than §20,000.^
Inmate labor
Where possible, the heads of state institutions have
attempted to use Inmate labor for construction.

This pro

gram has been tried especially at the Prison, where con
struction work is believed to aid in rehabilitation.

There

is little objection to the use of prison labor for con
struction.

Legislative committees have recommended ic,^ and

the Board of Examiners has approved the use of funds for
construction **in such a way that it provides Industry for
A
the inmates at the institution."^ The Board has approved
the use of Inmate labor at the Prison for construction of a
ladles* rest roora,^ a §50,000 milking parlor and loafing

1.

Examiners, January 8, 1958.

2. Interview with Ctha Isaacs, Assistant State Forester,
August 25, 1959.
3.

houee_Jourmal. 1953. p. 356.

5,

Examiners, March 17, 1954.

4.

Examiners, J u w 17, 1958.
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1

i*nd a mini.num aecurlty building,

2

*l;c unions have

assisted In the rehabilitation pro^raj) at the irison by
providing Instruction in the skilled trades for the in*
mates.

The Board of Examiners approved a request by the

superintendent of the State Industrial School to use real*
dent labor for the construction of a concrete walkway and
concrete stairway, costing about y350.^

Stricter noliclnsL by Board
In the last two years the Board of Examiners hag moved
to stop much of the construction by resident labor.

There

are undoubtedly occasions when the work performed by un*
skilled mechanics is done less perfectly than it should be.
The Board refused to allow the Forestry Department to
construct buildings with maintenance labor, though the
Governor admitted that he had examined the buildings and
that they were well built and much less c^enslve than If
they had been advertised for bida.^

The Board disapproved

a request to have architectural drawings made by Prison In
mates for certain buildings at Fort Harrison, because the
law required architectural work to be done by certified
architects.^

A request from the Prison warden to use

1.

Examiners, May 16, 1957.

2,

Examiners, June 17, 1958.

3.

Interview with James iMber, State President AFL-CIO,

August 7, 1959.
4.

Examiners, May 14, 1954.

5.

Examiners, January 8 , 1953.

sraber 23, 1958.
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inmate labor to remodel the juards* quarters Into an apart*
ment and to remodel a basement into an e:/ployee*£ lounge
at an expense of $5,000 was denied as contrary to law.^
The Prison used inmate labor for three years to construct
a minimum security building.

Progress was slow because the

prisoners were not skilled artisans, reliable men became
eligible for parole and the requirements of maintaining
the prison farms drained the construction crew.

As a re

sult of the loss of Cell lîouse Immber 2 in the August 1959
earthquake, the need for the minimum security building be
came imperative and the remaining tfork was let on contract.^

Selection of Architects
The Board of Examiners selects the architects for most
of the state’s construction.

The architect selected has the

responsibility of designing the building, preparing the
plans and specifications, and supervising the construction.
He must approve all change orders.

Since the Board relies

so much on the architect’s ability and Integrity, the selec
tion of the architect is a crucial item.
«•(•«I»*»»—

To the architects,

—

1,

Examiners, April 29, 1959.

2.

Great Jails, Tribune. January 28, I960.
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selection by the Board can mean continued vor^c end a re
sultant steady income, even prosperity*

Records in the

Board of Examiners* office Indicate that from 1943 throu?h
1952

G* Link and Company of Butte received nineteen

architectural contracts, with total architectural fees being
$463,959*10.
The law requires that all architects hired to prepare
plans for public buildings must be certified by the Board

I
of Architectural Examiners*

The State Board of Architec

tural Examiners published a list of registered architects
as of January I, 1956, which Included 164 architects, SO
of whom lived In ^k>ntana.
The methods used by the Board of Examiners to select
architects varies according to the Board's membership.

Cn

the present Board the criteria for selection of architects
Include capability and proximity to the construction, ac
cording to Attorney General Forrest Anderson,

All archi

tects are selected by Anderson and Secretary of State Frank
i'urray, the Democratic majority.

According to Anderson,

Republican Governor J. Hugo Aronson has not been given any
voice In the selections in the last few years because he
makes the selections for the self-financing buildings at

1.

ijontana, Revleed Codes (1947), sec. 66-113.
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the University units as president of the Joard of Lducation.^
ether Board members have Indicated that they used dif
ferent criteria.

Governor Aronson vehei;®ntly declares,

"I don't have any friends among the architects.

I don't

favor any of t h e m , A r n o l d Clsen said that when he first
became Attorney General much t^ork was given to J. G. Link
and Company of Butte and to van Teyllngcn of Great Tails
because they were doing good v?ork and were also excellent
salesmen.

Later in his term other architects began to ask

for work and then the board would often ask the heads of
the Institutions for suggestions,

Jolin Sonner stated that

while he was Governor, the Board had hired architects on the
basis of their ability and in an effort to spread the work
around.

The toard had also used state contracts to try to

help young architects who were just getting started.

The

Board had given Link a great deal of work because Link had
a good, well-established firm and was a good Democrat. Bon
ner mentioned that some Boards made selections on the basis
of political support, including campaign contributions.'^
Architectural selections have usually been unanimous.

1. Interview
12, 1959.

with Attorney General Forrest Anderson,June

2.

Interview

with Governor J. Hugo Aronson, March 24,

3.

Interview

with Arnold Olsen, August 8 , 1959.

4.

Interview

with John Bonner, August 13, 1959.
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C4
Sctween 1554 and

1555 there

only three votes

cast @!^alnst any architectural selections,

Cbvcmor

Aronson voted ajalnst the selection of J. G, Link for an
asseiably and clcssroo’n and a dorr.ltory at the Training
Gchool on Gecccnbcr 27, 1954; against the selection of Link
as architect for personnel housing at the State Hospital
on February 7, 1957; and against the selection of llnî; for
construction at the Orphans* Home on March 28, 1957,^
Cccaslonally the heads of Institutions have suggested
an architect when requesting that plans bo prepared.^
procedure was changed in 1957,

Ihis

Adjutant General S, 'I, Mit

chell requested that /Titwer end Price of Missoula be ap
pointed as architects for an armory at ÎIa;.:llton,

The Eoard

demanded that the General meet with them as soon as pos
sible and he arrived in a?x>ut ten minutes.

Ilis request

was approved "after some discussion” but Attorney General
Anderson then stated "that since it was the duty cf the
board of Examiners to appoint architects on all state con
struction, that this function of government must be left to
them alone without recommendation or direction from heads

1,

Examiners, 1954-1959, passim.

2, For examples see Examiners, January 16, 1950, July 8 ,
1355, September 1, 1955, ?;ovember 17, 1955, December 20,
1955, April I, 1957, and May 27, 1957.
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cf depart-T<cnts and in&Citutlons. "

T.:a i.onrd Ll.cn directed

the heads of all state dc* art acnts and institutions to ob
tain Board of Bxarùiners approval before eziplaying archi
tects.^
Since the sppoint;r.cnt to public projects can be a
steady source of lnco‘
T.e for an architectural £ i m , the
architects do attempt to present thcusclves for consider
ation.

The minutes of the Board of Cjuinainers are replete

vlth communications from architects asking that they bs
considered for appointment for various projects,

ex

ample of salesmanship is tlie letter which tlte Board received
from J, G, Link and Company on Cctober £, 1954.

Link stated

that he had made preliminary drawings for a new Wspital
and dormitories at the Ilontana State hospital, taking into
consideration Information gained when he and doctor rreeman,
then superintendent, had made a trip Last in 1950 to in
spect personally some of the latest asylums and mental
Institutions.

Link requested permission to carry on with

his drawings and to consult with the present superintendent,
the state not being obligated to him for any work done if
the projects should fail to materialise due to lack of
funds or other reasons.

1,

The Board rejected Link's request.

examiners, July 29, 1957*

See above p. 59,
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stating that they wyuld wait \antll after the November elec
tion when they would know If the necessary bonds had been
approved by the voters.

They vrould then let all Interested

architects have an opportunity to participate and gain the
information desired in order to enter into proposals to
present to the Board.^

Despite these high-sounding plans,

when J. van Teylingen submitted preliminary proposals for
the same hospital two weeks later on October 21, aIon2 with
a prepared statement setting forth the advantages of the
building proposed, the Board approved his preliminary sketch
and plans, subject to the approval of the bond Issue by
the electorate in November.^
Architects are free to contribute to the political
campaign.: of officials who award architectural contracts,
although John Bonner stated that their contributions, on
the %Aole, were *a little below average.**^

Since the cost

of a gubernatorial campaign In Montana varies from $60,000
to $140,000, contributions— even a little below average— can
be very important.

1.

Examiners, October 8 , 1954.

2.

Examiners, October 21, 1954.

3.

Interview with John Bonner, August 13, 1959.
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Under the present Board the selection of architects is
often referred to the Attorney General’s office for con
sideration;^ it takes some time for appointments to be made.
Appointments of architects for several projects were made
on June 5, 1957, **after having been considered by the At
torney General’s

office.

*2 Attorney General Anderson was

absent when Doctor Brockmann, president of Korthem Montana
College, requested that the Board appoint an architect for
finishing some rooms in Cowan Hall.

"After much discussion

it was decided to discuss this matter in the afternoon when
Attorney General Anderson could be present."

The appoint

ment of the architect for the Employment Service building
at Billings is an excellent example of the length of time
taken to make appointments.

The chairman of the Unemployment

Compensation Commission made four separate requests for the
appointment of an architect; the matter was referred to the
Attorney General’s office for study, upon his request, and
the appointment was made more than two months after the
original request.^

Another example was the request for

1. Mo indication is given in the minutes of the reason for
asking for consideration by the Attorney General. Presumably
it is for the purpose of insuring that the legal obstacles
to construction have been overcome.
2.

Examiners, June 5. 1957.

3.

Examiners, June 6, 1957.

4.

Examiners, March 23, 1957 to June 5, 1957.
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appointment of an architect for the llveatock sanitary
board diagnostic laboratory at Bozeman.

The request was

first made on February 20$ 1958$ but Attorney General
Anderson was absent and the Board agreed to discuss the
matter lAen they had a full Board.^ On May 9, 1958, the
State Veterinarian sent an urgent request to the Board.
The appointment was made on June 17$ 1958.

Some archi*

tecta after being appointed have been advised by the Board
to contact the Attorney General's office for legal advice
on preparation of the architect's contract.^
Af

tf,„f£.|ec,p.g<|
Cf the eighty registered architects listed with Montana

addresses in 1956, only a minority have received state con*
tracts.

The Commission on Reorganisation of State Govern*

ment noted in 1953 tha^ over a three*year period, one firm
of architects had received 41.5 per cent of the amount paid
out for all architectural work, or nearly $288,000 of the
$693,000 total.

Records in the Board of Examiners' office,

1.

Examiners, February 20, 1958.

2.

Examiners, June 17$ 1958.

3.

Examiners, April 16, 1959.

However see below, p. 93.

n of State Gov*
_____
ïutte, Montana:
p. 33. the commission does not
mention th«> firm by name, but it is undoubtedly J. C. Link
and Company.
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et archltcctiural contract! awarded for school and institution
building construction during the period from 1943 to August
5, 1935» (which would Include contracts awarded by other
boards besides the Board of Examiners) indicate that J. G.
Link and Company received about 33 per cent of all archl*
tectural fees, and that Brinkman, tenon and Associates of
Kallspell received approximately 15 per cent of all archi*
tectural fees* During these seven and one-half years, two
firms had almost half of the state work*
From January 1957, when the present Board took office
until August 1959, a total of fifty architectural contracts
were awarded.

Of these, J. G. Link and Company of Butte

received fifteen contracts and Norman Hamlll of Butte received
ten contracts*

One contract for two million dollars was

jointly awarded to the two firms, but was later withdrawn*
Thus half of the cwtracts during the period vent to two
firms.

Taylor, Thon, Swartz, and Kirkpatrick of Kallspell

received four awards, Knight and van Teylingen of Great Falls
received three contracts, and Gehres D. Weed of Kallspell
received three contracts.

Five firms got two contracts

each fluid five firms received one contract each*^
The present Board has been forced to rescind several

1. Examiners, Jfluiuary 1, 1937 to August 10, 1959, oassim.
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«rchltcetural awards. The two million dollar contract which
was awarded to Link and Hamill was withdrawn upon the request
of Adjutant General Mitchell, who told the Board that he
felt that further study was necessary before employing an
architect.^ The Board was obviously disappointed at Mitchell's
request. The Board rescinded an architectural award at the
State Orphans* IWe given to J. G. Link and Company^ after
Moyle and Kestle, architects of Butte, had protested that
they had been engaged to do the preliminary work on the
project.

The Board rescinded the appointment of Norman

Hamill for a sketch of the Capitol grounds after H. C.
Cheever, Secretary of the Montana Chapter of the American
Institute of Architects, objected that the tentative work
had been offered free of charge.^
criticism of
flLÇhitffcttfral selection
archltcctuTi

In recent years legislative criticism of the selection
of architects by the Board of Examiners has been rather pointed
and scathing. The 1953 Reorganization Commission recooasended
that there be a wider distribution of work among the state's

1. Examiners, February 5, 1939. 2. Examiners, May 27, 1957.
3. Examiners, April II, 1957.

4.

Examiners, Kov«nber 19, 1957#
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architectural firms, as a matter of good public policy.**^
Xn a letter to the Board the 1959 Senate Finance and Clais
Committee called the Board*# attention to the poor conditi
of certain building# which had been constructed for the at
under the supervision of architects J* G* Link and Company
and Kozman Hamlll*

They stated that these buildings were

far below the standards that should have been maintained t
the proper supervision of an architect and recomsended ths
these architects "never be granted another contract by the
State of Montana under any conditions whatsoever*** The li
ter was signed by all members of the Senate committee.

Tb

f

Board acknowledged receipt of the letter end decided unani
w)usly to make its own separate investigation at a later
date.^
however.

No investigation had been reported by August 1959,
In a meeting with the Board of Eaaminers, membex

of a 1959 joint Bouse and Senate subcommittee of the Appro
priationi Committees sharply criticised some of the archi#
tectural work that had been done.

Representative George

deed referred to some of the buildings designed by J. G.
Link and Company as "folly,"

Senator William McKay stated

1, Renort_of the Commission on Reorganization of s m e
C^vemment f-ursuant to £bapter.,lS5> Laws of 1951. o# 34*

2,

Examiners, March 23, 1959*
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that **Mx. Link ha# not done. * .good designing;,
The crltlciffn ha# had little effect on the Board of
Examiners.

A# observed before, these two firms have re

ceived half of the state*# projects.

TWo days after re

ceiving the letter from the Senate Cormiittee, the Board
unanimously appointed Elmer Link of J. C. Link end Company
to prepare plans for the Veterinary Research Center and
Diagnostic Laboratory on the State College campus.^
weeks later, on April 16, J. G. Link and Company was

Three
given

another contract when Elmer Link was awarded the contract
for alterations to the Employment Service office at billings.^
On ilay 13, 1953, Norman J. Hamill was authorized to prepare
plans for a boys* cottage and a girls* cottage for the State
Orphans* Home.

He was also authorized to continue with

preparation of plans for the multi-purpose activity and
recreation building and central food service facility for
the State Hospital.

1.

All of the awards were approved

Examiners, February 24, 1959,

2. Examiners, March 25, 1939. In the meeting with the sub
committee just one month earlier, a member of the subcomnittee
had mentioned that funds for this project would soon be
available and specifically objected to the possibility of
giving the job to J. G, Link and Company. Examiners,
February 24, 1959.
3.

Examiners, April 16, 1959.
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unanimously.^

Cn Jana 3, 1959, vlth Lieutenant Governor

Cannon sitting for Governor Aronson, Hamlll was unanimously
awarded a contract to prepare specifications for replacement
of a roof at Western Montana College of Education.^

The Architect*» Duties
The Board signs a contract with each architect It ap*
points*

Despite the fact that architects are occasionally

advised to contact the Attorney General *s office for legal
advice on the preparation of the architect's contract, all
architects* contracts are the standard form agreement issued
by the American Institute of Architects, Form A* 102*^

the

contract is on a standard printed sheet, three pages in

1. Examiners, May 13, 1959. Hamlll had been appointed on
May 29, 1958, to prepare long range plans for the Orphans*
Home, under the Federal Housing and Home Finance Agency pro#
gram. On October 9, 1938, the Board applied to the federal
agency for $2,694 for plans for the two cottages which it
was estimated would cost $196,000. Presumably Hamlll had
done sufficient planning to have an Idea of the cost of the
cottages, but the May 13 Item is the first notice that Hamlll
had been awarded the contracts for these specific buildings.
As will be noted later, the architectural contract for the
cottages was signed June 4, 1959. On July 29, 1956, Hamlll
had been appointed to prepare preliminary plans for the
multi*purpose activity and recreation building and the central
food service facility. On October 9, 1958, the state had re*
quested $6,846 for advance planning for these two buildings,
i^lch were estimated to cost $520,000.
2.

Examiners, June 3, 1939.

3. For purposes of description the author was given a copy
of a contract selected at random from the files of the Board
of Examiners, this being a contract between the state and
Horsaan J. Hamlll and Associates for Boys* and Girls* Cottages
at the Orphans* Bxmm at Twin Bridges, dated June 4, 1959.
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length.

It is very evident that It hma been drawn for a

group of architects.

The architect* # services Include the

necessary conferences; the preparation of preliminary
studies, working drawings, specifications, and large-scale
and full-size drawings for architectural, structural,
plumbing, heating, electrical, and other mechanical work;
assistance in the drafting of forms of proposals and con
tracts; the issuance of certificates of payment; the keeping
of accounts; the general administration of the business;
and the supervision of the construction.
The owner, (State of Montana, State Board of Examiners,
in this case) in addition to the regular fees, agrees to
reimburse the architect for all transportation and living
costs incurred by him and his assistants while traveling in
discharge of their duties, for the cose of all reproductions
of drawings, for the cost of special consultants, and for
the cost of the services of engineers for normal plumbing,
heating, electrical, and other mechanical wotk.

If the

architect is caused extra drafting or other expenses due to
changes ordered by the owner or as a result of damage by
fire, he is to be equitably paid for such expense.

If any

work designed or specified by the architect is abandoned
or suspended, the architect is to be paid for the service
rendered.

Ko deductions are to be made from the architect's

fee on account of penalty, liquidated damages, or other sums
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withheld from payments to contractors.

If the owner fur*

nlshet labor or material below market coat, the cost of tt
building shall be computed upon the market cost.

The own#

ship of all drawings and specifications remains with the
architect, whether the building Is constructed or not, an<
these drawings are not to be used on other buildings wlthc
the permission of the architect.

The owner Is required

to furnish a complete and accurate survey of the building
site and full Information as to sewer, water, gas and ele<
trlcal service.

He also pays for borings or test pits anc

for chemical, mechanical, or other tests when required.
The owner provides all legal advice and services required
for the operation.
The architect agrees to endeavor, by general super
vision, to guard the owner against defects and deflclencl#
in the work of the contractors, but he does not guarantee
the performance of their contracts.

The general supervisé

of the architect Is to be distinguished from the contlnuov
on-slte Inspection of a c1erk-of-the-works. If the owner
desires to pay the salary of a clerk-of-the-wrks, the
architect will hire him.

%1\en requested to do so, the arc

tect will furnish preliminary estimates on the cost of th<
work, but he does not guarantee such estimates.
After preparing his preliminary plans, the architect
forwards them to Martin Kelly, who reviews the plans and
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present* them to the Board.

The Board approve* the pre*

llmlnary plans and the architect prepare* final plan* and
specifications.

These final plans and specifIcation* are

first reviewed by Kelly, then presented to the Board.

The

Board perfunctorily approves the plans and specifications,
often not bothering to open them.

The specifications in

clude a listing of special restrictions or requirement*
which will be imposed on the contractor.

The 1953 Reorganisation Commission compared Ftontana
architect fee* for public buildings with those of other
states, and found that the Montana architects were being
paid fee* "substantially higher than those paid elsewhere."
The Commission recommended that a fee of not more Chan 5.6
per cent be paid, based on the actual cost of constructing
the public buildings.^

A* a result of this recommendation,

the legislature established maximum rates of compensation
for public buildings.
the maximum rates.

The law was amended in 1957 raising

Architects are paid a percentage fee

which varies with the cost and type of structure.

The

highest fee of 8 per cent of the construction cost may be
paid for buildings requiring Individual design and detail
ee4#seeeeeW»4
#^^«#

1. Report of the Commission on ReorRanlration of State
r^vemment fursugnt, to Chanter_i8A._law* of X ^ . pp. 33-34.
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ftnd costing less than $50,000.

The lowest fees are paid for

structures of simple utilitarian construction.

For such a

building costing one million dollars, an architect could
receive a maximum fee equalling 3.14 per cent.^

Payments

are to be made to the architects on the basis of 20 per cent
on completion of studies and preliminary drawings, 55 per
cent on completion of working drawings and specifications,
and 25 per cent during construction, based on contract pay2
ments.
Previous to the passage of this law, the architects
of the state had set the rate at 6.50 per cent for all
buildings, with 1.50 per cent being for preliminary studies,
3.00 per cent for plans and specifications, and 2.00 per
cent for supervision.

<1

Requests for payment are submitted by the architect to
Board Engineer llartin Kelly, who checks the claim and sends
it to the Board.

From time to time, there are variations

in the claims submitted.

For example wîiile the old plan of

payment was in effect J. G. Link and President Carl Mc
Farland disputed ever the amount of the architect's fees
for the Liberal Arts Building at the University after several

1. Ksontana, Beviged Codes. <1947), sec. 66-114. Attorney
General Forrest Ancereon, in an interview June 12, 1959,
stated that he felt that architects were not paid enough
money for their services.
2.

Ibid.. sec. 66-115.

3.

Examiners, September 13, 1946.
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change order* had lowered the cost ot the building*

Link

contended that for plans and specifications he was en
titled to 4*50 per cent of the aaount for which contracts
were awarded— $620,064 and, for supervision, 2 per cent of
the estimates paid to the contractors— $609,451.

KcFarland

figured that the fee should be based on 6*50 per cent of
the cost of the building— $609,451.

Link %nrote to the Board

of Examiners, who ordered the University to pay the dif
ference of $477.39 without hearing from McFarland, a noted
lawyer.^
Extra payments have also been made to architects when
their plans were so disproportionate that bids far exceeded
the money provided and the architects were required to
prepare new designs*

For example on June 20, 1957, Knight

end van Teyllngen submitted an extra claim for $26,000 for
redesigning the Receiving and Intensive Treatment Building
at Wans springs, and on July 15, 1957, the Board of Exam
iners approved the claim.

Bids, when first called for, had

totaled $1,900,000 and only $1,500,000 was available.

The

architects redesigned the W i l d i n g to bring the plans within
the $1,500,000 available.^

1.

Senator Mahoney (Garfield), a

Examiners, October 8 , 1954.

2. Examiners, July 15, 1957. This is the same hospital for
which the Board approved preliminary plans before the people
had approved the bond issue. See above, pp. 85-86.
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taenber of the legislative subcoairaittcc which met with the
hoard of Examiners In. 1559, objected strongly to paying for
two sets of plans for this building, »*because the archi
tects were unable to design a building which could be built
with the money provided,”^

Vincent E, Walsh, architect for

the State Laboratory Luildlng, submitted an extra claim for
redesigning the building more than three years after the
building had been accepted by the state*

The claim of '>20,686.34

was justified on the basis that the first bids of $1,530,571
had far exceeded the money available} Walsh revised the
plans and tlm bids submitted totaled $1,461,191, still more
than the w n e y available.

Walsh revised the plans again and

the bids were opened for a third time, approximately one
year after the badly needed laboratory building had first
been advertised.
awarded.

This time a contract for $320,455 was

Walsh had submitted a claim for redesigning the

building to a previous Board which had disapproved the claim
on the advice of the Attorney General, who had stated that
the fee was to be based on the contract award only.

The

1953 Ik>ard checked with the Controller, found that there
was $20,636.56 left in the fund ($10.22 more than Walsh
had requested), and unanimously approved the claim.
anas«S4» <»ee eea»ee «

1.

Examiners, February 24, 1939.

2. Examiners, December 29, 1958. The Controller was evidently
in error for it was later reported that payment of the claim
overdrew the account $228.57. Examiners, January S, 1959.
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Ciddln? fn-i Co’
ntr?cts
After plane are approved, Martin Kelly recommend# to
the Board aewepapere In which the call for bids shall be
advertised.

Advertisement# must be run in at least one

issue each week for three consecutive weeks in two news*
papers published in the state, one of which must be published
at the seat of government, the other in the county where the
work is to be performed. ^

The Board must specify in the

advertisement the amount, kind, and general character of
the buildings W

be constructed, and must refer to the place

where the plans will be available to any prospective bidder.^
One bid advertisement is included in the Helena Independent
Record or The People* s Voice, «dilch is also published at
Helena,

the number of other papers In «dilch a project will

be advertised depends upon the site of the project.

For a

large project the Board wdll advertise in most of the large
daily papers in the state.

In advertising for bids for

cleaning and waterproofing the Capitol, the Board also ad*
vertised in Seattle and Minneapolis trade publications.^

1.

Montana, Pevlsed Codes. (1947), sec. 82-1131.

2. Ihid., sec. 82-1132. See example of invitation for bids,
Examiners, April 25, 1937.
3.

Examiners, ra.y 16, 1935.
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All but o n m of the bidder* for thlc job were out of state

flrme.^
If there 1* an imperative, immediate need for the work,
the Board will declare an emergency, dispense with the ad
vertising for bids, and instruct its staff to secure several
bids from local contractors.

Such an emergency was declared

when renovations were needed for the armory at Poplar; the
Board had an opportunity to r®nt the building to officials
of the ^fontana Military District thirty days h@ace.

The

Board awarded contracts of $9,339 on bids obtained by its
staff .2

Bid awarding
The bids must be opened by the Board at lOtCC A.M. of
the day specified in the advertisements and the contract
must be awarded to the lowest responsible bidder.
Board has the power to reject all bids.

The

If the contract

is for more than $2 ,000, t W r e must be bids from at least
two responsible bidders*

The law requires that all bids

must be accompanied,by a bid bond, money, or bank Instrument

1.

ihcaminers, June 9, 1935.

2. Examiners, July 2, 1956.
another example.

See also April 30, 1954, for
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for 5 per cent of the amount of tUe
At lOîOO A,K* the Board neohera noct and cither the
clerk of the Board or the architect opens the bids and reads
them aloud#

After all bids îiave been opened, the Iksard

takes them under advisement, giving them to the architect
and Itartln Kelly, \dio ascertain the low bidders and check
their contractors* licenses and certified checks*

Bidders

are often requested to submit addition and deduction alter»
nates, so that the contract will be within the tioney avail»
able, but will Include as many desirable extra features as
possible#
The Board has met the rigid requirements for bid openings
in varying ways#

A bid which was submitted late, at 10:20 A.M#,
2
has been returned unopened, but the Board has also accepted
a bid submitted twenty minutes late as a result of an auto
accident#

3

The Board has ruled that if only two bids are

received and one is faulty, the other cannot be considered. 4
When the Board has received only one bid on the general
contract for a building, the Board has returned it end all

1.

Montana, Revised Codes* (1947) secs. 82-1133, 6-501.

2#

Examiners, August 26, 1957.

3*

Examiners, October 16, 1946.

4.

Examiners, September 14, 1950*
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the bid* for the

end electrical contracts unopened,^

The 2oard has been quite strict In rejecting bids which
were not accompanied by tb® required 5 per cent.

The Board

ruled In 1957 that the certified check or bid bond must be
for 5 per cent of the highest possible total. Including ad
dition alternates, and not just for the basic contract.^
/-n earlier Board rejected a bid of Walford Electric Co-mpany
of Xissoula when the company* s certified check was In excess
of 5 per cent of the base bid, but short $66,55 when alter
nate number one was added to the base bid,

Since the second

low bid was $1,253 higher, the Board rejected all bids and
readvertised.

*

.j'alford Electric Company took the case to

court and the Eapreaac Court upheld a district court decision
requiring the Board to award the contract to the company,^
The requirement to accept the bid of the lowest respon
sible bidder has sorely puzzled Secretary of State Frank
^Xirray, who complained to a legislative committee, "\e are
supposed to take the lowest and best bidder but the lowest

1,

Examiners, November 10, 1953.

2,

Lxamincrs, August 19, 1957,

3,

Examinera, February 1, 1952.

4,

Examiners, March 27, 1952.
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bidder ta not always the best b i d d e r . O r s p i t e the problems
the state has had with some contractors, there are no indl*
cations In the minutes cf any rejections of a bid for lack
of resporsibllity between 1954 and Aujuet, 1939,^
The Board has the right to reject all bids if it de
sires.

This rl^ht was evidently exercised fairly often under

the Foard coxposed of Governor Gam C, Ford, Attorney General
r.. V. Cottomly, and Secretary of Ctate Sam Fitchell, especially
if the bids exceeded the architect*a estimate.

For exaxple,

on July 2, 1943, this Board rejected all the plumbin;^ bids
for the construction of the administration building at
Northern Nontana College, because they were above the archi
tect* s estimate.

Upon readvertising, the contract was awarded

for a sum some 47,COO below the lowest original tld.^

The

procedure the past few years has been to reject all bids
only if they arc greater than the sum available.

Occasion

ally if bids are greater than the sum available, the boaru.
will ask the low bidder to eliminate some items.

1.

For example

Lxaminers, February 24, 1953.

2. &ee ^xatiiners, June 3, 1955, for wl\at might be an ex
ception but is not explained.
3. "Havre Report of Senate Special Investigating Committee,"
:ontana Legislative Assembly, Adopted ^^arch 1, 1951, p. 3.
(.rimeographed.) Hereafter called "Havre Report."
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in 1955 when bids for renovatin 3 the ''en*s Tospltal at the
Tuberculosis Canit&rium fsr exceeded the ;,?2,9C0 cvalleble,
the Board first rejected all bids, then six days later de
cided to accept the lew bid of Parrot Construction Corpany
of Butte of $>3,933, t;hich had been revised downwards by the
elimination of alternates end some ite-ns of special eg-ilproervt to $71,439*

The ”oard unnnimously accepted the tid,

despite the fact that the contract for $71,433 was quite
different from the one which the competitors of the Parrot
Company had been able to bid on.^
Cost-plus contracts are invalid »

but the Board has

found at times that bidding was impractical*

This happened

in 1954 when the Board awarded a contract on a labor and
materials basis to remove a concrete floor and partitions
in some rooms in the Capitol.

It was amphasized that the

Job had to be done at once and it was imposslLle to get
firm bids because of unknown conditions that would be
encountered*^

The 1359 denate Finance and Claims Committee

protested the awarding of a cost-plus contract for repair
w r k to the heating system at «es tern Io n tana College of
L.ducation.

The Board explained tliat the work, witich cost

1.

Bxamlners, August 18, 1955.

2.

Montana, RevisedCodes <1947), sec. 82*1135.

3.

Examiners, September 17, 1954.
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$48,000, hAd been done a# an emergency request and the cost*
plus contract had been let for this reason*^
Bids may not be accepted if a contractor does not have
a current Montana public contractor*a license,

Xhe licensing

is essentially a revenue*producing permit, but the law pro*
vides a procedure whereby a license may be denied.

Any

out of state contractor who has posted security bonds in
the state may legally bid on and be awarded contracts.

Sec*

retary of State Frank Murray once objected to giving contracts
to out of state bidders when many Mk»ntana taa;*paying con*
tractors needed the jobs for tbenselves and laborers who would
be used on the work.

Governor Aronson replied that he was

always glad to award the contract to the lowest bidder, thus
saving the state and taxpayers money.^
Mistakes may be made either in the specifications or
in the bids.

In one case in which there was a possibility

of misunderstanding in the specifications prepared by the
architect, the Board allowed contractors to consult with
the architect and withdraw their bids if they desired.

Im

Several

Examiners, I4arch 25, 1959.

2, The licenses for construction on public buildings are
granted by clacccs; Class /■, costing / C l
ycr.r, ^ .Ltles
the contractor to hold a public contract without limit; Class
B, costing $100 per year, entitles a c'r.tr ■'r’rcr tn
1/ any pub*
lie contract up to $50,000; Class C, costing $10 per year, en
titles the contractor to hold any [u':llc crntiict t/p t > $25,000,
Montana, kevissd Codes (1947), sec, 84*3505,
3. Examiners, October 30, 1958«
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c^atrsctors did withdraw their bld«.^

The Board haa also

rejected all bide on the grounds of a possible ml sunder#,
standing»^

If the contractor makes a mistake in btie bid,

he may refuse to accept his contract,

when a contractor did

refuse to accept his contract, the Eoard at one time approved
the forfeiting of bid security and acceptance of tne lowest
remaining bld(^ in another case the Board required the con*
tractor to pay a minor sum for

liquidated damages,^* re*

turned lila bid security, and accepted the lowest remaining
bid;^ on another occasion the Board awarded the contractor
a change order, increasing hie contract price.^
Contracts for ronatructlon
Three contracts are awarded for

bj.lldlnj, a

general contract, a plunblng and heating contract, and an
electrical contract.

The federal ^;,ovem;:ser»t normally awards

only one contract to a ^^eneral contractor,

then suh*

contracts the plumbing a/id electrical work.

The 1931 ..s*

organization Co'rnlstolon,

considering the rirotlc...,

1. kxort.lners, Dccei.iber 13. 1951.
2. examiners. March 13, 1953.
3.

Examiners, July 24, 19:3.

4.

Examiners, Jane 29, 1954.

5.

Examiners, June 21, 1954.
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#tated that tha declslaa of one ©r three contracts should
be left to the Board of Examinera.^

The Board decided in

1956 to award only one contract on the basis of a rccorn*
taendatlon by J* G. Link, wlio stated tliat his experience had
been that contracts were cozipleted in much less time under
one prime contractor than under several prime contractors,^
A hasty reversal in policy was made when members of the As
sociated Plumbing and Heating and Electrical Contractors of
-

f^Iontana protested.
The form of the contract Wiich is prepared by the archi*
tect is very simple.

The contractor, for the amount bid,

agrees to complete the building according to the plans and
specifications within a certain ntraber of days,

there is no

penalty clause if the work is late, although tlie Attorney
General suggested in April 1959 that all contracts for state
buildings, including architectural contracts, be submitted
to his office for drafting, so they might include a penalty
clause.* On one occasion when a request for an extension
of time was made the Board denied it, telling the contractor
eseseseftae

«eaesst'

Renort of. the Cott^IssIoo on^Reorpnire^ion pl...Ste|.e
rnt'CTrr

'"t

t

T's:t?r

13

2,

Zr-^xlners, February 13, 135C,

3,

Fxarincre, ''arch 13, 1035.

4,

Ziccmir ors, A^ril C , 1F59,

I

ryZ

IC 5 1 . p.
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to "get the Wilding completed ee eoon ea poeeible,"^ but
since there was m

penalty clause, the denial of the ex*

tension meant nothing.

At times superintendents of Instl*

tutlons and departments have asked the Board to Invoke
p^ialty clauses which they have had Included In the con*
tract.^

When the dormitory at the State Training School

was some seventeen months over the contract period of 400
days. Dr. Westwell, president of Che school, urged the Board
to take advantage of the penalty clause, but the Board did
not do so.^
To receive the contract the contractor must Include
a performance bond.^

Contractors are required by law to

give preference to the «aaployment of "bonafide Montana real*
dents" and they must pay the "standard prevailing rate of
wages#
Certain non*statutory specifications are required by
the Board of Examiners.

The Board has declared that the

Poison Plywood Company, largest single employer of "eltlxens,
voters and property owners In Lake County, Montana. #.should

I. Examiners, December 18, 1958#
2# Examiners, July 23 and August 19,1957.
3. Examiners, April 8, 1959.
4. Montana, Revised Codes (1947), sec.

6*401.

3. Ibid.. sec. 41*701.
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b# given preferenclel treatment la all bulldlnga constructed
under the auspices of the state government•” Therefore all
contracts calling for interior plywood sheeting must contain
m provision that "prices being e<pial» the erecting con*
tractor and successful bidder sRjst use the product produced
by Montana union labor for the Foison Plywood Company in
such Wilding or structure.**

All architects preparing plans

are directed to include in their plans and specifications
"materials made by the Foison Plywood Company of Montana
where such materials may be reasonably satisfactory for the
purpose for which they are proposed.** The Board has approved
a similar resolution requiring that copper be given pre*
ferentiel treatment.^
.

Change orders after the contract is issued are the
cause of much concern.

Governor Bonner stated that it was

especially important to look carefully at change orders# for
it was here that the state lost money end that the con*
tractors made their extra money.

2

The original contract is awarded on the basis of com*
petitlve bidding# but a change order is the result of

1.

Examiners# March 24, 1958.

2.

Interview with John W» Bonner# August 13# 1959.
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bargainlns in a cleeed market.

Change» in his original

plans ara always costly to the contractor, so he passes
the extra cost on to the o%mer.

If a deduction is made, the

contractor still hargains to keep the profit he would have
made if the change order had not been issued.

Contributing

to change orders are such factors as Insufficient con*
sidération by institution heads, architects, and supervisory
per^rmeli changes in equipment and placc^aat (sometimes
resulting from the development of new equipment) | and the
architectes (baissions and errors*^
Certainly the desires of the various people connected
with the construction of a building tend to increase the
number of change orders.

The president of an institution

is desirous of seeing a building as well equipped and well
adapted to his needs as possible.

If the president has

extra funds, he may find it to his advantage to request a
change order, even if the cost is higher than it would have
been if Included in the original contract.

The contractor

receives a profit from the increase or retains the profit

1. An excellent discussion of the problem of change orders
in educational buildings is included in Frank H. Mlsner,
Extra
Incidental C o s t in the traction of ^cbo.ol
Buildings (^Teachers Colleae. Golumbia University Contri
butions to Education,** Ko. 624, Kew York; Bureau of Pub
lications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1934).
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demplt* the decrease* so he does not object to change orders*
The architects receive a percentage ©£ any Increase* but
their contract requires payment lor service rendered* even
11 plans are later abandoned by the owner.
Consequently* the Board receives many change orders.
The orders* usually signed by the contractor* architect* and
a representative of the institution* are given to Martin
Kelly, who checks them and passes them on to the Board.

The

change orders for the State Laboratory Building amounted to
$155*000 or 18.9 per cent of the original contract.^

The

Board on one occasion approved change orders which were
originally bid on as alternates* but not accepted at the
time the contract was awarded.

Some of the change orders

were for amoimts greater than the original alternate bid*
^ e to increased costs.^

However* recently the Board denied

a request for change orders which were originally bid as
alternates.

The change orders were requested at the same

price as the original alternate bid.

The Board ruled that

since the bids had been opened approximately five i^r.ths
earlier too mxch. time had elapsed to allow the acceptance*

1. Examiners, December 29, 1958. The federal government*
in the spending of Hill*Burton money placed a flat limit of
15 per cent on change orders for buildings. Examiners*
September 13* 1955.
2.

Examiners* May 12* 1954.
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and tha project» would have to be rcadvertlsed even though
It ml^t coat more money. ^
Except for thla denial of alternates, there la only
one instance of the denial of a change order by the Board
between 1954 and August 1959.

The Board disapproved a cha

order which would have substituted wooden windows for alum
Inum windows In duplex housing at Warm Springs, allowing
the state a credit of $2,300.

A week later the contractor

met with the Board to protest the denial.

The contractor

pointed out that the alumlnma windows cost $2,309 m t e and
also required the contractor to furnish the trim for the
windows at a personal cost of $2,531.30.

The State Hos*

pltal Wslness manager and the architect had agreed to the
change, but the Board preferred the aluminum windows becau
there would be tu> need to paint or to maintain them,^

Pavment to contractors
The contractor is paid on the tenth of each month.

H

receives 90 per cent of the value of labor and materials 1
corporated in the m t k and of materials suitably stored at
the site, less the aggregate of previous payments.

Upon

1.

Examiners, April 8, 1959,

2,

Examiners, February 3, 1958 and February 8, 1958.
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eubstantial conplctlon of the work, the contractor la paid
the 10 per cent which haa been withheld.

The Soard hag

willingly approved payment of more than 90 per cent whenever
requested by the contractor, so long as the bonding company
agreed to the payment,^

If the contractor Is operating on

borrowed money, he may assign his payments to his creditors.
Before receiving final payment, the contractor must submit
evidence satisfactory to the architect that all payrolls,
material bills, and other Indebtedness connected with the
work have been paid*
If the œntracting company defaults on the contract,
the bonding company is required to finish the construction.
In such a case all remaining payments, including the final
payments, are made to tha bonding company as It completes
the project.

Supervision of Construction
The architect is often regarded as the agent of the
state for supervision, but as is stated in his contract, his
supervision is only general and is definitely distinguished
from the day to day supervision received from a elerk-of-the-

works.

The Board of Examiners has not hired a olerk*o£-the-

1. See for example. Examiners, October 5, 1950, April 28,
1955, and August 30, 1956.
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works for some
Concerning the clerk*of*tbo«works* role, the Kaeem*
chuectts Covemor* e Committee to Study School Construction
Costs observed in 1955 that;
‘
This continuous Inspection is especially important
for the pouring of concrete foundations, walls and
floors, the replacement of reinforcing steel, the
laying of brick and block and all other processes
where improper workmanship and materials can be
concealed in such manner as to prevent subsequent
detection.Z
The losses likely to be suffered if a public building
project proceeds without a qualified clerk«of*the*works
were described by the 1953 Massachusetts «Little lîoover Com
mission* as follows;
In such circumstances a contractor working under a
lump sum contract is inevitably tempted to cut many
corners during the course of construction; further,
be is invited to take his chances as low bidder with
knowledge that, in the absence of adequate super
vision, he can probably add to the contractus profit
from change-order requests approved while the project
is going along. Sometimes the designer too is an
indirect b^eflciary of these circumstances, since
he is not required to give the project the same
supervisory time and attention demanded for the same
fee in the case of private projects on which a
competent clerk*of-the*wqrks is «maployed and the
supervision is enacting.3

1. Under Governor Ford the Board of Examiners hired super
intendents of construction for particular jobs. Interview
with Sam C. Ford, Kerch 24, 1959.
2. Quoted in Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Feoort Submitted
by the Lejg^islative Research Council mi#tive^_School pmstruetion MetWds and Costs
,Uniform ArchitA.c_tural Fling.
i0 , 675, February 26, 1Ô5Ô, p. 97.
Senate Ko
3. Commonwealth of Massachusetts, House.of Representatives
No. 2575 of 1953* p. 26, quoted in Commonwealth of Massachu-
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The Board of examinera Itself supervises little.

At

tomey General Mderson explains that neither he nor any
other member of the Board, nor any member of past Boards,
had any experience In construction, so there mas no sense
looking at the buildings because the members could not te
whether the building was being properly constructed or noi
Governor Aronson stoutly maintains that he has a better
knowledge of the problems of constructing buildings than
anybody who has ever been on the Board of Examiners*^

In

last five years the Board has made only nine inspection t:

«

to state Institutions.^

Supervision of construction Is thus left to the Boar*
of Examiners' staff.
Inspector.

Henry Evans Is the state's building

The 1955 Board asked Evans and îiartln Kelly t(

make regular reports to the Board on building constructloi
Evans made many inspections and the Board adopted his rec<
mandations.

The present Board is not entirely in agreemei

as to his duties.

Attorney General Anderson states that I

duties of the staff of the Board of Examiners are not to

setts, Benort Submitted M. the leflsletlve,Research Counci
Relative to School Con struct ion methods and_..Cojgt_t endlUnij
Architectura1 Flans. p. 197.

1.

Interview with Attorney General Forrest Anderson, Jun<

2.

Interview with Governor J. Hugo Aronson, March24, 19!

3.

Examiners, 1954 • August 10, 1959, nasftlffl.

4.

Examiners, July 1, 1955.
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Inspect construction of new buildings, bat rather to inspi
the plants of Institutions and recommend repair or replac
The Attorney General states that the building Inspector li
just a "screen door carpenter" who does not have the qxiall
floations for inspecting buildings.^

Evans, a building contractor for twenty years, was
hired In 1955 and the improvement In the Board’s Inspectlc
procedure was Imaedlately reflected In the minutes.

Evanj

traveled widely around the state, inspecting construction
work.

Time after time, he reported to the Board examples

of poor construction which the architects had not eupervl:
For more than three years (1935-1953), the Board accepted
Evans* suggestions without question*

Evans recommended

several times that payments to contractors and architects
withheld until corrections had been made in the construct!
Each time, the Board withheld the payments and Evans re
ported later that the construction was being done properl}
end that the architect was supervising closely.

On two

recent occasions the Board has rejected Evans* recommandât
In September, 1958, Evans reported that the Dining
l^all Building at the Orphans' Home at IVln Bridges was not
being properly constructed.

1.

Interior walls and partition!

Examiners, February 24, 1959,
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were In had shape, tile was not laid properly, the terras
floor was cracked, the cutsice walls were cracked, and tl
laminated beams were scarred,

Ivans recommended that psj

meats to the construction company be wltîîhcld until the c
dltlons were corrected.

The 2oard approved the recommen-

dation;^ however, twelve days later the Attorney General
stated that after calling tha architect by telephone, he
satisfied that there was a misunderstanding, and moved tb
payment not be stopped as reconsneaded by Evans*

The Boar

approved the motion without discussing the matter with
Evans*

2

The construction of a dormitory at the Gtate Tralnln
School at Eoulder has also caused many problems*
several reports of poor work on the building.

Evans m

Finally, 1

November 1957, a meeting was held with Evans and L. J* Ka
representative of the architectural firm of J* G* Link an
Company,

Evans recommended that some floors in the build

be t o m out and replaced, because the concrete was cracks
and broken.

Karau advised the Board that this type of me

teri&l Is expected to crack and that a bonding is put ove
Che concrete before the tile Is laid*

1*

Examiners, September 4, 1953.

2.

Examiners, September 16, 195S*

Governor Aronson
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adisitted that after looking over the floor he would reconaend
that tha floor be t o m out.

Lvana also advised the Eoard

that the belltower was not well constructed, bein^ held to
gether only by **a few screws.”

Karau replied that the ma

terial used was called for in the architect’s specifications
and tliat nothing could be don® to remedy the situation.

Tim

discussion ended without the Board accepting Zvans’ recomaaendation.^

Later, a legislative committee reported that

they had found the building very unsatisfactory, mentioning
that the unevenness in the floors could be seen vltlmut a
straight edge.2
In regard to inspection of construction by its staff the
Board has definitely adopted the philosophy of Attorney
General /uiderson, who states, ”I pay attention to the archi
tects,” end ”1 would not take th@ word of a maintenance
engineer who knows no more about buildings than I do and that
isn’t much.

Public .BuildlRj: M2na.r6r.eat
After the building is constructed end accepted, the
Board of Examiners still has various responsibilities.

1.

Examiners, November 27, 1957.

2.

Examiners, February 24, 1959.

3.

Examiners, February 24, 1959.
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Board wuit accept the building, and arrange for landacapi]
insurance, and repairs.

In some eases the Board retains

control of the building.
Before a building is accepted, the Board has Henry
Evans inspect It.

Evans makes a minute inspection of the

building with the architect and contractor.
reports, the Board accepts the building.

After Evans

The formal aceei

may be at a dedication ceremony.
The Board has taken the responsibility for the land
scaping around the Capitol and at some of the Institutioni
Herman Krogman, Helena landseaper, was hired by the Board
to draw plans for landscaping around the Mitchell building
the Tuberculosis Sanitarium,^ and the Orphans* Home.^ Mr,
Krogman was under contract to do the landscaping of the Si
Laboratory Building and the regular spring planting of
flowers on the Capitol grounds when he passed away on i'tay
1959,

The work was assumed by his widow.^
The Board of Examiners insures the state's buildings

against fire and damage.

Before 1954 the entire policy w<

carried by stock companies.

The state had one co-lnsuran<

1,

Examiners, February 1,

1934,

2.

Examiners, February 24, 1954,

3,

Examiners, December 20, 1956.

4.

Examiners, May

7, 1959.
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policy, ^Iviaj 93 per cent coverage.

Tue incuring cax.pcny

reinsured with ell stock companies licensed la tiie state in
proportion to the enount of preciua and license tsuas tliat
they paid.

The earned coirniission was divided equally a*uong

the stock coapany agents of the state.

In 1954 after a

long, protracted discussion, lasting more than a month, the
Board decided that instead of taking one policy, it would
take two policies, one with the stock companies and one with
the mutual companies, on a ratio of nine to one respectively*
this being the ratio of taxes paid by the two types of com
panies,

Attorney General Arnold Olsen had argued strongly

for this plan and eventually Governor Aronson agreed with
him.

Secretary of Gtate Gam I'-itchcll consistently opposed

the change of policy.^
tliese policies were renewed in 1957 for three more
years.

The agent* s commission is divided equally among all

licensed fire insurcnca agents in the state, amounting to
about fifteen dollars per agent per year.

At the present

time, the premium paid by the state for the stock company
policy la $.546 per $100 of insurable value; that for the
mutual companies la $.439 per $100 of Insurable value.

The

stock company rate, set by a standard rating bureau, is based

I.

Examiners, June 2, 1954, to July 2, 1954.
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on all the bulldlnz# owned by the state*

The rate for the

(sratual companies is the same, but the mutual companies allow
a deviation in the rate rather than making their usual re
bate at the end of the year.

The state has been using a

three year prepaid policy in the past, but is now shifting
to a five year annual deferred premium payment plan.

The

prepaid policy provided the state with 3 years of Insurance
coverage for 2,8 years of premium payments.

Under the annual

deferred premium payment plan there is no reduction in premium
but legislative appropriation problems are eased, since the
Assembly must appropriate at any particular session only
money sufficient to pay the premium for two years rather than
three.

From 1948 to 1957 the state paid out $765,321,96

in premiums and collected $303,517,35 in losses, a 40 per
cent collection ratio.

The state had a total of 138 losses

during this period,^ William Fitzsimmons, former clerk of
the Hoard, estimated that from 1930 to 1954 losses had been
about one-third of premiums,^
Appraisals on state property are made by E, J. Decker
of the Inteitaountaln Appraisal Company of Helena,

Decker,

1. Examinera, June 2, 1934 and interview with Lester Hansen,
Board of Examiners insurance clerk, August 28, 1939.
2,

Examiners, June 2, 1954,
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formerly vice-president of irc’Clnnon-X'cclcer Construction Com
pany » receives $.75 per every $1>000 of replacement costs
as his fee for appralslnr;.^

Decker was first hired In 1954

by Governor Aronson and Attorney General

Olsen,

2

The Board of examiners has accepted the problem of
building repair and renovation -- & time-consuming matter,
since the state has so many buildings.

The same procedure

is followed as for original construction, with an architect
being appointed, bids being invited, and contracts being
a «carded.

One of the primary problems in connection with

public buildings has been the failure of any agency to take
responsibility for the repair of the buildings.

For quite

some time after Henry Evens was hired, the minutes indicate
that he checked state buildings and found many repairs
needed.

îhich of the problem of repair and maintenance has

revolved around boilers for heating systems.

The Board now

has a contract with E. J. Mueller, of Mueller Engineering
Company of Butte, covering Inspection of all heating equipment
at state institutions with the exception of the State Uni
versity and the State College.

The Board pays Mueller $5,000

a year.

1, Interview with Lester Hansen, Insurance Clerk, Board of
Examiners, August 28, 1959.
2. Examiners, June 11* 1954,
was absent.

Secretary of State Mitchell
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The Board of Exarctners directly controls

Capitol

Building, Sacm Mitchell Building, and Poplar Arrory, and exer-»
clses Indirect control of the renalnlng buildings In the
capitol group with the exception of the Highway Commiegion
Building*

The Board is responsible for maintenance, reno

vation and assignment of office space in the buildings they
control.
space*

The Board members personally assign the office
Since there are numerous offices in the Capitol and

frecpjent changes, the Board members occupy much of their
time inspecting office space and refusing or granting re
quests to move into new offices*

Summary
the Doard of examiners as a construction authority suf
fers from most of the faults attributable to ex officio
boards.

The board members# who have sufficient duties to

keep them busy, are forced to sit through tedious bid open
ings, in which the teclmical decisions are laade by others,
and to assign office space*

As busy officials they give

only casual attention to their ex officio duties, approving
some plans and specifications without opening then*

The

Board obviously desires to control the selection of archi
tects, but has little interest in exercising close super
vision over construction.

The members are not chosen because

they have special abilities in constructing buildings, but
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because they received the highest number of votes for &
political office*

As some of the members frankly admit,

they know practically nothing about construction*
Executive officials avoid responsibility by hiding
behind the actions of the board.

Governor Aronson maintains

publicly that he is hamstrung by the two-member Democratic
majority, but rarely is a *XC** vote recorded in the minutes.
Attorney General Anderson describes the Board as seriously
in need of professional advice, but admits that the Board
has never asked the legislature to appropriate the money
needed to hire such personnel*
Without question, the members of the Board approach
their duties with a view to promoting their own political
advantage#

The Board has declared that the Toison Plywood

Company, the largest employer of voters in Lake County,
should be given preferential treatment*

Selection of archi

tects is based, at least to a certain extent, on partisan
political support.
The Governor, wlio is supposed to be the chief executive,
has no power whatsoever if the Attorney General and the
Gecretary of State agree upon matters.

Architects for state

buildings are selected without considering the Governor’s
opinion.

Confronted with such solidarity, the Governor is

not even in a position where he can "log-roll* with the
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other memberm.
Legleletlve criticlem hae been bipertisea end frequent#
A 1951 tegleietive Assembly epeelel Investigeting committee
noted the "highly Irregular" procedure la the conetruetlon
of the Administration building at ^ r t h e m Montana College.^
The Keorganlasatlon Commission suggested that there be a wider
distribution of work among the state* s architectural firms.
A bipartisan committee in 1955 found supervision of the con*
struction of the Pioneers* and Veterans* Memorial Building
"sadly lacking."^ A 1959 eomlttee investigating the
Governor’s Mansion found that the Board of Examiners had
approved "grandiose plans" and expenditures "far In excess
of the amount intended by the Legislature*"^ Euch constant
criticism and the condition of the state’s buildings leads
one inevitably to the conclusion that the Board of Examiners
has established a poor adhiinistrative record*

1*

"Havre Report*

p* 7*

2* Montana^ Legislative Assembly* Senate* Senate Journal
of the Thirty^fourth Législative
of
^tontana^ ■Held a t .Helena, the Seat o f ^ v e p m e n U f |ali
State...

anuarv

1955. and lndWx_MA%s^h_3^%955

(Oope ÿ Bed# /0 P# 4&0e
3. Montana* Legislative Assembly* House of Representatives *
Special House Committee of the 36th Legislative Assembly*
1959, "Report of Special Committee to Investigate the
Governor’s Mansion," p* 2# (Mimeographed.)
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Som« observerf may claim that tha soliiitlcn la the
aeleetlon of more qualified administrator#. It appears,
however, that a good administrative record would be es*
tabllehed la spite of the ex officio board, rather than
because of It,
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CHANTER V
THE $5,000,000 BCBO DISPUTE*»
The Allocation of Funds

Because state buildings are usually constructed to
serve educational, eleemosynary, and correctional insti*
tutions, or to house the operating agencies of state govern*
ment, their functions are to serve the people and various
economic interests.

A strong public or economic interest

Inevitably leads to political pressures in the location and
construction of buildings.

Any state agency constructing

buildings must be aware of these economic interests and
must be capable of handling public pressures*
The division of the executive branch of state govern*
ment into various semi*independent agencies results in the
representation of differing political interests and, often
a loss of coherent policy.

If two state agencies, each

representing strong interests, differ on decisions regarding
public buildings, a struggle for power results.

The 1949*

1951 battle between the Board of Examiners and the Board of
Education over the allocation of $5,000,000 for buildings
at the various University units is an excellent example
123
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of much A struggle.

This account of the battle shows the

effect of public and political pressures placed on the Board
of Examiners and also illustrates the difficulty of action
In a divided executive department.

The problems of building

design and finance and the Importance of control of a physical
plant are also explained.

Lastly the account illustrates

in detail the preparations necessary before bids may be
called for construction of a building.
Briefly, here Is the story of the fight.

In November

1943, voters approved a $5,000,000 bond Issue for construe»
tion of buildings at the six units of the University of
Montana.

The Board of Education recoresended a division of

the moneys among the units.

The Board of Examiners adopted

a different allocation, increasing the amounts for ^ r t h e m
Montana College and Eastern Montana College of Education
and reducing the amounts for the State University, the State
College, and Western Montana College of Education.

Before

construction of any buildings had begun a taxpayer's suit
enjoined the Board of Examiners from spending the swney.
Strong public pressures were exerted against the two boards.
The struggle continued until the 1951 legislative session,
when a compromise was finally adopted.
dispute is included as Appendix D.

A chronology of the

The results of the fight

were serious; the president of Northern Montana College was
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fired{ the Chancellor of the University system resigned and
the Chancellorship was abolished

Inflation reduced the

number of buildings that could be constructed; expected
foundation grants for research were cancelled; units of the
University system were threatened with removal of accredit
ation and the state was divided into warring sections.

This

chapter and chapter VI will be devoted to a detailed dis
cussion of this struggle*

Enactment of Bill
On February 9, 1947» House Bill Humber 406 %mtt intro
duced by Representative Cry Armstrong (lUFlathead) and Repre
sentative David James (D-liberty)» the majority floor leader
and minority floor leader respectively* of the House of
Representatives*

The bill would have authorised a bond issue

of $7*500*000 for constructing and equipping necessary
buildings and other permanent improvements at all of the
state institutions* Including the educational* penal* cor
rectional* administrative, and custodial institutions.^

1.

K4>ntana* Legislative Assembly* House of Representatives*

House Journal o f the T h ir tie th L e iiif
S tate; o O io n ta n a . He.ld a t

g.

pf Said State.
end ..littdAaa
I'larch 6th. 1947 (Helena. Montanat State Publishing Co.*
n*d.>* p. 301. Hereafter cited as Hoyse.. Journal by year.
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The bill pass«d the Hbuse by a vote of seventy«^two to four
on February Zl.^

After being attended by the Senate Judiciary

Committee the bill provided for a bond issue of $5,000,000
for constructing and equipping necessary buildings and
other permanent improvmaenta at the six units of the Uni*
varsity of biontana.^

The amended bill passed the Senate

forty*five to four,^

Since the bond issue was to be

financed by a property tax levy, an affirmative vote of
taxpayers was required.
Referendum 52, as the W n d issue came to be known, was
approved by the people on îîovember 2, 1943, by a vote of
73,601 for, to 49,621 against.

Strongest support for the

bill came from the High Line,^ a group of twelve countiea
east of the continental divide and north of the Missouri
River, served and traversed
and U.S. Highway 2*

the Great Northern Railroad

Northern Montana College is located

on the High Line at Havre in Hill County.

1.

The High Line

Ibid.. p. 483.

2. Montana, Legislative Assembly, Senate, Senate Journal
of.the ...Thirtieth .LesiiBlative .&s^#My_o f
..1$47..
(Helena, !^ntanatState Publishing Co., n.d.), pp. 540*42.
Hereafter cited as Senate Journal by year.
3.

Ibid.. p. 563.

4.

Also spelled Hi*Line.
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counties of Glacier» Fondera, Toole, Liberty, Hill, Blaine,
Phillips, Valley, Daniels, Sheridan, and Roosevelt gave
the bond issue a 63 per cent affirmative vote; in the rest
of the state only 59*5 per cent of the voters approved the
bond issue*

The seven counties In the state which approved

the bond issue by a margin of approximately two to one or
better included the High Line counties of Blaine, Glacier,
Rill, Pondera, Toole, and Valley, plus the county of Yellow*
stone, site of Eastern Montana Kormal School.

The bond

Issue lost in ten counties Including Ravalli, Mineral,
Sanders, and Granite, four of the seven counties which bor*
der Missoula County, home of the State University.^

The

other six counties In which the bond issue failed were in
the southeastern part of the state, Carter, Fallon, Garfield,
KcCone, Powder River and Wibaux.^

Referendum 32 became ef*

fectlve by virtue of the Governor's proclamation on December
3, 1943.^
1. The other three counties bordering Missoula County,
Flathead, Lake, and Fowell, all had narrow margins in support
of the bond issue. The bond issue passed In Missoula County
by a margin of only 60.6 per cent, surprisingly low in view
of the fact that the State University was expected to receive
the largest amount for buildings from the bond Issue.
2. All election statistics are from Ellis L. Waldron, %ntana
Politics Since 1864 (Missoula, Montana: Montana State Uni*
versity Press, 193% p. 336.
3. Montana, Legislative Ass«nbly, Laws.. Je.solu.t.i.gn.8 and
Ke^rials of the .State of ,
^lontma„PAgAc4...by_th.e...mrtT^f.Lr^
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Board of Education Action
The State &)ard o£ Education, conaiating o£ three elec«
tlve officiate^ Republican Govenu»y Sam. C» Ford* Democratic
Attorney General R.V. Bottomly* and Republican Superin
tendent of Public Instruction Elizabeth Ireland* and eight
appointive lay members * met in Helena on December 13 and
14* 1948.

The presidents of the six units of the University

system had presented to dttancellor George A. Selke a total
of twelve million dollars In requests for building funds.
Meeting with the Chancellor* the presidents cut their re
quests to their **minim%m" figures* which still totalled over
eight million dollars* three million more than the bond
issue provided.^

Chancellor Selke recommended that the

Board of Education divide the money in the following manner
UNIT

LOCATION

Montana State University
Montana State College
Montana School of Mines
)k>ntana State Normal College
Eastern ^k»ntana Normal School
Wrthern î-îontana College

Missoula
Bozeman
Butte
Dillon
Billings
Havre

AMOmT

$1*750*000
1*600*000
300*000
200*000
550,000
600*000

legislative Ameemblv In Reyular Session.■■..Held,.,at .Helena, the

1. Great Falls Tribune. December 14* 1943,
to as Tribune by date.
2.

Tribune. July S, 1949.

Hereafter referred

Since many different ailecatima
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Stnce the requests were so high the Board of Education
decided to ask the 1949 Legislative Assembly for an appro
priation of over three million dollars for capital outlay
from the surplus in the state's general fund. The Board
recommended the following allocation of funds for the six
units from the bond issue and from the surplus in the
general fundj^
m i
Montana State University
Montana State College
Montana ScWol of Mines
Montana State Normal College
Eastern Montana State Normal
Setvjol
Northern ^^ntana College

BOND ISSUE

GENERAL FUND

$1,900,000
1,700,000
325.000
275.000

$1,150,000
1,050,000
150.000
150.000

300.000
300.000

200.000

400,000

The Board of Education felt that the Missoula and Boreman
cmapuses were already woefully short of facilities as
measured by modem accrediting standards and would be called
upon to handle new peaks in enrollment aWut 1960,^
The legislature, meeting in January and February of
1949, appropriated one million dollars of the more than three
million dollars requested by the Board of Education, the

were proposed, a simaary of all allocations is included as
Appendix E*
1, Board of Education Minutes, December 13, 14, 1943» Here
after referred to as Education by date or page number.
2» Tribune. September 11, 1949.
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money appropriated was designated for specific repairs, the
purchase of special equipment, or the improvement of grounds*
Tha amounts appropriated were as follows;^
m

BOARD OF EDUCATION

i

EEgUEST
^lontana State University
Montana State College
Montana School of Mines
Western Montana College
of Education*
Eastern Montana College
of Education
Northern Mtont&na College

AMOUNT
APFr-CPRIATED

$1,150,000
1,050,000
150.000

$300,000
320.000
43.000

150.000

114.000

220.000
400,000

138.000
85.000

1^4rd„Q f_^am lja.er.i.,.Actlon

On January 23, 1949, the Attorney General, replying to
a request from the clerk of the Board of Examiners, gave an
official opinion concerning the procedures to he followed
regarding the $5,000,000 bond

issue.3

a# stated that it

would he necessary for the legislative Assembly then meeting
to pass some executing legislation before any bonds could
be issued by the Board of Examiners.

1.

M o n t & n a g i o s . . pp. 599-608.

2. The
Western
Montana
College
3.

The Attorney General

name of Montana State Normal School was changed to
Montana College of Education and the name of Eastern
State Normal School was changed to Eastern Montana
of Education by the 1949 legislature.

Mr>ntana, Attorney General, report _of_J:he Attorney General of
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said that the legislature had plainly intended a cotr.plete
delegation of the responsibility of the Issuance of the bonds
to the Board of Examiners.

Ke concluded that the detercnl*

nation of the need and the computation of the amount needed
was the sole responsibility of the Board of Examiners.

He

quoted from a section of the bond issue act which stated in
part:
All monies derived from the issuance and sale of the
bonds*..shall constitute « special fund for the con
struction and equipping of necessary buildings.•.as
in the opinion of the Board of Examiners is neces
sary for the proper maintenance and support of the
said state institutions. Such moneys..«shall be
disbursed by the State Treasurer.,.pursuant to the
orders of tne State Board of Examiners.^
The Attorney General compared the bond issue act with
Initiative Measure number 19* 1920* which concerning the
distribution of funds for the construction of buildings* had
specifically provided that tlie Board of Education should
make the determination of necessity.

BUs concluded that

whereas previous measures had specifically stated that
allocations should be made by the legislature or by the
Board of Education; in contrast this measure provided only
for the opinion of the Board of Examiners* and that therefore*

the State o.f_ijontana. .damg.pr. ,.3^
(Helena* ^U>ntana: kaegele Irlnting Co.* n.d.), pp. l>-23.

1.

I M i * . P- I®-
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the Ko&rd of iùxaTalncrs hcd fall power of allocation.

The

House Appropriations Committee subsequently introduced the
necessary executing legislation and it was adopted in the
nouse by a vote of sixty-seven to ene^ and in the Senate
forty-nine to rero.^

The Board of Examiners, on April 21, 1949, with Governor
Bonner and Secretary of State Mitchell present, selected
Russell Smith, Missoula attorney, to take charge of a law
suit to establish the legality of the Issuance of the bonds
for the $5,000,000*3

Bond buyers refuse to bid on bonds

until the state Supreme Court has declared the enacting lew
constitutional*

Mr* W i t h «forked with Mitchell and Pershing,

bond attomies of Kew York, regarding the bond issue test
suit*^

W i t h arranged for a taxpayer*s suit which was

brought by E* W* Thomas against the Board of examiners and
submitted to the bupreme Court on June 15, 1949.

Mr. a,mith

argued the case orally for the taxpayer, and assistant

1*

House Jmirnal. 1949. pp. 402-403.

2#

senate Journal. 1949. p. 379.

3. Board of Examinexs Minutes, April 21, 1949.
referred to as Examiners by date.
4*

Hereafter

Examiners, May 16, 1949 and May 25, 1949.
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Attorney General H.D. Carmichael argued for the Board of
Examiner»,

The c&ee vas decided on June 24, 1949, with all

five members of the court agreeing that the bonds were legal
and proper.1

:'r. Smith's fee of 4750 for conducting the

case against the state was evidently paid out of the Chan
cellor* « funds,^

long range planning
The Board of Examiner* met with architect John Paul
Jones of Seattle, Washington, on April 8 , 1949.

Kr. Jones

had been ^aployed by the Board of Examiners in 1946 to pre
pare plans for the campuses of the various units of the
University of ^k)ntana.

He had made a two-year study of the

needs of the Institutions, conferring with the various
presidents and building committees.^

The Board approved

his plans, which called for fifty new buildings at four of
the units of the University system.

The cost of the pro

gram was estimated at $25,000,000 to ®30,000,000 In the next
twenty-five to thirty years.

Plans were presented for the

State University, State College, Eastern S^ntsna College of
Education, and îlorthem Montana College.

1.

Tho-ras v.

2.

Examiners, June 20, 1949.

3.

Examiners, April 8 , 1949.

Fo plans were

of Eyp-nlrcrs et. al., 122 Mont. 564.
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presented for the r.chool of

Ines or ..estcrn ion tana College
enroll'i.&nt or equip

of rducation because no £.rcat c h a r I n

ment vas anticipated for cither of these schools.^

Hoard of rdvcation "eafftrngtlon
The Board of Education held it# regular quarterly
meeting in Helena on April 11 and 12.

Because there vere

four new member» on the Board» it was ruinored that the Board
might change its recommandations for the distribution of the
building fund.

Governor John W. Bonner, Attorney General

Arnold H. CIsen, and Superintendent of Public Instruction
I'lary M, Condon, all Democrats, had been elected in November,
1943.

Governor Bonner had appointed Mrs. P. H. Pctro of

Miles City to replace Carl L. Erattin, w W s e term had ex
pired. ^

ether members of the Board were Dr. E. J. Kiley,

Helena; Victor Weber, Deer Lodge; G. M, Brandborg, Hamilton;
Mrs. Agnes Ulltaan, Big Timber; Charles S, Bald^v*in, Kalispell;
G. A. Bosley, Great Falls; and George Lund, Reserve.

Covemor

Bonner requested that the Board of Education make recom
mendations to the Board of Examiners.

After lengthy dis

cussion, the Hoard of Education concurred in the December,
1948, Board of Education allocation, adding a proviso that

1.

Tribune. April 9, 1949.

2.

Tribune. April 9, 1949.
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the Jioard o£ Lxa*iitiiere mtj^ht take not more than :^lOO,OCO
from western Kontana College at Ltllon for use where It
would do the greatest good for the greatest naaiber*

The

record shows tliat this motion was approved by all members
of the hoard except ilary Condon and Victor Weber*^

Arnold

Cl sen stated In 1953 however, that he voted **Ho^ on this
motion.^

Board of Examinera Allocation
lîontanans were anxiously awaiting the action of the
Board of Examiners regarding the allocation of the $5,000,000.
Chancellor Eelke was In Europe, having been granted a va
cation of six to eight weeks and having accepted a special
mission for the Ü* a* War Department*

In a letter to the

members of the Board of Education he stated.
The Board of Examiners have the responsibility of de
termining the improvements that are to be made by the
funds obtained from the sale of these bonds* The
amounts allocated to each unit...may [be] announced
by*..July*3
The three Democratic members of the Board of Examiners
made their allocation on June 30, 1949} the Board considered

1.

Education, .^prll 11 and 12, 1949.

2.

Interview with Arnold CIsen, August ^ , 1959.

3.

Education, p. 5389.
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the rccoramendatlons of Chancellor Selke to the Board of
Education

and theallocations recommended bythat board*

The Exa-^lners

discussed these allocations, but

concluded

that inasmuch as the legislature had decided that the Board
of Examiners should make the distribution to the aix units,
neither of the recommendations was binding*

The Examiners*

vananimous allocation was

bk>ntana State University
Montana State College
^^ntana School of Mines
Western Montana College
of Education
Eastern Montana College
of Education
Kor t h e m Montana College

BOARD OF
EXA^MIKERS

BOARD OF
EDUCATICIÏ

AU.OCATICN

RECC.T.ET'DATIC:'!

$1,500,000
1,300,000
325,000

$1,900,000
1,700,000
325,000

75,000

275,000

600,000
1,200,000

300,000
500,000

The net effect of the action of the Board was to take
$400,000 each from the reconrocndatlona for the State Uni
versity and the State College and $200,000 from the recom
mendation for Western Montana College of Education and to
raise the recommended allocations for Eastern Montana Col
lege of Education by $300,000 and î-iorthem :"k>ntana College
by $700,000*

Board members explained that the increase

for the riavre institution was to permit completion of the

1,

Examinera, Jane 30, 1349.
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new classroom and administration bulltllno, on which
$400,000 in work was then under

way.^

Two_ sets, O f t e »
The events %fhich transpired at that meeting have since
been in dispute.

Two accounts of the meeting are included

in the minutes of the Board of Examiners.

The first account,

signed by Arnold Clsen and Sam Mitchell, was prepared by
Clerk Williaia Fitrsiaunons, who had been writing the minutes
for more than twenty years.

This account indicates that

the Board discussed the allocations and that the Board was
unanimous in its agreements.

The second account is entitled,

**Minutes Prepared by Covernor Bonner and Submitted for
Copying in Minutes, bept. 2, 1949," (the meeting took place
on June 30) and is signed by Governor Bonner.

This account

of the minutes indicates that there was no discussion of
the allocation and that Governor Benner voted "KO" on the
allocation for K o r t h e m Montana College, "AYE" on the allo
cation for the iachool of Mines, "AV~" on the allocation for
Eastern Montana College of Education, "CO" on the allocation
for Cestern .ontana College of Education, "HO" on the allo
cation for the State College, and "KG" on the allocation for

1.

Independent Record (Helena), June 30, 1949
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the Stete Untvcrrtty.

After the votes

been tahcn, this

account states that, ’’the Covernor then said to let the
record shov that the vote of the Eoard be considered unani*
raous as to the allocations,”

C o v e m o r Tonner later stated

that when he asked for discussion on the allocations, Secre
tary of State Mitchell reached in his pocket, pulled out a
piece of paper and, using figures written thereon as a basis,
made the motions for the allocations.^

Attorney General

Clsen stated In 1959 that the allocation was arrived at
during the meeting and that the Board discussed the allo
cations.

He stated that Secretary of State Mitchell wanted

to cut the School of Mines allocation vdnile he (Olsen) felt
that the School of Mines should receive more.

Mr. Mitchell

wanted to cut entirely the allocation to Western Montana
College of Education, but finally an agreement was reached,
Olsen stated that Governor Bonner dldn* t know what he wanted
to do, but that essentially he didn't want to hurt anyone's
feelings.

According to Olsen the first set of minutes are

correct,^

Governor Bonner stated in 1959 that he was taken

completely by surprise by the fact that Clean and Mitchell
had already reached an agreement and that he voted for their

1. Montana, legislative Assembly, Senate, ”havre" heport of
Senate Special Investigating Committee, Adopted î^'arch 1, 1951,
p. 34, (Mimeographed). Hereafter referred to as Havre Beport.
2.

Interview with Arnold Olsen, August 8 , 1959.
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recommendations in order to be able to move for reconsider
ation at a later time.^

while flaws can certainly be found

in the various explanations, it Is sufficient to say that
the decision of the Board on June 30 was unanimous.

Soon

thereafter Governor Bonner stated that he felt that the
Board would reconsider Its action,^ and two months later he
suggested that the Board of Examiners follow the recom
mendations of either Chancellor Selke or the Board of Edu
cation.^

Attorney General Olsen and Secretary of State

Mitchell, comprising a majority of the Board, continually
adhered to the original allocations.

Interpretations of Examiners Allocations
Why had not the Board accepted the recooenendation of
either Chancellor Selke or the Board of Education?

Cn what

basis did the Board of Examiners make its allocation?

Each

member of the Board of Examiners has given a different
reason for the decision.

In assessing the following ex

planations which Governor Bonner and Attorney General Clsen
give today, more than ten years later, it is important to

1.

Interview with John Bonner, August 13, 1959.

2.

Tribune. July 8 , 1949.

3.

Examinere, September 9, 1949.
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remember that Bonner and CIsen opposed each other in 1956
for the Democratic nomination for Covernor, which Olsen won
55,269 to 51,306 after a hotly fought primary campaign*
The dispute over the $5,000,000 bond issue also tended to
alienate the two men.

The explanations credited to Mitchell,

who died In 1955, were those reported In the press of 1949.
Explanation by Attorney Ceneral
CIsen
Attorney General Arnold Clsen stated In 1959 that
presidents of all the units of the University of Montana
talked with him about the allocations that were to be made
by the Board of ExasBlners.

Before the Board made Its allo

cation, he visited each of the units of the University
system, being the only member of the Board to do so.

%epre-

sentatives of the various units were eager to impress members
of the Board of Examiners with their need for buildings.
CIsen was selected as the Charter Day speaker at the state
University, and as the co^mnencement speaker at the State
College that year.^

Governor Bonner gave the commencement

address at Eastern Montana College of Education,*

Olsen was

especially impressed with the need for a plant at S^orthem

1,

Interview with Arnold CIsen, August 8 , 1959,

2.

Tribune. Montana Tarade. Juno 5, 1949,
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1
Idontana College.

I^orthern *'ontana College had been c«-

tabllshed by the i-eglelatlve /.e&c.nbly in 1913, but it was a
"phantoia college," without faculty or students until 1929.That year the legislature provided an appropriation for
operation of the school.

Senator W, T, Cowan of ilill County

led the fight for the appropriation, telling the legis
lature
We are asking for only what is our due.••Since the
creation of our school, which has not been able to
function.*.the people of the district in Northern
>k)ntana which it will serve have paid $3 ,000,000 in
taxes for the support of higher education in this
state....Our boys and girls, graduating from our
Northern Montana high schools, are entitled to
higher education advantages such as are given the
boys and girls in Western Montana. 2
The president of the school since its beglnnlnj in 192? was
Dr. Ojif H, Vende Bogart.

The first classes were held in

the Havre Junior High School,

In 1932 an abandoned brick

pumping station was remodeled and a frame second story was
added to give the school its first building. East Hall.

In

1933 three-story John J. Pershing Hall was constructed after
Havre residents hauled more than 200,000 bricks from rt. Assirmiboine to the campus.

Students raised money by popular sub

scription to finish the work.

The Women*® Residence Hall

1.

Interview with Arnold Olsen, August 8 , 1959.

2*

Hgvre Daily

. September 23, 1949.
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was constructed in 1936, financed by a lubllc ./orks Ad
ministration loan and grant.

/n abandoned dormitory on the

county farm was converted into the den*s residence Hall in
1941,

The Havre Chamber of Commerce donated $2,000 for

this building and local workers contributed labor for re
modeling,

An industrial arts building was opened In 1945j

a veterans* housing project was completed In 1946, and the
Student Union Building opened In 194*1,^

In 1949 the physi

cal plant was appraised at approximately one-half million
dollars, of which the State of Montana hadprovided
mately $32,700,^

approxi

The administrative offices of the college

were housed in the Havre High School Building In 1949, and
some classes were conducted there.

The library and some

classrooms were In the basement of the First Presbyterian
Church,^

Students going from one class to another often

had to walk more than eight blocks,^

In 1943 the college

did not have a gymnasium, auditorium, or library, and it
se es«» as M» « W» as ^

1.

Ibid.

2,

Havre Report, p, 25,

3, Havre Daily yevrs* September 23, 1943, Also see 'Jouge
Journal, 194ll p p . 469-471 for report of select comii.ittee
investigating situation at I'ort h e m .
4.

Education, p. 5795,
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did rot have on its carpus any

fireproof ciassroouis,^

As Havre residents pointed out, the tnivercity wanted a new

women* G ;^ymnasluqi, but Z'orthern Hon tana College had no gym.
nastura of its own for cither men or women*

The wtste Col

lege desired one or two new classroom buildings, but h o r t h e m
)*ortana College had never had one such building*

Ces tern

^ontana College of Education wanted a new auditorium but
Northern Hbntana College did not have even an old one*^
In its twenty years of existence the college at Havre
had been largely neglected by the rest of the state*

The

college was controlled by the Board of Education, but this
board had met at Havre only once during the entire twenty
year period*

Nevertheless, enrollment at Northern Ha>ntana

College for the year 1943-1949 was 394 students, and for
the year 1949-1950, 462 student®*^

Attorney General Arnold

Olsen maintained that since Havre had no physical plant,
enough money should be allocated to establish a plant.^

1* Second Amended Complaint in Intervention, Case of
Dorot'^v Cverturf v* ftgtg ^oprd of E m z i r e r s . Case Io* 21912,
Filed In Office of Clerk of Court, Lewis and Clark County,
Helena, Montana.
2.

Trlburn». September 21, 1949.

3*

Education, April 10*11, 1950.

4. Cecond A*nended Complaint in Intervention, Case of
Dorothy Overturf v. State Board of Cyamlncrs.
5*

Interview with Arnold Olsen, August 8 , 1959*
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£ x p l& îia tlo îiJ ? y Ck>verty?r Boimet;
To un4«rccand the explanation given by Governor John W,
Bonner, It 1« neceeeary to review the building situation at
K o r t h e m Montana College*

A general contract for con*

atructlon of an admlnlstratlon-classroom building at Havre
was awarded to McKinnon* Decker Construction Company, the
lowest of three bidders, on July 2, 1948*

The contractors

were obligated to furnish all materials and erect a com*
plated building within 360 calendar days*

Governor Sam C.

Ford, Attorney General &. V* Bottomly, and Secretary of
State Sam Mitchell were members of the Board of Examiners
at that time*

Fred Brinkman of Kallspell was the super*

vising architect*^

The contract called for the construction

of two floors of one wing of a building which would even*
tually be enlarged to a four*story building with an audl*
torlum attached*
Coverfx»r Bonner stated that the McKinnon*Decker Con*
structlon Company wanted to construct the entire four*story
building*

The larger the allocation given to K o r t h e m

Montana College, the larger would be the contract on which
KcKlnzu>n*Decker could bid*

Representatives of McKinnon*

Decker, eager to Increase the sire of the allocation, talked

1*

Havre Report, p* 3-
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to the Havre Chamber of Comaerec and to Prealdent Vande
Bogart of Horthem Montana College, oonvlncing them of the
desirability of requesting a large allocation.

President

Vande Bogart, who had championed the plan of having all the
college facilities under one roof,^ was anxious to see the
building completed to full sire.

The Chamber of Commerce

was dedicated to improving business conditions In Havre.
Governor ^nrner states that as part of the plan to secure
such an allocation. Attorney General Arnold Olsen was asked
to give the commencement address at ITorthern Montana Col»
lege.^

In Havre, according to Bonner, the thirtytwo*year

old state official, serving In his first public office, was
warmly congratulated on his speech, lauded for his ac<*
eoaiplishnents, and easily convinced of the need for improved
facilities at Northern Montana College.^

of state Mitchell
Secretary of State Sam Mitchell, like his fellow members
of the Board of Examiners, had lived in Butte much of his
life.

1.

Mitchell had acted as a grocery clerk and as business

Interview with Sam C. Ford, March 24, 1959.

2. As noted above CIsen had also given the commencement day
address at the State College and the Charter Day address at
the State University.
3.

Interview with John W. Bonner, August 13, 1959.
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agent for the Butte Local of the International Union of
Retail Clerk# until 1932 when he wa# flret elected Secretary
of State, an office to which he was reelected thereafter
until him death in 1953.

In 1909 Mitchell had homeateaded

on the High Line at Sunburst, (Toole County) and had farmed
there for ten year#, until he suffered crop failure in 1918.
He returned to Butte but maintained hi# ranch at Sunburst
until hi# death.

Mitchell* a slogan was, **Aa even break for

everybody, but Montana jobs for Montana people.**^
Mitchell said that 60 per cent of the state*# popu«
lation was in Eastern Montana and people in that area paid
two dollars in taxes for every one dollar in Western Montana.
Nevertheless, the Board of Education would have given twothird# [actually 84 per cent] of the money to Institutions
in the western part of the state.

The eastern district, he

added, gave the bond issue a majority of 17,000, compared
with a 7,000 majority for the western district.

He warned

that imless the east got a better break in distribution of
funds it would be impossible ever again to float a bond issue
for University purposes.

If the Board of Education allo

cation were adopted, Mitchell contended that people In

1. Merrill G. Burlingame and K. Ross Toole (ed.), A Hjgtorg
of Montana (New York: Lewi# Historical Publishing Co., Inc.,
mTJTiîî»

2.

431.

Tribune. September 10, 1949,
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Montana would aay, "Hell, what*e the use of paying
tax*# If we have to «end our children to the University*of
î-llnnesota*
To understand Mitchell*# term# of eastern and western
Montana, one mist reallr* that the state was not divided in
half but the division was generally considered to be on
the basis of the congressional districts.^

The division

was approximately along the line separating the mountainous
western part of the state from the flat eastern section.
>^ch mire area is included in the eastern part of the state,
and today many more people are Included in the eastern con»
gressional district»

:^en the sites of public institutions

were being «elected, all of the population was In the
western section of the state, so that In 1949 only four of
the state* s fifteen public institutions were in the eastern
congressional district**£astern Montana College at Billings,
t^orthem Montana College at Havre, School for the Deaf and
Blind at Great Falls, and Montana State Industrial School
at Miles City.

Since then, the Home for the Senile Men and

1. Montana Standard. September 10, 1949. High Line students
often found it easier to catch a Great Northern Railroad
train for a direct trip to Minnesota colleges than to take
the long circuitous route to the State University or State
College.
2. The state was divided into congressional districts after
Miss Jeannette Rankin and John M. Evans, both of Missoula,
were elected as Montana*« two Congressmen-at-large in 1916.
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Women has been located at Lewistown.

ATBMmenta .About the Allocations
Numerous arguments were presented by those who supported
the allocation of the Board of Education*

Chancellor George

A. Sclke argued that although the Board of Examiners had the
authority and responsibility to determine the amounts to be
allocated* the Board of Education had been assigned the
duties and the powers of determining the educational program
that was to be offered at each of the several units.

He

stated that the Board of Education would ix>t be able to
control the educational program if it could not determine the
physical plant for each of the units.

Secondly* the Chan

cellor spoke of a formula used to determine the amount of
money needed to provide building space at Institutions of
higher learning.

The usual minimum floor space needed per

student at four-year colleges and universities was 150 square
feet* and at junior colleges 130 square feet.

At that time*

according to the Chancellor* the cost of construction per
square foot was between twelve and thirteen dollars.

The

total amount needed per student was, therefore* approximately
$2*000.

Figured on this basis* the Examiners* allocation

for Northern Montana College would provide facilities for
an additional 600 students.

The school would have had
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facilities for a thousand or more students counting the
Examiners* allocation* the buildings then under construction
at a cost of $400*000* and the facilities then available.
The Chancellor pointed out that such an enrollment exceeded
by a considerable margin the enrollment that the Board of
Education anticipated for the college within the next eight
to ten years.

Thirdly* the Chancellor felt that the action

taken by the Board of Examiner# would tend unnecessarily to
increase the cost of higher education in Montana and would
tend to make the solution of overlapping and duplication
much sx»re difficult.^

Proponents of the Board of Education

allocation pointed out that Montana was a large state with
few resources and that it could not afford a resort to
sectionalism.

A college was not just something that a state

contributed to improve business in a given area but rather
an institution which, when adequately financed* could provide
all the students of Montana with the facilities and instructors
needed for an adequate education.

The proponents stated

that students living at a distance from the state institutions
of higher learning could receive a refund of a portion of
their bus or train fare to and from their homes.

At the

1. Education* pp. 5391-5395. All figures quoted were given
by Chancellor George A. Selke.
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time of the battle, 700 students from the High Line eree
were attending the two major units of the University system,^
On the basis of enrollment at that time the expenditure,
according to the Board of Examiners* allocation, would have
given $3,658 per student to Korthem ^ntana College, $440
to the State University, and $438 to the State College.
Under the Board of Examiners' allocation the State College
would have had 103 square feet of floor space per student,
the State University 111, School of Mines 222, Western
Montana College of Education 223, Eastern Z^k)ntana College of
Education 378, and Korthem Montana College 391.

2

Political preseures on the
two W a r d s

A storm of protest arose immediately after the alio*
cations were announced.

An alumni group of the College came

to see the Governor very soon.^

The Governor received many

protests saying certain schools would not get enough money
from the Board of Examiners* allocations.^ Chancellor Selke
cabled from Stuttgart, Germany, that the Board of Examiners'

1. Joseph Kinsey Howard. University Fund Allocation. Address
presented over radio station
and the
network.Friday.
July 29. l9_49TGreat _Falls. Montena (n.p. * Montana state Uni*
versitv Alumni Assoc.. n.d.). passim.
2.

Tribune. July 12, 1949.

4.

Tribune. July 3, 1949.

3.

Havre Report, p. 34,
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allocation to Borthetn Montana College "eaceeda present
building needs and is not compatible $?ith currently authorised
tmifled state program of higher education," He urged recon*
aideration.^
In addition to the cable from Chancellor Selke in Ger»
many# a deluge of letters and telegrams rained on the Board
of Examiners after their allocation of the $5#000,000.

At

a meeting on July 7th, the Board stood firm on its alio*
cation. ^ The Board of Education met on July 11th.

Charles

Baldwin moved to reaffirm the Board's recommendations relative
to the allocation of the money and to notify the Board of
Examiners that the allocation of $1,200,000 to Korthem Fen*
tana College far exceeded the needs of the scWol and was
mntrary to the plans end policies of the Board of Education.
Five mcsQbers of the Board voted "AYE** on the motion; Miss
Condon voted "KO," stating that she was in favor of the
recommendations of Chancellor Selke.

Governor Bonner and

Attorney General Olsen, both members of the Board of
3
Examiners, did not vote.

1.

lrde!7endcnt Record (Helena), July 7, 1949.

2.

Tribune. July 8, 1949.

3.

Education, July 11, 12, 1949.
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Political pressure on the two boards be^an to build up
as pressure groups swung into action.

On July 28, it was

announced that alumni groups of major units of the greater
University system were inaugurating a campaign to attempt
to get the Board of Examiners to reconsider its allocation.
Meetings were planned at strategic points throughout the
state in the hope that sufficient pressure would be brought
to bear upon the Examiners.

In the absence of Chancellor

Selke, the campaign strategy was directed by the heads of
the units which had suffered ixost as a result of the allo
cations made by the Board of Examiners.^

Joseph Kinsey

Howard, noted biontana author, made a state-wide radio ad*
2

dress

on July 29th on behalf of the alumni of the University

and the itate College.

The Montana State College alumni

group for Lewis and Clark County launched an all-out cæspaign
to force the Board of Examiners to reconsider Its action.^

The editors of Montana newspapers, normally silent in
state disputes, spoke out loudly against the Board of Examiners
#se segues«see a#asam

1.

TriWne. July 28, 1949.

2.

TrlKtne. July 30, 1949*

3.

Tribune. August 9, 1949.
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froca July to September, 1949,

The HerlowCon Times stated

that it had received a veritable deluge of mall from widely
scattered parts of î'ontana, with every correspondent being
violently opposed to the action of the "Axaminers**.

Later,

the same editor pointed out that the Chancellor of the greater
University system and the State Superintendent of Public
Instruction were In agreement on the allocation but were
being Ignored by the Board of Lxaininers,

(He failed to men

tion that they were also being ignored by the Board of
Education),

The levrlstovn Daily Hews charged that Dr. Guy

H, Vande Bogart, President of Horthcm rtontana College, had
gone too far in trying to make his school the same size as
the State College and the State University.
Fcr^e

The Hungry

advised that the state ought to have another

half-million people before one of the state boards tried to
establish another university.

The Bjjy..Timber. Pioneer called

the proposal of the Board of Examiner# "one of the worst
political grabs that has been attempted in Hiontana for a
good many years,"

The Xeazher County.Kews predicted tliat

the next time Montana people voted money for building pur
poses they would demand that the measure state definitely
where the money was to be spent.

In the same vein the tiile#

Star wrote that in any future election they wanted no
part of a referendum that would let two men take "the
unbridled, unjustified and %msanctioned action in frittering
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away Che people*• money on white elephant caatlem# that tho
two fo-ealled and aupposedly public aezvantt {Olaen and
Mitchell] took,**

The paper also noted that for once it was

in agreement with Jo# Howard, who normally was too liberal
for the paper.

The Montana Farmer»Stockman predicted that

if available funds were scattered around in the fashion of
the Board of Examiners* allocation, Montana would wind up
without any first-class educational institution*

The Great

Falls Tribune said that the reasons of the Board of Examine;
appeared ill-founded.

The Choteau Acantha. published in

Teton County, stated that the Board of Examiners* proposal
was ridiculous*

The editor recommended that readers write

to the Board of Examiners in order to **straighten out a
situation which hints of politics and possibly just bad
thinking,"

Especially vociferous were newspapers published

near University units whose allocation had been reduced by
the Board of Examiners*

The Missoula Times* published at

the site of the State University, wrote tliat it was un
fortunate that men like Sam Mitchell and Arnold Olsen con
trolled the entire educational system of the statw.

Stated

tho editor,
Sam Mitchell's only claim to fame is that he is an
old war-horse politician who succeeded in living at
least 10 years longer than anyone expected he would,
Arnold Olsen, Mitchell*# colleague in the scholastic
chaos, is a young Butte attorney who [can't be ex
pected], ,*to know too much, but it is indeed unfor
tunate that he has reconciled himself to being a
stooge of Sam Mitchell*
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The F.f?TgT,an O^rcnlcle. published et the ho-ne of the State
College, stated that the Board of SxaTtlners had set V'ontana
higher education back many years, and with one swoop had en
dangered the accrediting of the various I'niverslty units.
The same paper applauded a later statement by Bonner that the
Eoard of examiners had not the right to lay down any policy
of education as that was a matter for the legislature and
the Board of Education.

The

Courier stated that

Clsen and .litchell had set a pattern "through Ignorance,
mulishness, corruption, or a combination of the three," that
would in a short time reduce the greater University system
into faintly super-charged high-schools.

The paper charged

that "the little handful at iC'C can study the echoes of their
own voices as they reverberate in the cavernous unfilled
chambers of the house that fatheadedness built.”

The editor

suggested that, since Northern .Kontana College would need
800 more students to properly utilize the space it would
gain, the school might start by educating Arnold Clsen and
Sam Mitchell.

The Dillon Daily Tribune, published at the

home of Western Montana College of Education, asked why the
Board of Examiners was giving a $700,000 bonus to a "little
college at Havre no larger than ours."

The Dillon Examiner

pointed out that the local college had long been in need of
rehabilitation of Its plant, "longer by 30 years than Northern
Meontana, which, according to its president, hat suffered
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froTî 'conditions which have existed for 20 year».***

x_ven

on the High Line the Soard of Lxaminers was excoriated.
The Fhllllps Ccynty Lews took issue with an editorial in a
Havre newspaper.

The Malta editor stated that he thought

the iioard of Education was in a good position to judge
which unit needed the money.^

High llne_joMjilc>n
Supporters of the Board of Examiners* allocation were
quick to organize.

A meeting of a large group of local

alumni of the State University and the State College was
held at Havre on July 28, and a resolution commending and
supporting the action of the Board of Examiners was signed.
The group elected as president Bernard F, Haley, a State
College graduate and son-in-law of H. Earl Clack, founder
of the H. Earl Clack Company of Havre, an independent petroleum
company covering the Northwest.^

The northern Montana Demo

cratic Association met in Glasgow on July 30 and coirrrended
the Board of Examiners for its foresight in its equitable
distribution of funds for the University of Montana building

1, All editorials are quoted in a sheet prepared by the
Montana Council on Higher Education, F.O, Box 350, Great
Falls, entitled "The JEress f rotests Lectionalism in Montana* a
Higher Education." n.d.
Copy in personal files of Miss
Dorothy Creen, Executive Secretary, University of Montana,

2.

Tribune.

July 30, 1949,
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program.

Lr. C. 1% ’inette of Cat Tar’c, forner state

legislator, vas chai m a n of the ccTr’
lttee vhlch prepared
the resolution.^

Businessmen, farrers, ranchers, and labor

representatives met in ilavre on September 13 and 14 to sup
port, *’vlth every means possible," the decision of the
Lxaminers.

A nu.î»bcr of speakers addressed the neetin^s,

including Claude K, Erickson, Vice-1?resident of the Citizens*
Lank of Ilontana, iLavre, and the Liberty County bank, Chester;
James G. Holland, Chairman of the /ill County democratic
Central Committeej Jack Vickery, iresident of the i.avre
Chamber of usmmerce and manager of the J. C. ïenney utorc;
and Ctanley C, ^nyder, kont&na ctate Cniversity elunaus.'-

rreoarations for Construction
Meanwhile, the Board of Examinera continued to prepare
for the construction of buildings at the University system.

A resolution was approved by the Board providing for the
Issuance of the bonds^ on July 22, 1949, and one week later
the Board accepted the bid of the Columbian Bank bote Company
of $1,100 for the printing and delivery of 5,000 one-thousand

1.

Tribune. July 31, 1949,

2.

Tribune. September 15, 1949.

3.

Eyaminerjt. July 22, 1949.
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dollar bonds.^ Sealed bids for the bonds wore opened on
August 15 and the bonds were awarded to tho Chase National
Bank of New York City and Associates, who bid $5,028,950
with the interest to be paid by the state to be 1,60 per
2
cent per annum.*' Members of the Board of Examiners and State
Treasurer Nell Fisher, in his hospital bed suffering from
pneumonia, started signing the 5,000 bonds on August 26,
1949.

The job

was

expected to take five days,^ Four

days later Mr. Fisher passed away,^ but Deputy State
Treasurer Thomas Ferguson

was

authorized to sign the remaining

bonds by agreement of Mitchell and Pershing,
ettornies, end Attorney General Olsen.

Few

York bond

5

Having allocated sufficient funds for the completion
of the Hrvre building to very liberal proportions, the Board
of Examiners decided to eliminate the provisional portions
of the building end substitute permanent sections.

On

July 23, 1949, the Board unanimously approved change order
number one in the contract held by KcKlntron-Decker.® The
change order eliminated the temporary roof, framing and

1.

Examiners, July 29, 1949.

2.

Examiners, August 15, 1949.

3.

Tribune. August 27, 1949,

4.

Tribune. August 31, 1949.

5.

Tribune. September 1, 1919.

6.

Examiners, July 23, 1949,
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tns-alatlon, the texiporary parfipet ’vail, terra cotta coping,
certain windowe and sashes, and the brick walls of the
first unit, making a credit to the state of ;25,956.

Added

to the contract was the Installation of stairways, closing
of openings, cutting openings in existing concrete vails,
excavating for the new wing, increasing the size of the
foyer, providing glazed tile for the partitions, and ether
changes, totaling an additional cost of ;51,063.^

The

contractor vas allowed ^7,303 for additional item number
one, excavation for the new wing.
tracted this excavation for

31,2AG,

'chlnncn-Lacker subcon
realizing a profit of

$5,552 on this item of the change order.^

Ca the change

order for the electrical contract there was a total credit
to the st*-’te of $2,097, and a total addition to the contract
of $3,099,

Later the Eoard approved change order number

two for the electrical contract, involving a decrease in the
contract of $117.50.^
The Eoard approved the first architectural contract
for buildings from the $5,000,000, on August 5, e'mploylng
Fred F, .’illson to prepare plans and specifications for a

1.

Lxcalncrs, July 23, 1949,

2,

Havre Report, p. 6,

3,

LxAEolncrs, July 23, 1943.

4.

Examiners, August 19, 1949.
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service shop at the State College.^

Reoueste for considér

ation for architectural work were received from Arnold and
Hammill, architects of Butte,^ G. D, Weed, architect of
Kallspell,^ J. G* Link and Company, architects of Butte,^
and Orr Pickering and Associates, architects of Bllllngg.^
The Board hired Pat C. Sullivan of Butte as supervising
plumber for the state building program*^ As the state
entered into its extensive program of building and repairing,
it was expected that all the work of studying and approving
contracts, approving change orders, checking end approving
claims and estimates, general supervision of the construction,
and final approval of the w r k would have to be carried on
by the Board of Examiners and its staff.

The Legislature

had not appropriated any funds for these purposes, so the
Board of Examiners decided to authorise an allocation of
1 per cent of all contracts to cover the cost of salaries of

1.
2.

Examiners, August 5, 1949*

3.

Examiners , August 23, 1949.

4.

Examiners, September 9, 1949.

5.

Examiners, September 15, 1949.

6.

Examiners, August 24, 1949.

Examiners, August 19, 1949.
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supervisor* end clerical hlre.^

;.elke reguests rcgonsldcratlon
Chancellor Selke returned from Germany and appeared
before the Board of Examiner# on September 9.

The Chancellor

took the better part of an hour to present hi# statement# in
support of a reconsideration of the allocation.^ After his
presentation Governor Bonner suggested that the Board re(insider its action and follow the recommendations of either
Chancellor Selke or the Board of Education.

tJhen his sug

gestion was not adopted the Governor urged a compromise,
proposing the following allocationt
Montana State University
Montana State College
Montana School of 'incs
Western Montana College of Education
Eastern Montana College ofEducation
Morthem Montana College

>1,600,000
1,400,000
32f,00<^
275,000
600,000
800,000

llo second was received for the Ccvernor's motion,^
battle lines

were

clearly drai/Tn.

Hie Zoavd of

The

Education

had recommended an allocation; the Eoard of Ey.a-aincrs had
adopted a different on®.

Folltlcal pressures and persuasion

had been tried from July to September in an effort to convince

1,

L>:aTilners, September 7, 1949.

2,

Education, p. 5391,

3,

Examiner#, September 9, 1949.
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the Board of Erarr<lncrs to chan[e its allocation; however,
the Board remained steadfast in its decision.

The Attorney

General had ruled that the power to stake the allocation was
vested in the Board of Examiners, but educators had assuTted
that In making the allocation, the Board would follow the
recommendations of the Board of Education,

The Attorney

Cenertl*c opinion was soon to be tested in court.
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CHAPTER VI
m s $5»000»600 BOND DISFÜTE**SEVENTEEÎS
MONTHS OF STALEMATE

Immediately after Chancellor Selke*e uneueeeesful meet
ing with the Board of Examinera» he contacted membera of the
Board of Education*

Some membera were reported anxioua for

a ahow-down through the courte» legialature» or pezhapa
both.^

Suggestion a were made that the Governor call a

apecial session of the legislature*^

The Governor refused»

believing that the cost of the legislative session would be
excessive*^

In Helena» it was rumored that a taxpayer's

suit would be brought against the Board of Examiners*

It

was also expected that a state-wide conmiittee would be
organized to assist in efforts to seek re-allocatlon of the
available funds*^

Taxpayer'a Suit
The taxpayer's suit was brought on September 15*
Dorothy Overturf » Helena housewife» voter and taxpayer
1* (?reat_Fftl1s Tribune. September 11» 1949.
referred to as Tribune by date.

Hereafter

2. Tribune. September 13» 1949*
3. Interview with John W* Bonner» August 13» 1959.
4. yrlb^jne. September 13, 1949.
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re<|uftated «a Injunction prohibiting the Board of Examiner#
from spending any of the disputed money.

District Judge

George w* Padbury$ Jr. granted a temporary order restraining
the Board of Examiner#
from in any manner apendlng or disposing of the
proceed# of the $5,000,000 University of Montana
building bond issue or any part thereof; or from
in any manner cwmnitting said fund# or any part
thereof for expenditure without the prior author
ization and direction of the State Board of
Education, I
Mrs. Overturf*a ccmnplaint alleged that Olsen and Mitchell,
as the majority on the Board of Examiners, had acted arbi
trarily and capriciously, conferring only with the president
of Korthem Montana College before making their allocation.
She charged that the Examiners had no lawful authority to
determine how or when any of the bond funds sWuld be spent.
The complaint stated the question submitted to the electors
was only tdiether they were for or against incurring an in
debtedness in excess of the constitutional limit.

The

question of giving power over funds to the Board of
Examiners was not properly presented to the people,

Mrs,

Cverturf argued that if the referendum law were construed
to give the Board of Examiners power to allocate the proceeds
of the bond issue, it would be void in that it would be an

I. Case of Dorothy Overturf v. State Board of Examiner
order to show cause and temporary restraining order.
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«ttempt to decre«»« the scope of the powers of the Board of
Education.

Unless the education board had control of the

allocation of the funds it was impossible for this board
to perform effectively its duties as provided by the consti*
tution and statutes.

Numerous other legal points were in*

eluded in the complaint.

Attorneys for Mrs. Overturf were

Albert C» Angstman» son of the Associate Justice of the
Supreae Court, and Edward C. Alexander and H. C# mil of
Great Falls.^ The t<^porary restraining order Issued by
Judge Fadbury was contltmed in force until February 2b, 1951,
so that all work under the $5,000,000 bond issue was held
%ip for more than seventeen months.

The Board of Examiners

had scheduled the opening of bids for a service shop building
at Montana State College for September 16.

This would have

been the first construction financed by the $5,000,000 bond
issue.

After the injunction was issued, the Board returned

all bids to the bidders unopened.^
Benner*8 Case
The taxpayer* s injunction was instigated by Governor

1,

Tribune. September 16, 1949.

2. Board of Examiners Minutes, Septmnber 16, 1949. Here*
after referred to as Examiners by date.
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John W. Bonner.^ Governor Bonner aaked Myle# J. Thosaae,
hi* cuBjpalgn manager In the 1943 election and snbiequently
attorney for the State Highway Gommlealon, to arrange the
ault.^ Hr, Thoaia* asked hi* close friend* Cloyse Overturf,
a Helena insurance salesman, to serve a* taxpayer for the
suit. However* the papers were prepared hastily in order
to file the action in time to stop the hld#lettlng, and
when Mr. Overturf** signature was needed, he was In Butte.
It was decided to have Mrs. Overturf serve as the plaintiff.
As a result of this action, Mrs. Overturf received congr&tu*
latory letters from throughout tW state. Many women#*
clubs and individual women praised her for her action.
Although all of the sessions were held In Helena and were
widely reported around the state, Mrs. Overturf did not
visit the court during the proceedings.^ Myles Ihomas
prepared the legal papers and directed the court strategy.

1. Havre Report, p. 39. Testlamny by Secretary of State
Sam Mitchell.
2. Interview with Myles Thomas, March 25, 1959* Governor
Bonner denies this and states that the suit was brought by
Myles Thomas in an efford to discredit the Governor, because
the Governor had removed Thomas from the office of attorney
for the Highway Commission, charging that a company of which
Thomas was a director had sold windows to the State Highway
Commissions however, Thomas was not removed from office until
April 1ft 1930, more than six months after the suit was brought.
3. Interview with Mrs. Dorothy Overturf, March 24, 1959.
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Albert C. Angatsaaii, « junior lawyer in Mr. Xtiomaa» firm,
appeared In court aa the attorney for Mra. Overturf.^
M

m

Hr. Ihomaa decided to attempt to prolong the case until
the 1951 legislative session, hoping that the legislature
would agree with the Board of Education.^ Attorney General
Olsen stated in 1959 that he felt the other side had been
attempting to delay the proceedings, but that he himself
wanted the ease sent to the Supreme Court for a decision
as soon as

possible,^

In the court session itself, Olsen

was much more successful in delaying the case than was
Thomas. Olsen secured the first delays on October 2* and
on October 30, 1949. The third delay was secured by TWmas
on Ikivcmber 14.* Olsen secured delays in December^ and
January.* By this time the case had been set for hearing
on September 23, October 3, October 10, November 7,
November 21, December 15, December 22, and January 30 and

1. Interview with Myles Thomas, March 25, 1959,
2. ibid.
3. Interview with Arnold Olsen, August 8, 1959.
4. Tribune. October 3, 1849,

5. Tribune. October 31, 1949.

6. Tribune. November 15, 1949,
7. Tribune.. December 15, 1949,
8. Tribune. January 31, 1950.
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delayed eaeh time for one reason or another*^
In March Joseph Kinsey Howard charged that the dispute
would have been decided but for the delaying tactics maployed
by Olsen.

Howard stated,

Olsen has sou^t repeated extensions of time from
the court, has filed several motions whose only
purpose appears to have been to delay, and has
shown no disposition to get the case decided. Even
the intervening interests in Havre, who entered
the case a month after It was filed, have been
ready for three months.*
At the time of Howard's statemient no action could proceed
because District Judge George W. Fadbury, Jr. was on a trip
to California.^

The case finally came on for hearing on

September 8, 1950,4 one year after it was filed.

Judge

Fadbury gave his decision on February 26, 1951, more than
five months later.

By this time the 1951 legislative session

had met and an agre^^t had been reached.

Action in the case essentially revolved around legal
points*

On October 3 Judge Fadbury permitted Bernard F# Haley,

Jack A. McLean, and Danny 0*belli of Havre to intervene in

1*

Calendar, Case

of Dorothy Cvcrturf v, gtate. .Bomrd.of

pcaminers.

2.

Tribune.March 15, 1950.

3.

TriWme. March 13,

4.

Tribune,iieptember 9, 1950.

1950.
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the cestt«^ The three Havre residents were represented by
some of the best legal and political talent on the High
Line.

Their attorneys included James A, Harrison of zialta.

Bums and Thomas of Chinook, Cedar B* Aronow of Shelby, and
Jess Angstaan, Oscar C. Hauge and Max B. Kuhr of Havre,^
On January 23 Attorney General Arnold Olsen success
fully requested that the Board of Education be brought into
the dispute so that any judgment of the court %wuld apply
to that board.^

The Board of Education held a special

meeting on February 10, 1950, discussing the selection of
a lawyer to represent the Board. Dr. McCain, president of
the State University, stated that he would be happy to make
available the services of the dean of tlm law school, C, W,

1. O*Neill, operator of a livestock yard in Havre, was a
candidate for the Democratic nomination for Governor in
1936 against Bonner and Olsen. He finished a poor third.
2. Tribune. October 4, 1949, Mr. Harrison has since been
an unsuccessful candidate for Republican nomination for
U.S. Representative and a successful candidate for the po
sition of Chief Justice of the Supreme Court. Harry Bums
had served in the Legislature, as County Attorney of Blaine
County and as a member of the State Board of Public Wel
fare. He has since been selected as Chairman of the State
Highway Commission. Jess L, Angstman, brother of the
Supreme Court justice and uncle of Mrs. Overturf's attorney,
was a member of the state Senate. Max P. Kuhr had extensive
business interests in and around Havre in addition to him
law practice. Mr. Kuhr and Mr. Bums generally argued the
case for the interveners.
3. Calendar, Case of Mrothv. Overturf v. .State., Board of
Examinera.
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Leaphart$ and

of the law faculty.

The Board

aathorlaed the Governor to confer with Leaphart relative
to the law suit» to employ him and to determine the fee*
which would be necessary.

The Board approved a motion to

let Dean Leaphart decide whether to enter the case as party
plaintiff or defendant.^

Dean Leaphart was appointed

special assistant Attorney General and represented the Board
of Education as party plaintiff In the

dispute.^

The hearing was held on September 8.
sat at the counsel table,

Seven attorneys

the only witness called was

Chancellor George A. Seiko, who testified that In his opinion,
control of the Investments and physical plant was a necessary
pert of general control and supervision of educational
institutions.

Attorney General Clsen objected strenuously

to his testimony and asked the court if he could bring in
"200 witnesses to give their opinions."
that he had no objection.^

The Judge replied

Later Clsen referred to Seiko

as "this stranger with an opinion,"

The University Chancellor

had testified that while his adult life had been spent In

1. Board of Education Minutes, February 10, 1930.
after referred to as Education by date or page.
2.

Independent Record. September 8, 1950.

3. ihid.
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education he had been on hie Montana Job only since Hay
1946*^

After the hearing. Judge Fadbury took the case

under advisement.

Political... Pressure..SerteTber to Aorll

The restraining order Issued by the court prohibited
the Board of Examiners from spending the $5,000,000 without
prior recommendation and directl<m of the Board of Education.
Immediately after the order was Issued political pressures
were applied to force the Board of Examiners to adopt the
allocations recommended by the Board of Education,
*»Have«not" schools

The schools whose allocations had been reduced worked
hard to Influence public opinion.

Dr, R, E. Renne, Fresldemt

of Montana State College, called the refusal of the Board
of Examiners to reconsider Its allocation a serious blow
to Hontana* s standing in higher education,^

Dr, James A,

HoCain, President of the State University, charged that.

1.

Tribune. September 9, 1950.

2,

Tribune. September 10, 1949,
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the board of examiner»* allocation was made
originally without according »o much aa a
£lve»mlnutft hearing to the chancellor or the
presidents of the state college and the
state university* Obviously, this allo
cation was determined by considerations
other than educational,*
President Rush Jordan of '*Jcstcrn î-îontana College of
Education declared that the Board of Examiners was "making
a political football" of Montana*» higher education system.2
On November 9, Dr. Renne and Dr. t^Caln pointed out that
the Board of Examiners had not visited their campuses In
yecent years.

Speakers toured the state.

Chancellor

Selke spoke to the Missoula Rotary Club,^ and President
HcCaln was listed as speaking to the Sidney Klwanls about
the bond Issue dispute.^ Milton C. Simpson of Volborg,
President of the State Stockgrover’s Association, gave a
press release at Bozeman, site of the State College, at
tacking speeches by Secretary of State MdLtchell as showing
“why educators and not politicians should administer higher
education.

1.

September 10, 1949.

2.

Tribune. September 12, 1949.

3.

TrlfeSfîÆ. November 10, 1949.

4.

Tribune. December 1, 1949.

5.

Tribune. February 6, 1950.

6#

Ti.-

November 15, 1949.
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Bill Stmirr, editor of the t^ntma Fylmin. student
paper at the University, resigned on September 23 rather
than r«aove a front-page cartoon as requested by student
body officials. Faculty tnecnbers thought that the three
rodent figures in the cartoon might be regarded as rcpreaentlng the members of the Board of Examiners, the faculty
felt this would be a factual error as they believed Bonner
had supported the State University in the allocation dis
pute. The original edition of the Kalmln was taken out of
circulation at the suggestion of President McCain and his
advisors, members of the Law School faculty. Smurr had
rewritten his original accompanying editorial, which had
called for the defeat of Clsen and Mitchell at the next
election, but resigned rather than remove the offending
cartoon, ^
Croup action

Joseph Kinsey Howard, Great Falls writer, announced
the formation of the Fontana Higher Education Council on
September 14. This council had a long-range objective of
«keeping sectional politics out of the administration of

1. ^ont.em_K_almin. September 29, 1949 and Great Falls
I’ribune. September 29, 1949.
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the University system***^

Kenneth K. Eycrly, publisher of

the .Lewlstpvm Dally_rjgw_g. vas chairman of the Council,
which was a non-partisan body and Included as members H.
B. Landoe and Ceorge Cosœan, Democratic and Republican
state chairmen, respectively,2 The organisation was formed
by Howard and Bycrly, who had mailed out about 200 or 300
letters to people throughout the state.

By April the

Council, now called the Montana Council on Higher Education,
was composed of 125 members from sixty-three communities and
forty counties,^

The Council endorsed the allocation of

the Board of Education,^ On May 27, 1350, Joseph Kinsey
Howard resigned as secretary of the Council when he was
selected to direct the State Unlverslty-Rockefeller Foundation
regional arts roundup,^
The executive board of the Montana Division of American
Association of University Women adopted a resolution pro
testing the action of the Board of Examiners, following a

1,

Tribune, September 15, 1949,

2, Landoe lived at Bozeman, site of the State College, while
Gosman lived at Dillon, site of Western Montana College of
Education,
3,

Education, April 10 and 11, 1950.

4,

Tribune. September 20, 1949.

5,

Tribune. May 27, 1350.
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report by Mrs* Robert Line of Missoula, the organiration*s
State Education Chalr.«au.^ The Butte aluinnl of the ttate
College and the State University adopted a resolution calling
for allocation of the building funds as recotisnended by the
Board of Education.^ The Executive Council of the Santana
State University Alumni Association adopted a resolution
concurring in the allocation made by the Board of

Education.3

The Rockefeller Foundation decided against a grant for
financial assistance to the University of Montana for a
humanistic extension program because of "the disturbed state
of affairs related to education in Montana.*^
Governor Bonner called a meeting of Democratic legis
lators on November 9 and 10. Speaking before the group the
Governor admitted that there had been differences of opinion
within the Democratic administration at the Capitol, but
stated, "There has been no eimity or dissension."^ Various
«I

4 » « » 4SI « ■ « I

I. Tribune. October 9, 1949* As Korthem Montana College
was notetigible to grant Bachelor** Degrees, no graduate
of KMC was eligible for membership in the AAbV. Mrs. Line
was the wife of a State University professor*
2* Tribijme. October 21, 1949.
3. Tribune. October 23, 1949.
4. Education, p. 5462.
5. Tribune* November II, 1949,
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Democratic officials v?ere listed as speakers for the con
ference, but the list did not Include either Desiocratic
Attorney General Arnold Clsen or Democratic secretary of
State Sam W. Mitchell.
Vags taunted rresident Vende Bogart with exaggerated
stories of a state college with

•’5,000

feet of floor space

per student, five drinking fountains [per student], three
desks per student, everything on a grand scale— per student#^
l^orthern_K^iitana. Col

support

Supporters of Northern Montana Q>llege were not
quiescent.

President Vende Bogart stated that the allocation

to Northern Montana College was *thrilling news, **2 in Havre
a large delegation of northern end eastern Montana business

men, farmers, ranchers, and labor representatives met again
on September 18 to discuss further plans for the conveyance
of Information on reasons for leaving the allocation to
Northern (Montana College Intact.

Urcle Bailey, President of

the Havre Trades and Labor Council, stated that without
l4orthem Montana College "hundreds of young people from
laboring families never would have the opportunity to get

1.

Montana. Kalmin. September 23, 1949

2,

i^rlbune. September 10, 1949.
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a cv,liege education.**^

Labor leader Wnlter lloyt said that

the Trades and Labor Connell was

every effort to

inform other laboring groups and unions that the people
of i^orthcm îontana have no ambitions toward MIC being a
four-year school or duplicating the courses in the sister
Institutions.**^ Later Mrs. 3. M. Phillips of Landusky,
Phillips County State Senator, promised the "strong support"
of Phillips County residents for the $1,200,000 allocation
for Morthem Montana Collage.^

Mrs. W. w. KamiIton of

Dodson, Montana Democratic National Committcewoman, said
that "because îwîC has received very little for a physical
plant la the past, it is entitled to consideration cow,"^
Cn October 10 the Associated Northern Montana Commercial
Club was organized at Malta with representatives of com
mercial clubs and chambers of commerce from Sîielby to Nolf
Point in attendance.

The organization pledged its strong

support to the Board of Examiners* allocation to Havre.^

1*

YriMne. September 19, 1949.

2.

Ibid.

3.

Yrlbune. September 27, 1949#

4.

IbM.

3.

j’rlbune.. October 11, 1949.
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Co’npro-nlte__At tenant g

Many attempts were made to reach a compromise between
the allocations of the Board of Education and the Board of
Examiners.

The Board of Education decided that before

compromising, it must attempt to re-establish in the eyes
of elected officials, appointed administrators, and the
people the view that the Board of Education was paramount
whM& it came to determining educational policies.^ To
carry out this policy, the Board directed presidents and
business managers of the six units of the University of
Montana to channel through the office of the Chancellor all
matters of business which were to be transmitted to other
departments or agencies, including the submission of all
plans for new construction contemplated under the $3,000,000
bond issue.^
Members of the Board of Education felt that they repre
sented the interests of the entire state.

In answer to a

statement by Clsen, that he and Sam W. Mitchell represented
the will of the people in this conflict, Victor Weber, member
of the Board, retorted,

wonder who he thinks the Board

of Education represents?"^

1.

Jrlbune. September 25, 1949.

2.

Education, September 23, 1950.

3.

Tribune. September 24, 1950.

Members of the Board of
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At # Eoard of Examiner# meeting on Kov«aber 8th, Acting
Governor Paul Cannon aaked the Board to rescind Its allocation
Of the building money and to hold public hearings In the case.
Ko action mas taken on his suggestions.^
Attempted funds release
Arnold Clsen aonounced on November 21 that he mould
ask the District Court for permission to segregate the sum
of $325,000 %dilch had been allocated to the School of Mines
by both boards.^

This request, however, was never made.

Four tenths later Ed C. Vavder of the Sliver Bow Trades
and Labor Council, asked the Board of Examiners to segregate
the $325,000 School of Mines* allocation, as 430 union
mechanics In Butte were unemployed,

^lltchell imved that the

Attorney General be requested to ask the District Court to
dissolve the restraining order so far as the School of Mines*
allocation was concerned.

The action passed by unanimous

vote of the Board-Acting Governor Cannon, Attorney General
Olsen, and Secretary of State Mitchell.*^ This request was
not made of the court either.
Education, of course, are appointed and do not have to worry
about réélection, «dille the members of the Board of Examiners
are elected by the people.
1.

Tribune. November 9, 1949.

2.

Tribune. November 22, 1949.

3.

Examiners, March 13, 1950.
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Senator George W, Wilson (D*Toole) of Shelby, minority
floor leader, appeared before the Board of Examiners on
March 16 and suggested that the Board ask for a meeting of
Interested persons to discuss the release to each Institution
of Che smaller allocation, or the amount of money %d%lch vas
not In dispute between the two boards.^

This would mean

the release of $4,000,000 of the $5,000,000 bond Issue.

Such

a meeting was held on March 20 with over thirty Interested
people present.

Chancellor Selke approved the proposition

and stated that he had recently met with the presidents of
the University system.

The presidents of the State Uni#

varsity. State College, School of Mines, and Western Montana
College of Education had voted to approve the release of
the $4,000,000.

President Vanda Bogart had been present and

abstained from voting and President Peterson of Eastern
Montana College of Education had been absent from the state.
Each president rose to explain his position.

President

McCain announced that the release of $1,500,000 to the tMl»
varsity would permit the construction of the music building
and the building for classrooms and offices.

President Renne

stated that the State College would be able to erect a service
shop building and an englneezrlng laboratory building.

1.

Examiners, March 16, 1950.
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President Thomson of the School of Mines announced that his
school wuld be able to proceed with the proposed petroleum
laboratory. President Rush Jordan of Western Montana College
of Education advised that he had approved the proposal with
the other institutions in mind, rather than his own, inasmuch
as the minimum «mount allocated to his institution would
not permit him to do any work idiatever.^ President Vende
Bogart announced that the minimum amount of $500,000 allocated
to him would not be of use, but he had no objection to un«
freexing that amount. He stated that the $500,000 "wouldn't
even enclose our planned building against the weather.
Grover C. Cisel of Billings, representing the Executive
Board of Eastern Montana College of Education, stated that
the minimum amount could not be used at the present time;
inamnuch as it was insufficient for the construction of the
building planned. Lieutenant Governor Cannon stated that
he felt the best interests of the University system, the
students of Montana, and the skilled labor of the state
would be served by some sort of compromise or the unfreezing
of a portion of the funds. Ed C, Vawders, publisher of the

1, Examiners, March 20, 1950.
2. independent Record (Helena), March 21, 1950. When con
struction was stopped, the building had no roof and much of
the structure was not enclosed*
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Montana labor Few#, spaaklng on behalf of labor, said that
his group WAS vary much In favor of soma arrangement whereby
the building program could be started without further delay,
inasmuch as a large number of skilled workers were unemployed
in the state. The rosy prospects for agreement were sud.
denly smashed when Harry Bums of Chinook and Claude
Erickson of Havre took the floor. Bums an^unced that as
counsel for the interveners he could not agree to releasing
any of the funds under the plan presented, except the
$325,000 for the School of Mines.^ Erickson suggested that
the following amounts be released to the schoolsi
Montana State University
$1,500,000
Montana State College
1,300,000
Montana School of Mines
325,000
Western Montana College of
Education
175,000
Eastern Montana College ofEducation
600,000
Northern Montana College
1,100,000
He then proposed that the next legislature should be asked
for $400,000 each, for the State College and the State
University, $100,000 for Western Montana College of Education,
and $100,000 for Northern Montana College, this additional
$1,000,000 would permit the schools to proceed with their
maximum program.

Governor Bonner was quick to squelch this

I. Examiners, March 20, 1950.
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move. Indicating that he would not sign such an appropriation
If It were passed*^

Senator David F. James of Liberty County,

co-author of the original act, stated that he was not in
favor of the release of any of the money with the exception
of the $325,000 for the School of Nines*

Ke was in favor

of letting the court action take its due course and settling
the question as to whether the Board of Examiners or the
Board of Education had control over the allocation of the
2
funds.
Acting Governor Paul Cannon suggested the following
compromise on March 23s
Montana State University
Montana State College
Montana School of Nines
Western Montana College of Education
Eastern Montana College of Education
Horthexn Montana College

$1,675,000
1,475,000
325,000
175,000
500,000
850,000

He suggested that with these amounts the schools could get
a good start on their building programs and that they could

then go to the legislature for $1,000,000 more, if needed.^
Cn April 11 the Board of Education concurred in the
recommandation of Dr, Selke that the contract of President

1. Tribune* March 21, 1950. Governor Bonner*s position was
in contradiction to his statement reported in the Tribune March
17, 1950, when the Governor was reported as having suggested
that if a compromise could be reached where another $1,000,000
or so was needed to meet all the demands it probably would be
possible to get such an appropriation from the 1951 legislature
and thus end the whole controversy*
2* Examiners, March 20, 1959.
3. Tribune. March 24, 1950,
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Vende Bogart of Northern Montana College not be renewed.
The vote was six to four, with "NO" votes being cast by
Governor Bonner, Attorney General Olsen, Superintendent of
Publie Instruction Mary Condon, and Horace J, Bu^er of
Anaconda,^ who had just been appointed by Governor Bonner
to replace Victor Weber, a staunch opponent of the Board
of Examiners* allocation. It was reported that three of
the presidents of the University units had threatened to
resign if Vande Bogart were rehired,%
Cn July 11 Senator Wilson (D*Toole) appeared before the
Board of Education and suggested the following figures as
a basis for compromise:
Montana State University
Montana State College
Montana School of Mines
Western Montana College of
Eastern Montana College of
Korthem Montana College

Education
Education

$1,700,000
1,500,000
323,000
175,000
450,000
850,000

The Board of Education appointed a committee to meet with
the Board of Examiners, and agreed to hold a special joint
meeting in August at Havre to see if a compromise could be
reached.3
1. Education, April 10 and 11, 1950.
2. Tribune. April 12, 1950,
3. Education, July 10-11, 1950.
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The special committee was forced to come to Helena
twicej at the first scheduled meeting the committee waited
all afternoon without seeing the Board of Examiners, who were
meeting, but did not find time to meet with the committee.^
Havre joint meeting
The special Joint meeting of the Board of Education and
the Board of Examiner# was held in Havre on August 11, 1950*
The two board# toured the facilities of Korthem Montana
2

College and Interviewed E. J. Decker and Fred Brinkman,
contractor and architect for the administration classroom
building, who revealed to the Board that It would cost
$2,000,000 in all to complete the building a# now planned.
This would give a four-story building twice the length of
the present structure, which had been built only two floors
high, and would provide a combined auditorium and gymnasiumt
as an attached wing.

The building could be enclosed to the

contemplated final length tirithmit the gymnasium or finishing
of one wing for $603,000 to $850,000.^
Horace Dwyer of Anaconda moved that the Board of Education

1.

Tribune. July 23, 1950.

2.

Education, August 11, 1950.

3.

Tribune. August 12, 1950.
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allocate the money in the following manner:^
Montana State University
Montana State College
Montana School of Mines
Western Montana College of Education
Eastern Montana College of Education
tkarthem Montana College

$1,600,003
1,450,000
325,000
175,000
600,000
850,000

The Board of Examiners agreed to adopt this recommendation
if the Board of Education approved it. A recess was then
called from 6i4S P.M. until 9:00P.M.

After the recess

Dwyer* a motion lost five to six with Bonner,Olsen, Condon,
Riley and Dwyer favoring the figures.

George Lund and

Mrs. F. H. Fetro stated that they voted against the motion
because the allocation to Montana State College was too
low.

At that point Superintendent of Public Instruction

Mary Condon moved that the following figures be accepted as
the basis for compromise:
Montana State University
Montana State College
:<ontana School of Mines
Western Montana College of Education
Eastern Montana College of Education
Northern Montana College

$1,450,000
1,600,000
325,000
175,000
600,000
350,000

This motion lost three to seven, withClsen abstaining.

At

I, These figures were almost the same as a compromise pro
posed earlier in the day by Governor Bonner. The Bonner
proposal would have given the State University $25,000 more
and the State College $25,000 less. Tribune. August 12, 1950.
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At thia point Governor Bonner recognized the thoroughly
riled Secretary of State /itchell, who atated that he felt
that the six victorious members had violated their oaths
of office.

He wanted the Board of Education to know that

he was going to stick by his original allocation of
$1,200*000 for Havre and that he would not consider another
compromise.

The Board then adjourned at 9i30 P.M.^

Selke resi^ation

On October 17 the resignation of Dr. Ceorge A. Selke*
Chancellor of the University of tk>ntana* effective December 1*
was revealed.

Dr. Selke* whose position had been insecure

since the firing of Vande Bogart* announced that he had
accepted an appointment with the foreign service of the
State Department; he was to be assigned to cultural relations
and education in Germany.

The departure of Chancellor Selke

had been rtuoored for some time#

The Chancellor was credited

with blocking the acceptance of the compromise proposal at
the Havre meeting.^

The Chancellor had engineered the

release of Vande Bogart without consulting the elected
members of the Board of Education and he had been on the
ae* •*se as• • • e*as

1.

Education, August 11, 1950.

2.

Tribune. October 18, 1950.
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vrons side of the University allocation as far as the
majority of the Board of Examiners was concerned, so that he
was not especially endeared to either ^roup.

Selke also

had sufficient investments to permit him to retire and he
had standing invitations from the Federal government to
engage in foreign education work.^
By this time new faces were appearing, as many of the
principals departed from the scene.

Dorothy Green acted as

executive secretary of the University of Montana after the
departure of Selke; R« H. Jesse was acting president of the
State University, succeeding Dr. McCain who had become presi
dent of Kansas State College, and E. A. Morgan was acting
president of t^rthem Montana College.

Dean A. £. Adami

had taken the place of Or. Thomson who had retired as presi
dent of the School of Mines on the advice of his physician.^
Compromise achieved
Governor Bonner requested that Leif Erickson, former
Associate Justice of the State Supreme Court and one-time
federal labor mediator, and Miss Dorothy Green meet with
the presidents of the six university units to attempt to
reach a compromise.

On Kovember 30, the presidents, each

1.

Tribune.

August 23, 1950.

2.

Education, September 11, 1950.
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accompanied by an aeeoclate from his campus, met for more
than eight hours behind closed doors.

E, J. Decker,

representing the firm that had the contract for construction
of the building at Havre, was also present.^ The presidents
unanimously agreed upon the following allocations:^
Montana State University
Montana State College
Montana School of Mines
Western Montana College of Education
Eastern Montana College of Education
northern Montana College

$1,700,000
1,550,000
300,000
212,500
500,000
737,500

The approval of the figures by President Renne of the State
College was expected to eliminate the negative votes of Lund
and Mrs. Petro.^

the presidents* recommendations were

generally considered a victory for the departed Chancellor,
as the final figures came closer to Selke*s recommendation
than to any other.
The Board of Education discussed the allocation at its
meeting on December 21.

During the discussion the Board of

Examiners was invited to attend*

A committee was appointed

to escort Secretary of State Sam W. Mitchell to the meeting.
Mitchell, however, declined to meet with the Board of Education.^

1.

Tribune. December 1, 1950.

3*

Tribune* December I, 1950.

,

2.

Education, pp. 5794*5797.

Education, December 21, 1950.
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The Board of Education adopted the recommendations of the
college presidents*
The Board voted dovm> five to six, the last of a series
of attempts to rehire Vande Eogart.

Dr. Riley, who had been

absent when Vande Bogart was fired, voted with Bonner, Olsen,
Condon, and Dwyer in the many efforts to rehire Vande
Eogart.

The Board immediately hired L, 0. Brockman as presi*

dent of Northern Montana College.^

The slim majority was

undoubtedly aware of Mies Condon*a reported stateaent in
October that the Governor would soon be able to make another
appointment to the Board and that then there would be a
one*member majority of the Board who would <*get along well
2
together.*»
The statement was reportedly made in Havre.
As soon as it received state-wide coverage, it was denied by
Kiss Condon,

said that she had been talking about pro

fessional ethics and academic freedom.^

Board of Exsminers as .Stewards
During this long struggle, the Board of Examiners
continued to exercise necessary housekeeping functions

1.

Ibid.

2.

‘
yrlbune. October 22, 1950.

3.

Tribune. October 23, 1950.
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relating to the bond issue.

The bonds were sold and the

money received, but the injunction prohibited expenditures
from the funds*

hhile adcrinistering the funds the Board

tried several plans in efforts to secure Interest.

Tîie

Board wrote to the State Treasurer on September 19, requesting
that the $5,000,000 proceeds of the bond issue be Invested
in the Kü>ntana Trust and Legacy Pund.^

In January it was

decided to withdraw the five million dollars from the trust
and legacy account without Interest.^

The Board of Examiner»

recommended to the State Depository Board In February that
the $5,000,000 proceeds be invested In U. S. Treasury Certifi
cates of Indebtedness at 1-1/8% interest, maturing January
1, 1951*^

This action was evidently taken, for the Board

later recommended that the State Depository Board Invest
the funds in United States Government **D" Bonds, as the
certificates of indebtedness were being called for payment
on January 1, 1951.^ By June 30, 1952 interest on the
a
funds from these various investments totaled $86,650.

1.

Examiners, September 19, 1949*

2.

Examiners, January 9, 1950.

3. Examiners, February 6, 1950. The state was paying 1.6 per
cent for the money. See above, p. 163.
4.

Examiner», December 26, 1950.

5.

Letter from Dorothy Green, Executive Secretary of University
of Fiontana to Presidents of University units, September 11, 1952,
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Change order number two for KcKlnnon*Decker Company,
contractor» for the administration building at fkîrthem
Montana College, was approved on November 4, 1949,^ Con
struction on the building crept along until March 17, 1950,
when the Board of Examiners, on the recommendation of the
architect, stopped work until sufficient funds were available
to put a roof on the building and proceed with construction.
The contractors agreed to resume work and to complete their
contracts within one year at no additional expense to the
state. The Board of Examinera then approved for payment
the saml-flnal estimates of the contractors, including the
15 per cent that had been withheld. The contracts provided
that this 15 per cent would be paid within ten days after
substantial completion of the work. Substantial completion
meant that the work was to be fully completed and the contract
fully performed,2 Despite the fact that total payments of
$430,980.85 on the $435,000 building had been made to the
contractors^ and that the architect estimated the building
as 90 per cent complete,* the building stood unfinished.

1, Examiners, November 4, 1949,
2, Havre Report, p. 4,

3, jby*» p. 6.
4, Ibid,, p* 5,
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unroofed, and exposed to the ele.T3nts vrith no part ccTplcted
to a point where any use could be made of It,*
y.r, Ton rcKlrnon and Pr. Ed Decker of the McKinnon*
Decker Construction Company appeared before the Board on
August 28, 1950, and informed the members that several items
in storage at the Northern lîontana College administration
building had disappeared by theft.

The Board instructed

Acting*?resident E, A. Morgan of Northern Montana College
to employ a night watcknan at once to patrol the premises,^
Cn September 7, Chancellor Selke was informed by the Board
of Examiners that the watchman must be paid from college
funds.

President Mtorgan asked the McKianon*Decker Con*

etruetion Company for an inventory on September 14 and on
September 26, but received none,

Cn September 30, President

>’
brgan questioned the necessity for continuing to keep the
guard because McKinnon-Decker trucks had hauled nearly every
thing from the building,^

Later, a legislative investigating

coîTETiittee found that materials paid for by the state were
missing but that it was impossible to estimate the value of

1,

Education, p, 5795.

2,

Examiners, August 28, 1950,

3,

Havre Import, p. 5.
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these missing iraterials,^
Finally on I!arch 23, 1951, the Board of Bxan'lncrs
terminated Its contract with ?tcKlnnon»Beck€r by paying the
firm $11,569.

The payment vas for $7,829 vorth of materials

on hand for vhlch KcKlnnon-Becker had not been paid, and
$5,800 vorth of materials which x<?ere missing.

From this

total was deducted $2,060 for materials purchased for the
building but which the contractor said he had used on other
2
construction projects in the vicinity.
The payment, when
added to the total of previously reported statements, brought
the cost of the building over $440,000.

Originally, for

$435,000 the state had contracted for a completed building;
eventually for more than $440,000 the state settled for an
unroofed, unusable hulk plus several thousand dollars worth
of lumber.

When bids were opened on June 21, 1951 for the

addition to the building, McKinnon»Becker Construction
Company was once again the low bidder.^

Political Presgur®. Aoril to Jmuarv
After the firing of President Vande Bogart without a
hearing, public Interest shifted from the allocation toward

1.

* P* ^*

2.

Examiners, March 23, 1951,

3.

Examiners, June 21, 1951.
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th« Vands Bogart caaa#

Officials outside Montana became

strongly interested In the state's politics.

The executive

secretary of the NortWest Association of Secondary and
Higher Schools announced on June 23 that a fact-finding
committee from the Association would investigate the
Montana situation*^
no action.

The committee Investigated but took

The Board of the Directors of the American

Association of Junior Colleges labeled the dismissal of
Vande Bogart without specification of charges against him
and without being heard as a **deplorable wrong.
A meeting was called at Havre by the Chamber of Commerce

on ^ril 14» 1950» to protest the removal of Dr, Vande Bogart,
Speakers Included Vande Bogart» Harry Burns» Claude Erickson»
John Lesslyong» Superintendent of Schools at Malta, Cedar
B. Aronow» Shelby attorney. District Judge C, B, Elwell of
iWvre» a member of the Korthem Montana College executive
board» Claude Dowen» Havre merchant» Mrs, W. W. Hamilton»
former legislator, and Harold Ebaugh, manager of the Hill
County Electric Co-operative.^

A public meeting to discuss

Vande Bogart's dismissal and the disputed $3,000,000 bond

1.

Tribune. June 24, 1950.

2.

Trib\me. August 3, 1950.

3.

Tribune. April 15, 1950.
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fund vat held at Havre on April 25 with more than two hundred
Hill County retidentt in attendance. ^ Several of the com*
mercial and labor leader# who had atrongly aupported the
Board of Examinera# allocation nine month# earlier were not
lifted among the apeaker# protesting the r^aoval of Vande
Bogart.

These leaders who had strongly supported a building

program for Northern Fiontana College, had seen few contri*
butions from the state and part of those were now blocked
by a sectional dispute.

Havre opinion was openly divided

regarding Vande Bogart.

Dr. SeIke announced on April 20

that he had received a letter signed by fifteen of the
twenty*three faculty members at Northern Montana College
supporting the action of the Board of Education in firing
Vande Bogart.^
Montana farm organisations generally favored the Board
of Education allocation,

the Montana State Grange wrote the

Board of Education, commending its actions.^ The Montana
Stockgrowers Association endorsed the Board of Education in
its controversy with the Board of Examiners.^ On December
I, 1950, the Montana Woolgrowers# Association reiterated

1. TriWne. April 27, 1950.
2. Tribune. April 20, 1950.
3. Education, July 10 and II, 1950,
4. Tribim#. May 28, 1950.
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its Status that distribution of the $5,000^000 University
bond Issue should be in keeping with the original allocation
of the Board of Education*

The Woolgrowers* noting that

Inflated costs would allow only partial development of the
original plan, also recommended that the legislature provide
additional money to complete the original building program.^
Montanans began to prepare for the legislative session.
The State Young Republicans recomnended that the Governor,
Attorney General, and Secretary of State £sle] be removed
from the Board of Education in order to abolish politics
from the state educational system.^ The Montana Council on
Higher Education met to formulate recommendations to the
1951 legislature to put control of the state University
system in the hands of a single board.^

LcglslativftSession
The long-awaited legislature met in January, 1951 with
Republicans regaining control of the House, forty-nine to
forty-one and of the Senate, twenty-eight to twenty-six.

1.

Tribune. December 1, 1950.

2.

Tribune. September 29, 1950.

3.

Tribune. October 5, 1950.
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with two independent#.

One of the l##ue# in the campaign

had been the university building fund fight,^ A bill to
vest power in the State Board of Education to superintend
expenditure of the $5,000,000 was introduced in the House
on Jaimary 19,

The n^ney was to be divided according to

recommendations of the unit presidents.

Authors of the

bill were three Important Republicans i Representatives
Joseph A, McSlwaln of Powell, House majority floor leader;
George W, O'Connor of Carbon, Chairman of the Ways and Cleans
Committee; and Hell Taylor of Daniels, Chairman of the
Appropriations Committee.^

The bill passed the House by a

vote of seventy seven to flve,^ and the Senate by a vote
of thlrty*nine to four.* Most of the opposition votes came
from the High line with a scattering of votes from other
eastern counties.

After receiving the bill. Governor

Bonner called a meeting of the Board of Examiners and told

1.

Tribune. Kovember 5, 1950.

2.

Tribune. January 19, 1951,

3. Montana, Legislative Assembly, House of Representatives,
House Journal
Hereafter cited as Hou$e_Joumal._. 1951,
4. ïiontana. Legislative Assembly, Senate, Senate Journal of
the Thirty;second Legislative Assembly of the At#te_of
.
Held at Helena, the Seat of ^Q)veirmcnt..9f
mencln^st January I. 1951. and Endima |^8rch_lj^^51 (Helena.
Montana : State Fublishlng Co., n,d,), pp. 347*48, Hereafter
cited as Senate Journal. 1951.
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th« other two members that 1£ they would agree to the
allocation proposed by the legislature that he would veto
the bill#

Otherwise he would sign it.^ The Board of

Examiners adopted the legislative allocation «as an indi
cation that the Board has accepted the advice of the legis
lature as being the will of the people of the state in
reference to the allocation of these funds.Governor
Bonner then vetoed House Bill Rumber 75 as being unnecessary.
His veto was over-ridden in the House by a vote of sixty-one
to twenty-eight— twelve Democrats, including five Silver
Bow Representatives, joined with the Republicans.^

In

the Senate, the Govemor*s veto was sustained on a straight
party-line vote, with twenty-six for the Governor and
twenty-eight against him.^
A second bill. House Bill Rumber ISO. introduced by

the Committee on Education, took the control and supervision
of expenditures for the educational Institutions from the
Board of Ëxjsniners and gave it to the Board of Education.

I* Intelview with John W. Bonner. August 13, 1959.
2. Examiners. February 24. 1951.
3. % u se Journal 1951. p. 573.
4. Senate Journal,1931. p. 432.
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Subject to thi* control» however, the Board of Examiner*
was still required to let all contracts, to Issue all bond*
for the buildings and Improvements, and to audit all claims
to be pald.^

The bill passed the house sixty-eight to

fifteen^ and the Senate thirty*three to nineteen.^

Prac

tically all vote* against the bill were cast by legislators
from the High Line or from the eastern section of Montana.
House Bill bHasber 460, introduced by the Appropriations
Committee, eliminated the possibility of another Chancellor
by specifically providing that non* of the appropriations
should be used for the salary and expenses of the Chancellor.^
Two years later the legislature abolished the office of
Chancellor.^

The Senate, in an amendment to an appropriations

bill, transferred from the Board of Examiners to the Board
of Education the power of approval of travel requests from

1. Montana, Legislative Assmnbly, Laws ^Résolutions and
MeTorlals of the State of Montana Passed by the Thirtvsecond ictislative Assen^Mv in_^e^IaiL^easion.._Jield. gt
Hel^al the_ Seat of .Goverrvgent of
.S^a|e.
Jenuarv Ist.
and EnÆin%_R!arcb lst...__lg5l (Helena,
Montana; State Publishing Co., n.d.), e. 81* Hereafter
cited as I>ontana ..3ession,law s by year.
2.

House Journal 1951. p. 317.

3.

Senate Journal. 1951. p. 370.

4.

Montana Session,Lew s . 1951. p. 687.

5.

l^ntftga Session Laws. 1953. c. 242.
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edueatloaftl institutions*^ The transfer of approval power,
which lasted for the duration of the appropriation only,
passed both houses without a dissenting vote.^ To placate
the home voters the two state representatives from Hill
County, site of Northern î-tontana College, Introduced a
bill to appropriate money to Increase the building fund for
the University units. This bill was killed in committee.^
The House Committee on Constitutional Ammdments and Federal
Relations introduced a constitutional amendment to change
the menbership of the Board of Education by dropping the
elective members. Needing two«thirds approval, the bill
failed, receiving only forty-three "AYE* votes and thirtynine *N0* votes. A Democratic representative from Gallatin
County, site of Montana State College, was the only Democrat
to favor the bill. Three Republicans joined with the Demo
crats in voting *KQ?*^
the representatives of the people were quite willing
to adopt the compromise prepared by the unit presidents
despite the fact that fifty-four of the ninety Representatives
and thirty-nine of the fifty-six Senators came from the
eastern Congresslonal district. The wove to eliminate the

1. Senate.journal.1951. p. 587.
2. Houge....Joum.fI.
.If51. p. 653. 3. Houst...JoOTsl .19.31. p. 168.
4, Ibid., HSi. pp. 422-23.
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Chancellor received little opposition*

Legislators repre*

santing sectional interests had always distrusted efforts
to shift power from local university units to a central
controlling agency and had eliminated the Chancellor in
1933 by the same process.

The political maneuvering of

SeIke, which had offended some of the elected state«wlde
officials, had undoubtedly offended other politicians also.
Suspicious anti-Vande Bogart partisans were also probably
fearful that the new appointment by the Governor to the
Board of Education would bring into the majority those
members who had been trying hard to find a place in the
educational system for Vande Bogart.

The proposal to eliminate

the three elected officials, all Democrats, from the Board
of Education was stopped by the minority party.

Eight

years later, in 1959, the pro^sal passed when the Democrats
controlled the legislature and the Republicans controlled
two of the three elective Board of Education seats.

Court Decision
After the issue had been settled by the legislature
Judge Padbury gave his court decision on February 26, 1951.
The Judge decided in favor of the Board of Education and

1, The five-man committee selected to find a new Chancellor
was dominated by three members who had consistently voted to
rehire Vande Bogart. Board of Education Minutes, July 10, II,
1950 and March 5, 1951. Reporters noted that Vande Bogart was
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•tAted that any statute vhlch attempted to confer on the
Board of Examiners the power to allocate the proceeds of the
bond issue would be unconstitutional, since the constitution
vested general control and supervision of the university
system In the Board of Education.

The judge perpetually en«

joined the Board of Examiners from spending any of the funds
without the prior authorization and direction of the Board
of Education.^

Since there was now no dispute, the case

was not taken to the Supreme Court.

mmrnarv
Thus the entire dispute ended, "not with a bang, but
a whimper. ** The Board of Education and the Board of Examiners
had disputed for almost two years.

In the end, the elected

representatives of the people, the legislators, decided
that power was more securely reposed In the appointive Board
of Education than In the elective Board of Examiners.

Even

so, the state was left with an anomalous situation whereby
the Board of Education was to determine the needs for all

a frequent visitor at the Capitol before the legislative
session. Tribune. December 19, 1950.
1. Findings of Fact and conclusions of Law, Case of
Dorothy.Overturf v. state Bo.t.rd...of
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«3cpeïidltuTt# and control the purposes (or which all funds
should be spent, but the Board of Examiners was to l-'t all
contracts, issue bonds for any building and improvements,
and audit all claims to be paid as a result of expenditures»
Accepting their new duties, the Board of Education began to
meet monthly instead of quarterly*
The construction of buildings at the state educational
institutions had been held up for almost two years during
a period of rampant inflation.

Building costs had increased

more than 12 per cent between 1949 and 1951,^ meaning that
the 1951 $5,000,000 would buy only $4,400,000 in 1949
buildings.

Irretrievably lost to the University system was

a building of the value of the Women* s Center at the State
University.

The Chancellor had resigned and Montana quietly

dropped the Chancellorship system.

Guy H. Vande Bogart

was dismissed after twenty*one years in which he had built
a well-rounded school from nothing.

Hoped-for foundation

grants were refused because of Montana’s educational problems.
The threat of loss of accrediting lowered Montana’s standing
in the academic community.
The statute clearly gave the powers of allocation to

1.

u. S. Business and Defense services Administration,

Construction Volume end Costs. 1915-1956, p. 54.
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the Board of Examinera,

Utilizing these powers the Board

had approved an allocation which, if properly spent, would
have established in the town of Havre a college with
facilities for approximately 1,200 students,
for desiring the allocation varied.

the reasons

A contractor who had

the inside track for constructing a large building in Havre
urged the allocation.

A politician saw an opportunity to

gain strong support from an area where two-thirds of the
voters lived,

A chamber of commerce desired to reduce the

outflow of students.

No matter what the motives, the Board

made its allocation and steadfastly stood by it.

The

publicly reported political pressures appeared unusually
strong as organizations and newspapers assailed the Board
of Examiners, yet the Board refused to reconsider in the
face of such apparently definite public opinion.

At one

point the Board agreed to reconsider on its own terms.
The Board of Education rejected the terms.

Thereafter, the

Board of Examiners, led by the intransigent Secretary of
Patate, returned to its original position and refused to
compromise, claiming to represent the will of the people.
In the face of strong legislative expression, however, the
Beard relented and compromised.

The legislature viewed the

administrative proceedings of the Board of Examiners and
proceeded to transfer powers from the Board.
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Public officiale, beset by the pressures of strong
economic interests» twisted and turned in an effort to find
a comfortable solution.

Governor John Eonner voted in

April for the Board of Education*s allocation; In July he
voted for the Board of Examiners* allocation.

Be switched

back to the side of the ütate University and Gtate College
supporters in September as he instigated the court suit.
The following April he switched again, strongly supporting
^:orthem* s deposed president, Vande Bogart.

In August, 1950

he voted for one compromise allocation at a Board of Education
meeting and in December he voted for a different one.

In

starch, 1950 the Governor was quoted as suggesting that the
legislature be asked for an additional one million dollars.
Three days later he said he would veto such a bill if it
were passed.
According to the records Attorney General Clean voted
for the Board of Education's allocation in April l>49, then
voted for the Examiners* allocation in July,

la August,

1950, he supported a compromise proposal suggested by Horace
Dwyer smd in February 1951, he voted for the compromise
approved by the legislature.
Secretary of State

itchell voted for the Examiners*

allocation and then supported the August 1950 compromise,
rthen the Board of Education failed to accept the compromise
he said that he would never again vote for less than
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$1,200^003 for Havre, but in February 1951* he accepted the
legislative compromise*

The fight seemed to have little

effect on Individual political careers»

Governor bonner

was defeated by J. Hugo Aronson at the next election.

Ex-

Governor Ford stumped the state against Bonner, displaying
pictures of buildings completed during Ford* s administration
on the Billings* hissoula* and Bozessan campuses and com
paring them with a picture of the unenclosed* unfinished*
unprotected hulk at Northern on which the same amount of
money had been spent. ^ However* this was not the only issue
in the campaign and the other prominent issues were un
doubtedly influential.

Attorney General Olsen was elected

by a lower margin than in 1948 and was subsequently defeated
in a campaign for governor in 1956.
had become important.

By then other issues

Secretary of State Hitcheil was

reelected and died in office.
A key figure who played an unpublicized role was the
private contractor* Ed Decker* whose firm* according to
Governor Bonner* having the contract for construction of the
building at Northern liontana College and desiring to receive
a much larger contract* convinced the Havre Chamber of Com
merce and President Vande Bogart that they should request a

1.

Interview with Sam C. Ford* Farch 24* 1959.
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conslderabljf larger allocation than that alloted by the
Board of Education*

Decker epoke at the compromise meeting

In Havre, estimating that It would cost $2,000,000 to com.
plate the planned building hat that the building could be
enclosed against the weather for $850,000.

The $850,000

figure was then proposed as a compromise by Horace Dwyer.
At the compromise attempt mediated by tief Erickson and
called at Bonner*s request, the University presidents met
at length with Decker, who estimated that a four*story
building could be constructed for less than $700,000.

The

Board of Examiners granted McKinnon*Decker large change
orders on their original contract, including $7,800 for an
excavation which cost $1,248.

Decker informed the Board of

Exsuainers that it«ns in storage at Korthem Montana College
had been stolen.

A guard was posted but later removed

after McKlnnon-Decker trucks had hauled nearly everything
from the building.
From the wneys received from the $5,000,000 bond
issue, the University constructed a music building, a women* s
center, and a liberal arts buildings the State College con*
structed a math*physics building, a veterinary research
laboratory, a green*bouse, and the Ryon Engineering laboratory.
The School of Mines constructed a petroleum engineering and
physics building.

At Western Montana College of Education

an auditorium-shop building was constructed; an education
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building WAS eonatruetcd mt Emetnm Montana Collage.
Work warn continued on the adbainigtration building at
Korthem Montana College.

The original contract for

$435,000 had called for conetruction of a two.atory building.
The Board of Examiner# mettled the contract on March 2 3,
1951, by paying McKinnon*Decker $11,569.

Previou# payments

to all contractor# had amounted to $430,930.85.

Since the

muapenaion of the work one year before, the building, on
which the contract va# now settled, had stood unfinished,
unroofed and exposed to the element# with no part completed
to a point where any use could be made of it.

The contractor,

Ed Decker, infomed the presidents of the University units
that for less than $700,000 the portion of the building under
construction could be completed to four stories and the
rest of the building could be completed to two stories with
an enlargement of the centmaplated women's gymnasium to a
standard size gymnasium.

The presidents suggested an alio*

cation of $37,500 in addition to the $700,000 to insure the
completion of a usable building.^ The Board of Examiners
awarded a second contract to McKinnon*Decker which was
completed in 1953.

At that time the building had two floors

mostly completed with the third floor enclosed and roofed.

I.

Education, p. 5795.
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Th* building included eigbteen officeti^ eight cleeerootae»
the library» a few storage rooms of various sires and an
area %«hich was used as a small gymnasium. ^ This small
amc rmt of usable space had cost the state more than
$l»IOOyOOO.

In contrast, the same amount of money, with

contracts being let at approximately the same time, was
sufficient to construct both the Business-Education building
and the Liberal Arts building at the State University.
Since 1953 work has continued on the building.

In 1957

campus labor was used to finish the west wing and to complete
nurses training facilities.

Cn July

1959, eleven years

after the awarding of the first contract which had called
for t%a> completed floors, the Board of Examiners accepted
bids for the completion of the second floor of the building,
using a $90,000 legislative appropriation.

2

The reader should be aware that this account is still
incomplete.

The account presented here is essentially

taken from public records.

It is hoped that someday an

historian utilising private papers will be able to fill in
much of the missing material.

Still to be answered are such

1. Letter to David A. Leuthold from Kerwin M. Moores,
Librarian, Northern Montana College, dated September 21, 1959,
2, Examiners, July 8, 1959.
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questions ss the one posed by Chancellor Seiko vho asked
why It cost so much to build at Havre.^

1.

tribune, m r c h 21, 1950.
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CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSION
The Inclusloxi of the Board of Examiner# in the Montana
Constitution appeared to be almost an afterthought, for the
Board was established in Section 20 of Article VII, the last
section in the article on the executive department.

The

section was accepted almost %fithout discussion, for the
political thought of the period demanded that safeguards,
many of th#n, be established.

Since the subject was not

discussed on the convention floor, it is difficult to deter*
mine what the delegates intended for the duties and powers
of the Board of Examiners.

California had established its

board to protect the treasury and to examine all claims
against the state,

i^en Nevada had established a similar

board in 1864, delegates had clearly explained that the
Board of Examiners was to examine unliquidated claims which
would then be presented to the legislature.

Thirty-one

years later, when the Utah Constitutional Convention met,
the chairman of the executive cousaittee argued that the
use of ex officio boards would be economical, for state
officials who had to be paid their salary anyway would be
required to assume many extra duties, thus eliminating extra

217
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employee#.

The Montane convention met between the Kevede

end Utah convention## and the conatitutlonal provision we#
evidently regarded a# not only desirable but also obviously
self.explanatory for there was no discussion on the floor*
Subsequently the Montana Supreme Court ruled that the
Constitutional provision applied only to unliquidated claims#
thus restricting the Board of Examiners to the purpose for
which the Nevada Board was established.

Since the Supreme

Court la charged with the duty of interpreting the meaning
and Intention of the Constitution# we shall conclude that
the original purpose of the Board of Examiners was to review
unliquidated claims before they were presented to the biennial
sessions of t!m Legislative Assembly*

However# the Board

was also given the power "to perform such other duties as
R*ay be prescribed by law."
The second legislative session# held a year and a half
after the Constitutional Convention, clearly provided the
Board of Examiners with "other duties."

Section six of the

act prescribing the duties of the Board of Examiners provided
that any person having a claim against the state "for which
an appropriation has been made" could present his claim
to the Board of Examiners# and the Board might allow# postpone#
or reject the claim.^

1. Montana, Legislative Ass&ably# tews.
Memorials of the State of Montana Passed

Resolutions and
at the Second Regular
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Th« satn* legislative act gave the Board ether financial
power*, including the right to prohibit the treasurer from
paying warranta, to examine the book# of the auditor and
treasurer, and to count the money in the treasury#

The

same Legislative Assembly, impressed with the possibilities
of ex officio boards, appointed t\m Governor, Attorney
General, and Secretary of State as Board of Commissioners
for the Insane.
Gradually the power of the Board of Examiners developed.
In 1893 the Board disapproved the legislative appropriations
for construction at the units of higher education.

The 1895

Legislative Assembly transferred the powers of the Board of
Supplies and Furnishing Board from the Governor, Lieutenant
Governor, and Speaker of the Bouse to the Board of Examiners.
This Board was to hire and furnish halls end offices.
The 1909 Legislative Assembly transferred to the Board
of Examiners the power to construct buildings at every state
institution except the Soldiers* Home and the State Fair,
The Tuberculosis Sanitarium was established in 1911 and
placed under the control of the Board of Examiners*

The

Board of Examiners was given power of approval over the

.9t,.the LeKislative Assemblv# H&ld St
J^&t of.Government of Said State. Goimiencinx January^Sth.
1?^91 and_ Ending March 5th. 1391 (Eelena, Montana* Journal
Publishing Co., 1891), pp. 183.87.
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account» for conetruction at the Soldier»* Home In 1917•
A» Eastern Montana Kormal School, Northern Montana College,
the School for the Deaf and Blind and the Vocational School
for Girls were placed under the control of the Board of Edu
cation, the Board of Examiners gained the power to construct
at each instiinitlon.
The power to construct thus comes from the legislature•
The legislature has transferred some of this power to other
boards, most notably the Board of Education*

During the

1930's the legislature gave the Board of Education the power
to construct nimerous buildings at institutions that it
controlled.

During the 1950's the legislature allo%md the

Board of Education to construct self-financing buildings of
many types, a power that proved to be quite important.

The

Supreme Court has strengthened the power of the Board of
Education by several important rulings.

The Court also

declared that the Highway Commission had the power to con
struct buildings without the approval of the Board of
Examiners or the legislature.

Besides the Board of Examiners,

Board of Education, and Highway Commission, several agencies
have had the power to construct public buildings in the
state.

The number and value of the buildings constructed

by these latter groups has been small.
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Given ntost of the powers of construction, the Board
of Examiners has attempted to insure for Itself all the
lucrative powers, such as the power to apportion funds and
the power to appoint architects.

Not nearly so appealing

to the Board has been the consequent responsibilities such
as the duty to supervise construction.
In execution of its constructing powers, the Board of
Examiners has shown almost every fault which political
scientists usually ascribe to ex officio boards.

Board

members have been forced to leave their important duties
to concern themselves with trivia.

The Board members have

not been selected because they were architects or engineers,
but because they were politicians.
The state has now had a half century of experience with
the Board of Examiners as its public construction authority.
More than 1,600 buildings, valued at more than $90,000,000
are owned by the state.

Yet after fifty years, members of

the Board of Examiners admit that they have not established
a system whereby they can adequately supervise the con*
struction of buildings.
The practices of some of the other states in regard
to the planning, design, and construction of buildings arc
worth considering.

Certain states, notably California and
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iCangas, havo created an office of state architect, or In
South Dakota and Wisconsin a state engineer, to design and
oversee the construction of buildings.

In certain other

states, building commissions, or divisions of architecture,
design and construct or supervise the construction of state
buildings*
In the other states which have Boards of examiners,
various procedures are followed*

The construction, operation,

and maintenance of state-owned buildings and improvements
in Idaho are under the supervision of the Department of
Public Works*

General overall planning end construction

for state buildings in Nevada is the responsibility of the
State Planning Board*

The operation of buildings is by the

governing boards of state institutions and by the state
departments*

In Utah the Building Commission, which is

composed of the same personnel as the State Road Commission,
and a superintendent of construction have supervision over
the construction of new state buildings and major repairs.
State institutional buildings are administered by their
respective heads*

1

1. Council of State Governments, “The Administration of
State-Owned Buildings** (Preliminary Survey by Council of
State Goverments, November, 1944), passim. (Mimeographed* )
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Ko conetltutlonal requirement restricts Montana’s
construction authority to an ex officio board.

In practice*

the ex officio board has a poor administrative record,

Â

careful study of the principles of good administrative
organization and the practices of other states will
undoubtedly reveal systems which would be more effective.
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APPENDIX Ç._ LIST OF ST\TS INgTimTIOKS_

BUILDING GROUPS.

jlllB 10X^1 KU^BLE ÜF BVILDIKG^ZTOIAL iSbWlAkCE VALÜÈ CF ALL
BUILDINGS. .HAJt-R.EUXlË.l^CS AND ThLlU&%UmkC& VALUn. AT
Kalor BulWiRft#

Ittftuitanea. Valuation^

July 1, 1957

STATE CAPITOL CROUP^
Capital
Sam W. Hltehall Building
State Laboratory Building
Veterans* and Pioneer#* Mmmrial Building

$3,415,600
938,900
841,800
720,900

Total mmber of building#»12
Total inauranee value or
all bttilding#.$6,289,400
SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF AND BLIND, GREAT FALLS
Main Building

$424,600

Total number of building#»9
Total insurance value of
all building#»$576,900
MONTANA STATE TRAINING SCHOOL AND HOSPITAL, BOULDER
Main Building and Addition
Griffin Hall
wmaoital and Infirmary
Boy#* Dormitory No. 7
Girl#* Dormitory No. 6

$386,000
376,600
319,000
251,600
251,600

Total number of buildings*66
Total insurance value of
all building#-$3,233,200

X. Insurance valuation is not the true value of building
but rather 90 per cent of the replacement value, not in*
eluding excavations, some foundations and other exclusions.
2. The Governor*# Mansion was not completed until after
this list was compiled.
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y^ior Bulldlna»

Inauranee Valuation

m N T A m STAIS ORFHAÎSS» HOME, IWIH BRIDGES
Qymxitiêhm

$100,000

total number of bulldinss«41
Total insurance value of
all buildings-*$7$1,700
æNTANA STATS HOSPITAL, WARM STRINGS
Female Department Unit No. I
w&rr«m Building
Bolton Building
Hueslgbrod Building

$515,000
359,700
333,000
327,100

Total number of buildings-^170
Total Insurance value of
all buildlng»-$3,781,200
MONTANA STATE TUBERCULOSIS SANITARIUM, GALEN
Receiving Hospital, Annex and Wings
Employees Dormitory Building
Employees* Apartment B’oilding
Combination Heating Fiant, Laundry, Garage,
Greenhouse, and Apartment

$2,340,000
645,200
395,600
211,600

Total number of buildings*36
Total insurance value of
all buildlngs^$4,311,400
MONTANA SOLDIERS* HOME, COLUMBIA FALLS
Women*i Building and Annex
Main Building and Addition

$103,000
95,000

Total number of buildlngs-26
Total Insurance value ox
all building».$402,500
VOCATIONAL SCHOOL FOR GIRLS, HELENA

Cottage No. 2 (Canaday)
Administration Building (Stewart Hall)
Total number of buildings*19
Total insurance value of
all buildings*$442,600

$117,300
104,400
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Kaior.. Bulldlnjgg

lagurence Valuation

WNIAKA STA.XE INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL, MILES CITY
Kew Adminiatratlon Building
Cottage «f«
Gymnasium

$143,200
143,700
112,f00

Total number of buildinga*3?
Total insurance value of
all buildings*$1,080,100
HOME FOR SENILE KEN AÎ1Ü WOMEN, LEWISTOWK
Main Building (only building)

§861,400

MOKTAKA STATE PRISON, DEER LODGE
Cell House No. 1
Cell House Ho* 2
Theatre
Guards* Quarters
Administration Building (Registrar of
Motor Vehicles)

$261,100
161,000
106,6 00
105,800
102,300

Total number of buildings*161
Total Insurance value of all
buildings*$1,459,600
MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY, MISSOULA
Field House
Craig Hall and Addition No. 1
Lodge
Women's Center Building
Music Building
Library and Addition Ko* 1
A-*... and Crafts Building
Arts

$1,091,100
885,500
856,000
739,400
722,700
692,000
665,400

Total number of buildings*144
Total insurance value of
all buildings-$14,397,500
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Mgjor Buildings

Insurance Valuation

akizju,,m i
^lOSTAïTA STATE COLLEGE, BOZEMAN*

Lewis «nd Clark îlall
Student Union end Addition
Hannon Hall
Roberts Hall

$1,928,000
1,208,600
1,121,800
565,200

Total number of buildings»205
Total insurance value of
mil buildlr.g5«o$ll,764,10Q
WESTERN MONTANA COLLEGE OF EDUCATION, DILLON
Residimce Hall, Dining Room end Kitchen
Library
Gymnasium

Main Building
Auditorium and Shop

$529,000
247,600
200,100

181,900
176,000

Total number of bulldlngs-10
Total Insurance value of
all buildings-$1,406,100
MONTANA SCHOOL CF MINES, BUTTE
Residence Halls
Metallurgical Building
Library* Museum
Petroleum Engineering and Physics W i l d i n g
Main Building

$606,100

447,400
439,300
234.000
219.000

Total number of buildin|s<»16
Total insurance value of
all buildings-$2,532,900
EASTERN MONTANA COLLEGE OF EDUCATION, BILLINGS
College Building
Teachers Laboratory Building
Science Hall
Dormitory

$492,200
424.300
362.300
236,900

★The field bouse was %wt completed until after this list
vas compiled*
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Bulldlngg

Insurance Valuation
July I. 1957

eastern

MONTANA COLLEŒ OF EDUCATION, BILLINGS (continued)

Total number of bulIdlngs-9
Total insurance value of
all buildInga»$1,793,000
NORTHERN MONTANA COLLEGE, HAVRE
Cowan Hall
Donaldson Hall
Armory Gymnasium
Automotive Shop Building

$1,143,800
421,100
196,200
101,300

Total number of bulldlngs*23
Total insurance value of
all buildings*$2,491,400
AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATIONS
Huntley Branch Experiment Station, Huntley
31 buildings
Total insurance value*
$240,200
Northern Montana Branch Experiment Station, Fort Assini*
bolne
24 buildings Total insurance value*
163,300
Central >k>otana Branch Experiment Station, Moccasin
19 buildings
Total Insurance value*
77,500
Fort Ellis Agricultural Sub*Station, Bozeman
16 buildings
Total insurance value*
53,400
Eastern Montana Branch Experiment Station, Sidney
9 buildings
Total insurance value*
37,400
Horticultural Experiment Station, Corvallis
7 buildings
Total insurance value*
24,400
Northwestern Montana Branch Experiment Station, Creston
8 buildings
Total insurance value*
31,200
FISH AND GA1<E DEPAIWiENT
136 buildings at 36 different locations.
Total insurance value*
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PuildlnfTS

Insurance Valuation
July 1. 1957

MONTANA STATE HIGHWAY CO>a-ÎIS3IOH
HeaHquartars BulIcll&g<»HeIana
Havre Shop and Office Building
Hisaoula shop and Office Building
Wolf Tolnt Shop and Office Building

$301,300^
197,800
126,500
122,100

Total number of bulldlngs»253
Total Insurance value of all
buildings-$2,834,200
STATE ARMORIES
Helena Ara»ry
Bozeman Armory
Poplar Armory

$492,200
343,800
164,400

Total number of buildings-12^
Total insurance value of
all buildings-$1,443,200
STATE PARKS
Twelve buildings located at Bltterrot Lake
Park and Lewis and Clark Caverns State Park.
Total insurance value of all buildings-$106,600
STATE WATER

CONSERVATICN BOARD

42 buildings at nine different locations
Total insurance value of all buildings-$90,200
ÜÎ^EMPLÜÏriEN'T CO/i?L‘NSATICN

COMMISSION

Office buildings in Bozeman, Havre, and Shelby^
Total insurance value of all buildings-$57,100

1.

The addition to the Headquarters Building was not completed
after this list was compiled.

until

2. At least five more armories have since been constructed.
3. At least five more employment service buildings have
since been constructed.
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In8uranc|^V|luatlcn
SÎAXE LAND OFFICE
Four buildings in Hill County
Total Insurance value for all buildings-$2,000
MISCELIAÎÏEOUS BUILDINGS
Department of Public Welfare Building,
Helena
Grain Inspection Laboratory, Great Falls
Oil and Gas Conservation Commission
Building, Billings

$97,300
33,000
13,800

TOTAL KUÎÎBER CF STATE-OWNED BUILDINGS-Approacimately 1600
TOTAL INSURANCE VALUE OF ALL BUILDINGS, JULY I, 1957$65,837,900

Source: List of state buildings compiled by Board of Examiners
for insurance purposes, July 1, 1957. Copy of list in my
possession. Microfilm copies at State Historical Library,
Helena, and Montana State University Library, Missoula, with
microfilm reels of Board of Examiners minutes.
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g.

CHI?.OHOLOGY CF TIIE 55.000.000

U^IVhkSITY AVIiO

DISPUTE

March 1947

Thirtieth legislative assembly passed
$5,000,000 bond issue. <HB No. 406)

Movessber 2, 1943

Voters approved referendum 52.

December 13» 1948

Chancellor Selke recommended allocation.

December 13, 1948

Board of Education made allocation.

March 1949

Thirtyfirst legislative assembly passed
enacting legislation and appropriated over
$1,000,000 for University unit buildings.

April 11, 1949

Board of Education reaffirmed December
allocation.

June 24, 1949

Legality of bond issuance determined by
Supreme Court in “friendly** test case.

June 30, 1949

Board of Examiners made allocation of
bond issue funds.

July 23, 1949

McKinnon-Decker Change Order Kumber 1 on
Administration Building, KHC, approved.

September 9, 1949

Board of Examiners sustained allocation
in spite of Selke protest. Bonner
recommended compromise.

September 14, 1949

Montana Council on Higher Education formed,

Havre meetings in support of
September 14 and 13, 1949
needs.
September 15, 1949

Mrs. Overturf filed and received temporary
Injunction, freezing use of bond funds.

October 3, 1949

Havre residents Intervened In suit.

March 21, 1950

Harry Bums and Havre interveners refused
to agree to distribution of $4,000,000
in undisputed funds.

April 12, 1950

Vande Bogart fired at Board of Education
meeting.
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July II, 1950

Motion to reinstate Vend© Eogert
failed by one vote at Board of
Education meeting.

August 12, 1950

Joint Board of Education*Board of
Examinera meeting at Havre. Dwyer
allocation proposal defeated.

September 8, 1950

Hearing of Injunction suit in district
court.

October 17, 1950

Chancellor Selke resigned as of
December 1, 1950.

November 30, 1950

Presidents of University units met
with Leif Erickson and agreed on
compromise.

December 20, 1950

Board of Education agreed to unit
presidents* compromise allocation.

January 19, 1951

Republicans introduced bill embodying
compromise allocation.

February 1951

Thirty-second legislative assembly
passed allocation bill.

February 24, 1951

Board of Examiners agreed to unit
presidents' allocation.

February 26, 1951

Judge Padbury gave decision granting
Board of Education allocation power.

February 26, 1951

Bonner vetoed allocation bill; veto
was upheld by Benate.
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